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PREFACE
I have attempted a brief resume of what the Chinese
pilgrims wrote about contemporary India. I do not read
Chinese, nor am I conversant with the Buddhist lores in
which the pilgrims were so keenly interested. My compilation has no pretension to learning. I have simply
collected such scraps of information as I could from
standard translations, classified them subject-wise and
arranged them chronologically with such comments as
appeared relevant to me. It is purely a layman's work
meant for the average reader who is not interested in
technicalities. In view of the present amity between India
and China I felt a popular work likely to revive the
memory of past coniacts even slightly would not be
altogether useless. That is why I selected the Chinese
pilgrims as the subject of my discourse when the ViceChancellor and the ~ ~ ~ n d i cofa tthe
e University of Madras
did me the honour of inviting me to deliver the Sir William
Meyer endowment lectures for 1952-53.
I am under special obligations to Professor Ramesh
Chandra Majumdar, the well-known Indologist, who not
only lent me all the rare publications I needed from his
personal library for an indefinite period but also went
through my manuscript and ' off ered-valuable suggestions.
My thanks go to Dr. ~ a d h a ~ o v i n dBasak,
a
Professor Sashibhusan Das Gupta and Shri Benoyendramohan Chaudhuri
who also took the trouble of reading my manuscript.
Sri Nalini Nath Das Gupta very kindly 'corrected the
proofs, and the equally tedious work of compiling the
index was undertaken by Sri Arun Das Gupta, to both

of whom I ain greatly indebted. Lastly I must record my
obligations to the authorities of the Madras University
but for whose patronage this work would not have been
undertaken at all.
I regret I could not follow a uniform method in
transliterating Chinese proper names due to my ignorance
of the language. I could not see these lectures through
the press earlier on account of heavy preoccupations.

6, Ekdalia Place,
Calcutta - 19.
April 4, :956.

OF THE PILGRIMS
"It is nearly seven hundred years ago that the noble
doctrine of the Buddha first passed into the East (China)",
wrote I-tsing sometimes in the nineties of the seventh
century A.D.' He was not far from correct. In 67 A.D.
two Buddhist monks from India, KaSyapa Mitanga and
Dharmaraksa, brought the gospel of the Buddha to the
Chinese court, but that was not the first contact between
the two countries, for the missionary had his forerunner in
the more enterprising merchant. As early as 126 B.C.
Chang K'ien, a Chinese diplomat who spent more than a
decade in the lands of the western barbarians, reported to
his imperial master that he had found goods of Western
Chinese origin in Central Asian markets.l According to
his ihformation, these goods had been imported there by
' Indian merchants. They obviously travelled to the Southwestern provinces of China through Assam. The report
roused Chinese interest in the lands of the west and went
a long way to o p qing the northern route to India. With
the mission of Dharmaraksa and Kagyapa Mitanga opened
a new era of Indo-Chinese friendship and cultural co-operation. "Indian Bhikshus came to China one after another",
as I-tsing observes, "and the Chinese priests of the time
being, crowded together before them, and received instruction from them. There were some who went to India

' Takakusu, p. 23.
' Ragchi, India and

Chinn, p. 5. Prof. Goodrich suggests that Chinese
contact with India dates back to rhe first millenium B.C. A Short History
of the Chinese People, pp. 26-27. As early as the fourth century B.C. a
few Sanskrit words had found their way to China.
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themselves and witnessed the proper practice there."J
Thus began a two way traffic in which the best spirits of
the two countries participated. Among the Indian scholars
who travelled to China were such eminent monks as
Kumarajiva, and Paramartha' ; of the Chinese savants
who made their pilgrimage to the Buddhist holy places
in India the most well-known were Fa-Hian, Hiuen-tsang,
and I-tsing. But there were many others who preceded
and followed them. According to Prof. Liang-Chi-Chao,
no less than one hundred and sixty-nine pilgrims set out
for India during the six hundred yearsSbetweenthe third
and the eighth centuries of the Christian era.5 All of
them are not known by name, some of the pilgrims had
to return home without accomplishing their self-imposed
task,'others succumbed to the rigours of the road, a few
preferred to spend their remaining vears in the land of the
Buddha, and the rest studied the sacred texts and went
back to China, rich in learning and strong in faith, to serve
the Church to which they had dedicated themselves.
The way was long. It had its perils, it had its terrors.
The route lay across barren deserts. Not a blade of grass
relieved the wearied eyes of the forlorn traveller, not a bird
appeared in the sky above, nor a beast was seen on the earth
below to cheer his drooping spirit. The burning sun glared
at the blazing sands in the daytime, the mocking stars
blinked at the gloomy expanse at night, and goblin fires

' Takakusu, p. 23.
' Kumiirajiva w o ~ k c din

China from 401 to 412 of the Christian era. The
son of an Indian father and Kuchean mother, he is credited with the translation of 106 works into Chinese. Paramiirtha, a native of Ujjayini, reached
China in 546 A.D. by sea, and translated 70 works into Chinese and wrote
a life of Vasubandhu.
Chia-1,uen-Lo, Chinere Sotrrces for Indian History, in The Proceedings
of the Indian Historical R e c o r d Commission, 1948.
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and phantom figures chased each other to the horror of the
unhappy pilgrim. Strong winds blew sands into his eyes
and nostrils and obliterated the faint track he was to follow.
Only bleaching bones of dead horses and camels, the dread
relics of a lost caravan, served as the signposts and warnings
to the bold intruder. In the lakes by the road dwelt dragons,
venomous and vindictive, that caused rains and storms, and
robbers and highway-men lurked in the forests and mountain gorges. There were snowclad mountains where blinding blizzards raged throughout the year, and deep ravines
could be negotiated only by s~vingingsuspension bridges
that lent but uncertain foothold to all but the most wary
and the most watchful. It needed an uncommonly bold
spirit and an exceptionally strong physique to face and
survive the natural perils and the supernatural terrors of
the long way that led to India. No wonder that though
many left for the holy land few were destined to reach the
journey's end, and fewer still had the double blessing of
returning home. Naturally most of the pilgrims were
monks, though occasionally a few laymen found their way
to India in the course of their official business.
It will be a mistake to think that all the Chinese
travellers followed the land route through the deserts and
the mountains of Central Asia. Some of them found the
Assam-Burma route more convenient, others came by the
Tibet way, some, specially the merchants, preferred the
high road of the southern seas and disembarked at the
flourishing port of T~mralipti,then a famous centre of
Buddhist learning. But the sea had its perils as well ; it
had its typhoons and pirate ships and sometimes the blind
superstitions of terror-struck traders sought a Jona in a
heretic monk when the boat leaked and the storm raged

4
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high. Fa-Hian experienced the rigours of the Central Asian
route and the perils of the sea for he travelled by land to
India and returned home by sea via Ceylon and Java.
Of Fa-Hian's early life, we know next to nothing. It
is said that his family surname was Kung and he hailed
from the Shan-hsi region. His parents dedicated him to
the Church while yet a little child, as his three elder
brothers had all died young. Then followed a serious illness
and the future Master of the Law was removed to a monastery. He refused to return h.ome after his recovery, and
even his father's death did not shake his resolution though
he was a boy of ten at the time. When his mother also
passed away he had none to call him back to the worldly
life. This is all that a sixth century Chinese work,
Memoirs of Emllzent Monks; has to tell us about the first
great scholar who penetrated illto the land of the
Br5hmanas.G
Fa-Hian was at Chang-gan, a fully ordained monk,
when he resolved to visit India. "Deploring the mutilated
and imperfect state of the collection of the Books of Disc;
pline . . . .(he entered into an engagement with Hwuy-king,
Tao-ching, I-Iwuy-ying and Hwuy-wei that they should
go to Indid and seek for the Disciplinary Rules."' It is to
be noted that two centuries and seventy-two years later
I-tsing also sailed for India in quest of the Vinaya texts.
T o a monk the rules or laws of Discipline were no less
important than the cardinal doctrines of his faith. As
I-tsing complained-"Books on the Vinaya were gradually
enlarged, but became obscure". . . . . "It is difficult to gain
a knowledge of the Vinaya after it has been handled by
a

Legge, p. 1.

' Legge, pp. 9-10.
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mahy men . . . . on account of some misinterpretations
handed down, the disciplinary rules have suffered, and
errors constantly repeated have become customs which are
the more serious
contrary to the original principles"."!h
of the monks wanted to go to the fountain ,head of the
original texts instead of relying on inaccurate translations
and unintelligent commentaries. Urged by this pious
desire Fa-Hian and his friends left Chang-gan. ( On the
wav at Chang-yih they met another party of five, Che-yen,
Hwuy-keen, Sang-shao, Pao-yun and Sang-king, also bound
for 1ndia)possibly under a similar in~piration.~It could
not be an accident that two groups of five monks, unknown
to one another, should simultaneously set out on the same
mission. Obviously the spirit of reform was in the air.1°
Together they journeyed to Tun-hwang, recently the
Eldorado of the Central Asian explorer. Here the two
parties separated and Fa-Hian entered the dreaded desert
"in which there are many evil demons and hot winds".
"Travellers who encounter them perish all to a man",
Fa-Hian adds. "There is not a bird to be seen in the air
above, nor an animal on the ground below. Though you
look all round most earnestly to find where you can cross,
you know not where to make your choice, the only mark
and indication being the dry bones of the dead."" Thanks
to the equipment, munificently supplied by the Prefect
of Tun-hwang, the party crossed t h e desert in safety and
reached the kingdom of Shen-shen. It is not necessary to
T a k a h s u , p. 16 and p. 18.
"me,
p. 1 1 .
loDr. Bagchi refers to a movement initiated by Tao-ngan with a view
to promoting a critical examination of Chinese translations and interpretation of Buddhist doctrines. India and China. pp. 60-61.
" Legge, p. 12.
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follow their foot-steps from Shen Shen, the modern LobNor area, to the banks of the Indus through Kara Shahr
(Wu-e), Khotan, Karghalik, Kashgarh and Dare1 ; but~we
cannot leave Khotan and Kashgarh, two important out-.
posts of ancient Indian civilisation and culture, without a
passing notice.)
According to a tradition preserved by Hiuen-tsang,
Khotan was founded by one of Aboka's sons, but the royal
family also claimed divine descent.; Sir Aurel Stein quotes
a Tibetan legend which confirms this tradition.12 The
princes of this house bore Indian names like Vijayavirya,
Vijayajaya and Vijaya Sambhava. Kharosthi documents,
unearthed at Niya and its neighbourhood, leave no doubt
that an Indian language, closely allied to Priik~t,was used
for administrative purposes throughout the Khotan region
about the middle of the third century A.D. Later
Buddhism brought Sanskrit with it which was in vogue at
the time of Fa-Hian's visit, and the. manuscript finds show
that the B r a m i script was introduced with some local
variations. The official documents were in Sanskrit and
started with Mahiinubhava Mahariij Lihati-so writes the
high minded great king. The Khotan rulers used the
Sanskrit titles of Mahiiriiya, Mahiircija and Devaputra and
in the official documents discovered in this region we come
across Indian personal names like Bhima, Bangasena,
Nandasena, S~masena,Sitaka and Upajiva. 'Among official
titles occur such familiar designations, as Divira (clerk),
Cara or Caraka (secret agent), Lekha-haraka (Letter carriers)
and Diitiya (envoys). For these details we are indebted to
western archaeologists of our own times,13 but(Fa-Hian has
Hwui-li, p. 203. Stein, Ancient Khotan, pp. 152 and 160, pp. 223-230.
la Stein, Ancient Khotan, pp. 163, 366.

I4
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left an eye-witness's account of a magnificent image procession, a ceremony which survives in this country even today.
While Hwuy-king and two others left for Kashgarh,
Fa-Hian and the others waited at Khotan for three months
more to see the procession. "There are in this country
great monasteries not counting the smaller ones") writes
the pilgrim.) "Beginning on the first day o f the fourth
month, they sweep and water the streets inside the city,
making a grand display in the lanes and by-ways. Over
the city gate they pitch a large tent, grandly adorned in
all possible ways in which the king and queen with their
ladies, brilliantly arrayed, take up their residence (for the
time). The monks of the Gomati monastery, being
MahHy~nastudents, and held in great reverence by the
king, took precedence of all the others in the procession.
At a distance of three or four le from the city, they made
a 'four-wheeled image car, more than thirty cubits high,
which looked like the great hall (of a monastery) moving
along. The seven precious substances were grandly displayed about it, with silken streamers and canopies hanging
all around. The (chief) image stood in the middle of the
car, with two Bodhisattvas in attendance on it, while devas
were made to follow in waiting, all brilliantly carved in
and silver, and hanging in the air. When (the car) was
a hundred paces from the gate, the king put off his crown
of state, changed his dress for a fresh suit, and with bare
feet, carrying in his hands, flowers and incense, and with
two rows of attending followers, went out at the gate to
meet the image ; and, with his head and face (bowed to
the ground) he did homage at his feet, and then scattered
the flowers and burnt the incense. When the image was
entering the gate, the queen and the brilliant ladies with

8
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her in the gallery above scattered far and wide all kinds
of flowers, which floated about and fell promiscuously to
the ground. In this way everything was done to promote
the dignity of the occasion. The carriages of the monasteries were all different, and each one had its own day for
the procession. (The ceremony) began on the first day of
the fourth month, and ended on the fourteenth, after which
the king and queen returned to the palace."" There is no
doubt that like the state religion, official language and the
current script, the ceremony of taking out images in procession in richly decorated cars also came from India,
( A t Kashgarh the two parties met again and witnessed
another Indian ceremony, the Pafica Pari~ador the M o k ~ a
Pa--ad as it was variously styled. Writes Fa-Hian, "It
happened that the king of the country was then holding
paiicha-parishad, that is, in Chinese, the great quinquennial
assembly. When this is to be held the king requests the
presence of the Sramanas from all quarters (of his kingdom). They come (as if) in clouds ; and when they are all
assembled, their place of session is grandly decorated. Silken
streamers and canopies are hung out in it, and water lilies
in gold and silver are made and fixed up behind the places
where (the chief of them) are to sit. When clean mats
have-been spread, and they are all seated, the king and his
ministers present their offerings according to rule and law.
(The assembly takes place), in the first,- second, or third
month, for the most part in spring. After the king has held
the assembly, he further exhorts the ministers to make
other and special offerings. The doing of this extends over
one, two, three, five, or even seven days ; and when all is
finished, he takes his own riding-horse, saddles, bridles,

-

'' Legge,

pp. 18-19.
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and waits on him himself,I5 while he makes the noblest
and most important minister of the hngdom mount him.
Then, taking fine white woolen cloth, all sorts of precious
things, and articles which the Sramanas require, he distributes then1 among them, uttering vows at the same time
along with all his ministers ; and when the distribution
has taken place, he again redeems whatever he wishes from
the monks."16 ASoka is alleged to have made a gift of
Jarnbiidvipa to the monks on three several occasions and
ro have thrice redeemed it in the approved manner. Harsavardhana of Kanauj, Sil~dityaof Mglava and his nephew
Dhruvasena I1 were also known to have held such M o k ~ a
Pari?ads at regular intervals for the benefit of the B r ~ h manas and Sramanas alike."
We cannot leave Kashgarh without paying our homage
to some of the relics of the Buddha. Over a tooth of the
Buddha the local people had reared a stiipa with which
were connected more than a thousand monks of the
H i n a y ~ n aschool. More precious than the tooth relic was
a stone vessel of variegated colour which the Buddha was
said to have used as a spittoon while alive. Fa-Hian does
not mention Buddha's begging bowl, but both the Indian
monk Kum~rajiva,who visited Kashgarh about 400 A.D.
l S Legge notes that the text here is obscirre and has perplexed all
translators. Does the horse here represent Kantaka, Buddha's favourite
mount? One wonders whether it was intended to dramatise Buddha's
mahZbhini~krama?za.
l 6 Legge, py. 22-23.
"For an account of H a ~ a v a r d h a n a ' s Alok~a-parisad at PrayHga see
Hwui-li, pp. 183-187. Silgditya of Milava used to convoke such a Parisad
every year, (Beal, Vol. II; p. 261) and the practice was continued by his
nephew Dhruvasena 11, T'u-lu-h'o-po-tu of the pilgrim. Beal, Vol. II, p. 267.
The King of Bamian, in modern Afghanistan, who claimed descent from
the Sikyas, also used to hold such charitable assemblies. Beal, Vol. I,
pp. 51-52.
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and the Chinese monk Ching-meng, who came there in
a
on his head the
404 A.D. refer to it. K u n ~ ~ r a j i vplaced
bowl, which was believed to have the miraculous power of
changing its weight. Ching-meng also testified to the
same miracle for he too handled the sacred vessel.'*
Fa-Hian's travels in India proper began with Woochang or Udyiina. He treats the kingdom as a part of
northern India though it lay on the western side of the
Indus. It is extremely doubtful whether the Buddha
ever went beyond the geographical limits of the modern
states of Bihiir and Uttara Prades'a, but tradition credited
him with aerial voyages to trans-Indus regions and Ceylon.19
In the kingdom of UdyHna he left his footprints, and many
places in the north western frontier of India were closelv
associated with his previous lives, particularly with the
incidents of the Sibi, the Vyaghri and the Vis'vantara
J~takas. The region was also rich in relics, for not only
could one see in these districts Buddha's begging bowl, his
i
but they could witness also
peuter staff and S a n g h ~ t robe,
the miraculous properties of his skullbone and tooth. Moreover the Tathagata had left in the caves of the wicked
N ~ g aG o p ~ l ahis living shadow which was visible "with
his complexion of gold and his characteristic marks" only
Stein, Ancient Khotan, p. 67.
"Spence Hardy, A Manual of Birddhism, pp. 212-215. According to
Ceylonese traditions Buddha paid no less than three visits to the island,
the first journey was made in the ninth month after enlightenment, the
second and the third in the fifth and the eighth years respectively of the
Buddhahood. Ma-huan, the Chinese sailor, has preserved a tradition that
on one of the return journeys Buddha halted in the Nicobar islands. FaHian says that Buddha went to UdvZna and left his foot prints theie (Legge,
p. 29). Hiuen-tsang also refers to these foot prints. Watters, Vol. I, p. 231.
Also see Sir Aurel Stein, Archaeologictll Tour in Upper Sztlnt, pp. 55-56, 5961, and Petech, Northern India According to the Shui-Ching-Chu, p. 19.
About Buddha's visit to Khotan see Beal, Vol. 11, p. 313.
lB
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to the pious and the pure-minded. The sceptic was denied
the blessed vision and artists employed by neighbouring
princes tried in vain to copy it. It was also honestly
believed that the thousand Buddhas must all leave their
shadows here. Fa-Hian and his friends, therefore, visited
SUVHS~U,
Purusapura, Hidda and Nagara or Jalalabad.
Pao-yun, Sang-king and Hwuy-tah'" turned homewards
from Purusapura but sad bereavements awaited Fa-Hian.
At Nagara (Jalalabad) Hwuy-ying suddenly fell ill and he
breathed his last in the monastery of Buddha's beggng
bowl at Purusapura, where his friend and fellow-traveller
Taoching had evidently brought him. Accompanied by
Tao-ching and Hwuy-king, Fa-Hian next ascended the
little snowy mountains (probably Safed Koh on the way
to Kohat pass) where "snow lies accumulated both winter
and summer. In the north (side) of the mountains, in the
shade they suddenly encountered a cold wind which made
them shiver and become unable to speak. Hwuy-king
could not go any farther. A white froth came from his
mouth, and he said to Fa-hien, 'I cannot live anv longer.
Do you immediately go away that we do not all die here :'
and with these words he died. Fa-hien stroked the corpse
and cried out piteously-Om original plan has failed-it is
fate. What can we do.l V 2 O The two survivors crossed the
range ancl ultimatelv reached Bannu. It may be mentioned
here that Tao-ching, now the only companion of our
pilgrim, later decided to stay in India and Fa-Hian was
the only one o[ the original five who left Chang-gan in
399 A.D. to reach the Chinese shores fifteen years later.
lBaHwuy-tah is introduced for the first time in Chapter XII.
p. 36). It is not clear when he joined the party.
2 0 Legge, pp. 40-41.

(Legge,
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After visiting Bhida in the Punjab where they were
treated with kindness and consideration by their brothers
in faith the two travellers turned their steps towards
Mathura. They passed on their way numerous monasteries "with a multitude of monks" and followed the course
of Poo-na or YamunH river. At Mathura, Fa-Hian saw
stiipas raised in honour of the three principal disciples of
the Buddha viz., S~riputra,Maudgal~yana,Ananda and
his son R ~ h u l a; stiipns had also been raised there in honour
of the Abhidharma, the Vinaya and the Siitras. Southeast from M a t h u r l eighteen yoinnas away, lay the kingdom of Sank~s'ya where the Buddha alighted from
Trayastrimia heaven after an absence of three months.
The seven topmost steps of the. ladders by which he
descended in the company of Indra and Brahmz still
continued to be visible." Stiipas marked the places where
three past Buddhas had once sat and walked, and nearby
was a monastery which had a white eared dragon or niiga
for its rlnnapati or b e n e f a c t ~ r . ~From
~
Sadk~Syaka-hian
went to Kanya-kubja and thence to Saketa where the
. . or tooth brush wood had miraBuddha's danta kiisthn
culously come to life and taken root." T h e next place of
visit was Sr~vasti,once the proud capital of Prasenajit, king
of KoSala and Buddha's friend and contemporary. Here
was Jetavana hallowed bv Buddha's mernorv. "When
Fi-hien and Tao-ching first arrived at the Jetavana
monastery, and thought how the U'orlcl-honoured One
had formerly resided there for twentv fire vears, painful
reflections arose in their minds." They thought of those
Legge, pp. 47-50.
Legge, p. 52.
Legge, pp. 54-55.
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friends who had gone back, they thought of those who
had passed away, as they looked upon the place where
Buddha once lived now un-occupied by him. The resident
monks enquired about their country and were surprised
to learn that they came from the land of Han, for never
in their experience had they seen "men of Han followers
of our system arrive here." About a mile from the
monastery was a bamboo grove of miraculous origin. Here
five hundred blind men had regained their sight through
the mercy of the Buddha, and when in their delight they
threw away their staves they all took root in testimony to
the supernatural power of the Enlightened One. Here
also the evil-minded CaiicamHna or Ciiici, who falsely
traduced Buddha, was exposed by Sakra, and the pit
through which she went alive into hell was still to be seen.
A mile from Sr~vastistood a stiipa where Buddha met
Viriidhaka when the latter was on his way to the S ~ k y a
kingdom.;'
Before they went to KapilHvastu, the two
pilgrims visited the birth places of three previous Buddhas,
Kalyapa, Krakucchanda and Kanakamuni.
Kapilgvastu was in ruins, though every place associated
with Buddha was still recognised. From Kapilgvastu, the
garden of Lumbini, where Gautama was born, was not far
off, and from the place of Buddha's nativity the pilgrims
a , the seat of Koliya power,
proceeded to R ~ m a g r ~ m once
and until recently an uninhabited desolation, with none
but wild elephants to attend the stiipa, which the Koliyas
had reverendly raised over their share of the relics after
Buddha's parinirvcina. A Srgmanera later discovered the
stllpa by accident and attached himself to the holy place.=
"

Legge, pp. 62-63.
Legge, pp. 69-70.
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Twenty yojanas to the east of the deserted Koliya capital
was the little Malla town of KuSinagara, where the
Enlightened One attained his parinztana. In between
were two other holy cities, the place where Buddha bade
farewell to Chandaka, and where the mortal remains of
the Tathggata was cremated after the pariniruana.
From Kuiinagara Fa-Hian went east to VaibIli, once
famous as the capital of the Licchavis. Here lived in
Buddha's time Ambap~li,the Mary Magdalene of the
Buddhists, and less than a mile from the town was a stiipa
that commemorated the legend of the thousand sons and
their mother. It was by the side of this stiipa that Mgra
got from Buddha a promise to pass away in three months'
time. The pilgrims next crossed the Ganges on their way
to Pstaliputra. The law of Buddha was already on the
decline in the city of Aboka, though Fa-Hian does not
specifically say so. He mentions a holy man whom the
ruling king greatly revered,26and goes on to observe that
"By means of this one man the Law of Buddha was widely
made known, and the followers of other doctrines did not
find it in their power to persecute the body of monks in
any way." Evidently the Buddhists feared persecution by
non-Buddhists, and the royal favourite of MahHyIna persuation was a source of protection to them. The two
pilgrims had yet to visit three of the most important places
associated with the Enlightened One,- gay^ where he
attained enlightenment, VHr~nasiwhere he first set the
wheel of law in motion, and R~jagrha,particularly the
Gydhrakiita hill, where the Buddha spent so many years
and preached so often. Fa-Hian was deeply moved when

'' His
p. 78.

name was RZdhH-svPmi and he was a BAhmana by birth. Legge,
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he worshipped at the Grdhrakiica hill. "In the New City
Fa-hien bought incense (sticks), flowers, oil and lamps, and
hired two bhikshus, long resident (at the place), to carry
them (to the peak). When he himself got to it, he made
his offerings with the flowers and incense, and lighted the
lamps when the darkness began to come on. He felt
melancholy, but restrained his tears and said, 'Here
Buddha delivered the Siiriingama (Siitra)'. I, Fa-hien, was
born when I could not meet with Buddha ; and now I only
see the footprints which he has left, and the place where
he lived, and nothing more.' With this, in front of the
rock cavern, he chanted the Siiriiizgama Siitra, remained
there over the night, and then returned towards the New
City."27
Having thus visited the principal holy places of his
faith, Fa-Hian returned to P~faliputraand devoted himself
to the mission that had brought him so far. His main
object was to collect complete sets of Vinaya texts. The
Buddhist church was then divided into many sects and
sub-sects and each of the eighteen schools had its own rules
of discipline. The texts, however, were orally transmitted
from teacher to pupil, and were not ordinarily available in
writing. In a M a h ~ y ~ nmonastery
a
he discovered a copy
a
and erroneously accepted
of the M a h ~ s ~ n g h i kVinaya
them as the original rules compiled in Buddha's lifetime.
His next lucky find was a transcript of the SarvsstivadaB
rules in six or seven thousand gathas. These were of
special importance to him as the general mass of Chinese
Buddhists subscribed to Sarv~stivadacreeds. These also

'' Legge,
'' Legge,

pp. 83-84.
p. 98. Fa-Hian was told that the original copy was preserved

in the Jetavana Vihira.
'' Legge, p. 99.
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used to be orally transmitted from scholar to scholar. He
also obtained texts of the Samy~ktiibhidharmahyda~a
Siistra, Parinirvci?za Vaipulya Siitra and Mahbiinghika
Abhidharma. T o transcribe them was no easy task, for it
demanded a thorough knowledge of Sanskrit language and
literature. Fa-Hian, therefore, spent three years at P ~ t a l i putra learning Sanskrit and writing out the Vinaya texts.
When his pious labours at PHraliputra were over he turned
eastward once again. This time his destination was the
far-famed port of THmralipti where he spent another two
years "writing out his Siitras and drawing pictures of
images." He embarked at T~mraliptifor Ceylon and
reached that island after a voyage of fourteen days. In
Ceylon also Fa-Hian spent a couple of years visiting holy
places and seats of Buddhist learning, for the monks of
that island were well known for their piety and erudition.
His luck did not fail him here and "he succeeded in getting
h
a copy of the Vinayapitaka of the M a h i b ~ s a k ~school,
the Dirghiigama and Samyukt~gama (Siitras) and Samyukta Safichaya pi~aka",~Oall Sanskrit works unknown in
the land of Han. Happy in, his finds Fa-Hian was now
anxious to take home his sacred treasures. He was, moreover, feeling exceedingly home sick. "Several years had
now elapsed since Fa-hien left the land of Han ; the men
with whom he had been in intercourse had all been of
regions strange to him : his eyes had not rested on an old
and familiar hill or river, plant or tree : his fellow-travellers,
moreover, had been separated from hiin, some by death,
and others flowing off in different directions : no face or
shadow was now with him but his own, and a constant
sadness was in his heart. Suddenly (one day), when by
Legge, p. 11 I .
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the side of this image of jade3' he saw a merchant
presenting as his offering a fan of white silk ; and the tears
of sorrow involuntarily filled his eyes and fell down.""
Nothing to detain him in Ceylon any longer, Fa-Hian,
took a boat for Java which carried two hundred passengers.
The vessel; however, sprang a leak and the alarmed
passengers threw overboard all their bulky goods. Fa-Hian
was afraid that his manuscripts might attract the attention of the Gightened merchants and earnestly prayed to
Avalokiteivara to save his valuable collection. The prayer
was heard and though foul weather continued for davs,
the leak was ultimately located and repaired. In Java
Fa-Him had to wait for five months for a China-bound
boat. Again the ship was overtaken by a violent storm
and the superstitious BrLhmana passengers attributed their
misfortune to the inauspicious presence of the ill-omened
bhiksu. But for the intervention of a kind hearted
merchant he might have been left in a desert island to die
of hunger and thirst ; the pious pilgrim and his sacred
treasures were not yet safe, for the ship went out of its
course, provision ran short and drinking water had to be
strictly rationed. But good luck prevailed once again and
the boat reached the coast of Ts'ing-Chow. At Ts'ing-Chow
the weary pilgrim was warmly welcomed by the hospitable
Prefect. Back to his native land, Fa-Hian was anxious to
hurry to Chang-gan but he had to go to Nanking first
where his manuscripts and drawings were exhibited.
"After Fa-hien set out from Chang-gan it took him

'' An image of ~ u d d d ain green jade in the Abhayagiri monastery.
Legge, p. 102.
"Legge, pp. 102-103, Legge suggests that the merchant in question was
a Chinese and the fan also came from China.
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years to reach C e ~ t r a lIndia. Stoppages there extended
over (other) six years ; and on his return it took him three
years to reach Ts'ing-Chow." But the journey's end did
not bring rest and relaxation and it certainly did not mean
a life of ease and indolence. The texts so laboriously
collected and so carefully transcribed were unintelligible
to his countrymen. Their message must be brought home
to them. His last days were employed in the translation
of the Sanskrit texts. In this task he found a competent
collaborator in the Indian Sramana Buddhabhadra. Thus
Indian scholarship was yoked with Chinese piety in
spreading the gospel of the Buddha in the lands of the
east. But before he could accomplish all that he wanted
Fa-Hian was granted the bliss of nirvana at the ripe old
age of eighty-eight in the monastery of Sin at King-Chow.
The ilecessity of textual examination of Buddhist
sacred works which brought Fa-Hian to India inspired
other monks of his generation. One of them, Che-mong
and his party suffered terribly in their journey across the
Pamirs but they ultimately entered Kashmir and visited
Buddhist holy places in northern India. Che-mong also
collected Buddhist texts and wrote an account of his
*
Indian travels which has been 10.st.j~ Lost also is the
account of Fa-yong who left for India by the Central
Asian route in 420 A.D., learnt Sanskrit, studied Buddhist
texts and returned home by sea.34 The labcurs of these
learned monks at last brought home to the acthorities of
the state the supreme need of collecting and collating old
texts and an imperial decree sent Tao-pu with a staff of
ten scribes on this mission. He left for India by sea and

a4

Bagchi, India and China, p. 65.
Bagchi, India and China, pp. 65-66.
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died of a ship-wreck without achieving a n y t h i n g . j V h e
next official attempt was not made until the second decade
of the next century.

In 518 A.D. the dowager empress of the Wei dynasty
sent Sung-yun of Tun-hwang and Uhiksu Haei-sang to
obtain Buddhist books and to offer presents at Buddhist
shrines. They left the capital and after crossing the
"drifting sands" took the Shen Shen, Chei- chcn, Khotan
and Yarkand route, reached the Tsung-ling or Onion
mountains, and through Kafiristan and Bolor entered
Udyana by suspension bridges. "These arc suspe~ldedin
the air for the purpose of crossing (over the mountain
chasms). On looking down~vardsrio bottom can be perceived ; there is nothing on the side to grasp in case of a
slip, but in a moment the body is hurled down 10.000
fathoms. O n this account, travellers ~ryill not cross over
in case of high winds."36
Sung-yun's pilgrimage and explorations were confined
mainly to Udvnna, G ~ n d h a r a and the neighbouring
regions, and were not extended to North India proper.
We come across in his account also the same JHtaka stories,
stiipas and relics to which Fa-Hian had referred. Hlveisang seemed to have been particularly impressed by the
miracles worked at a stone tower near Kaniska's pagoda
at Peshwar and attributed it to the king of the Sibis of the
JHtaka fame. H e presented to this tower a tall flag, the
sole remnant of two thousand streamers which the empress,
the princess and the dukes had given him for such
"

Bagchi, lndin and China, p. 66.
Beal, Vol. I, p. XCIII.
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purpose. Sung-yun allotted to the Kaniska pagoda two
servants in perpetuity to sweep and water it. The B h i k ~ u
spent two years in UdyHna, which had earned an unenviable reputation as a' land of sorcerers. Before they
left for home Sung-yun and Hwei-sang collected one
hundred and seventy volumes of Buddhist texts, all
standard works of the Mah~yPnascho01.~'

The seventh century was the golden age of the
Chinese pilgrims in India as the seventeenth was that of
the western travellers. It was the age of Hiuen-tsang,
Wang-hiuen-tse and I-tsing. Besides them came many
others whose records unfortunately have been lost. I-tsing
merrtions no less than thirty two by name and several
others whose names were not known to him.37a It is true
that all of them were not Chinese by origin, but whichever might have been the country of their birth, Korea,
Tibet, Samarkand or Indo-China, they were Chinese by
education and culture, and had been inspired by the
example of earlier Chinese monks. At least seven of
them had been to NHland~and many more knew enough
Sanskrit to study the Vinaya and other works in ~riginal."
Beal, Vol. I, p. LXXIV.
''a Hwui-li, pp. XXVII-XXXVI.
Of these the most remarkable ia
Sramana Hiuen-chiu who visited India thrice and collected for his sovereign
a number of medicinal herbs from South India. He was familiar with the
Nepal-Tibet route and spent several years a t NiilandZ. During his third
visit he probably met Wang-hiuen-tse in N ~ r t hIndia.
"Hiuen-chiu, Taou-hi, known also as Srideva, Aryavarman a Korean,
Hwui-meh, also a Korean, Buddhadharma of the Tokhira country whom
I-tsing met at Niilandi, Taou-sing and Tang, who returned to China with
the envoy Wang-hiuen-tse.
"
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Some of them visited India more than once but their fame
had been eclipsed by that of the prince of pilgrims-the
famous Master of the Law-Hiuen-tsang.
Hiuen-tsang came of an old aristocratic family. 13s
great grandfather was Prefect of Shang-tang ; his grandfather, the founder of the family fortunes, was president
of the Imperial College and had been granted the revenue
of a town for his subsistence ; the father, however, had
no taste for public life and preferred a quiet corner of his
library to the noisy atmosphere of a magistrate's office.
Hiuen-tsang inherited his scholarly habits. When other
children played and gambled and crowded after street
musicians in their unsophisticated glee, Hiuen poured
over old classics and tried to model his conduct on that of
the ancient saged9 His father belonged to the old faith
of the country, but his second brother had accepted
Buddha's religion and renounced the world. It was his
influence that attracted the future Master of the Law first
to Buddhistic studies and then to the monastic life.
He entered a convent quite early in his youth and
earned a stipend to which young people of his age were
not eligible. Endowed with a phenomenal memory, he
soon made himself familiar with the sacred writings of the
M a h l y ~ n aschool. "By hearing a book only once, he
understood it thoroughly, and after a second reading he
needed no further instructions, but remembered it throughAt the age of thirteen he expounded the most
abstruse doctrines with a perspicuity that commanded the
admiring attention of his elders.
Not content with what he had already learnt, he
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visited in turn a11 the noted savants of his time and
diligently studied. with them until they had nothing more
to teach him. If he aspired to scholarly fame it was
already his, but he sought something more important.
more essential, a perfect knowledge of the Buddha's
teachings. Puzzled by the inc.onsistencies that the sacred
works offered, troubled by the conflict between principles
and practice, Hiuen-tsang decided to emulate the example
of the illustrious Fa-Hian and to go to the land of the
BrHhmanas to seek for the Law. But the times had
+
him four other monks inspired
changed ; Fa-Hian had with
by the same ideal, Che-mong led a party of twenty pilgrims, Sung-yun had Hwei-sang to share with him the
pleasures and perils of the road ; but Hiuen-tsang had to
pursue his solitary course, all alone, for, the crossing of
the western frontier had been interdicted by an imperial
decree, and the barrier was closely watched by vigilant
soldiers. Beyond the barriers stood no less than five
watch towers garrisoned by wary archers ready to shoot
the tresspasser at sight. This was not all, the area was
absolutely barren and provided no shade for the weary
and no water for the thirsty. But Hiuen-t2-q resolved
to go west at any cost and defy men and nature in his
search for the truth. H e was twenty-six at the time.
If circumstances were so adverse there was no lack of
friends and well-wishers among the officials to sustain him
in his pious resolve. His plans to go west was no secret.
A t Kwa-chow, when spies came with a royal mandate to
stop the monk, the friendly governor took Hiuen-tsang
into his confidence, tore the paper into pieces and urged
him to go in all haste. He persuaded a foreigner to serve
as his guide; and at his instance exchanged his horsc with
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a sorry nag that had crossed the desert before. The
exchange proved providential, but the guide deserted him
near the first tower, and worse still, an arrow warned him
that his presence in the forbidden area was a secret no
longer. The captain of the guards, how,ever, proved
sympathetic, and advised him how to reach the fourth
tower. There his movements were detected for a second
time, but again the commanding office# and his men
proved friendly and he was permitted to enter the desert
unmolested. Here one misfortune follow~edanother ; first
he missed the spring where he was to replenish his water
supply, next by a misadventure he tilted the water-bottle
while drinking from it and lost every drop of the precious
liquid that it contained, and to complete his miseries. he
lost his way in that trackless expanse. For a moment his
courage failed him and he thought of turning back, but
he recalled his vow never to take a step eastward if he failed
to reach India ; so he invoked the help of his patron
Bodhisattva and turned northwest. "At this time (as,-he
looked) in the four directions, the view was boundless ;
there were no traces either of man and horse, and in the
night the demons and goblins raised firelights as many
as the stars ; in the day-time the driving wind blew the
sand before it as in the season of rain. But notwithstanding all this his heart was undected by fear ; but he suffered
from want of water, and was so parched with thirst that
he could no longer go forward. Thus for four nights and
five days not a drop of water had he to wet his throat or
mouth, his stomach was racked with a burning heat, and
he was ~vell-nigh thoroughly exhausted. And now not
being able to advance he lay down to rest on the sands,
invoking Kwan-Yin without intermission, although worn
3
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out with sufferings"."
But his troubles were soon to be
over. Unknown to him he and his horse had blundered
in the right duection and reached the verge of an unknown
oasis. In the middle of the fifth night a refreshing breeze
, if in response to his earnest prayer, and
suddenly b l ~ w as
revived the waning strength and drooping spirit of the man
and the beast. The horse was strong enough to stand up
again, and soothed by the fresh breeze, the pilgrim once
more recovered the use of his eyes. But he did not try to
move and lay still and slept for a while. His sleep was
disturbed by a dream and he once more mounted his
Hwui-li, pp. 22-23. Earlier @. 18) Hwui-li thus describes the terror
of the desert. "Alone and deserted he traversed the sandy waste ; his only
means of observing the way being heaps of bones and the horse-dung. . . .
He suddenly saw a body of troops. .
Sometimes they advanced someAnd now the appearance of camels and horses, and
times they halted
the glittering of standards and lances met his view; then suddenly fresh
forms and figures changing into a thousand shapes appeared, sometimes at
a n immense distance and then closk at hand, and then they dissolved into
Again he heard in the void sounds of voices." Abut
nothing
.
six hundred years later, Marco Polo referred to the phantom figures and
etherial voice that travellers saw and heard in the Lob Nor desert: "Not
a thing to eat ie to be found on it," he says. "In some 28 places altogether
you will find good water, but in no great quantity ;" "Beasts there are
none ; for there is nought for them to eat. But there is a marvellous thing
related of this Desert, which is that when travellers were on the move by
night, and one of them chances to lag behind or to fall asleep or the like,
when he triee to gain his company again he will hear spirits talking and
will suppose them to be his comrades. Even in the day time one hears
those spirits talking." The Book of Marco Polo, ed Yule, (London, 1871).
Vol. I, pp. 180-181. Sir Aurel Stein also testifies to the trustworthiness of
Hiuen-tsang. He writes from his own experience "Totally devoid of water
or shelter of any sort, this long march is attended with risks both on
account of the great summer heat here experienced and the icy north-east
gales to which it is expoeed in the winter and spring. Carcases of transport
animals rnsrk the route all the way from K u shui ; nor are losses of human
lives un kt-~
ow n here." Stein, The Desert Crossing of Hsiiag-Tsang, 630 A.D.,
i n T h e Cmgr~phicatJournal, Nov. 1919, p. 273.
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horse and urged it forward. The horse did not obey its
rider long and took its own course, and Hiuen-tsang was
delighted to find himself before long in "acres of green
grass" where he let his horse loose. "About ten paces off
he came to a pool of water, sweet and bright as a mirror",
and "he drank without stint and so his body and vital
power were restored once more, and both man and horse
obtained refreshment and ease". The devout biographer,
to whom we are indebted for these details, assures us that
"this water and grass were not natural supplies" but had
been provided by the loving pity of the Bodhisattva. The
sceptic, however, may be permitted to attribute to the
natural instincts of the horse, that had crossed the desert
before, the unexpected relief but for which Hiuen-tsang
might have shared the fate of other daring travellers who
never saw the desert's end.
The worst part of the journey over, the weary pilgrim
dragged his tired limbs to a temple where he found three
Chinese priests none of whom had hoped to meet one of
their countrymen again. At Kau-chang, modem Turfan,
king Khio-wen-t'ai received the pilgrim with open arms.
Royal kindness, however, proved as unwelcome to the
India-bound monk as the dangers he had so recently
experienced, for the king and the queen wanted him to
stay with them for ever, and were prepared to use other
methods if friendly persuation failed. But, Hiuen-tsang
was adamant, and abstained from food and drink until
the king reluctantly yielded to his persistence. At the
king's request Hiuen-tsang agreed to stay at Turfan a
month longer and preached to his court and people.
When the parting day arrived, the king not only gave him
t wen ty-four letters of introduction, but presented him such
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articles of clothing as the cold of the route ahead
demanded. besides a hundred ounces of gold, three myriads
of silver pieces, five hundred rolls of satin and taffeta,
thirtv horses and twenty-four servants. Rloreover, he
commissioned one of his trusted officers to conduct Hiuentsang to the court of the Sh'eh-hu-Khan, whose eldest son
and heir apparent had married the king's sister. On his
way Hiuen-tsang passed through Karashahr, the black city,
whose climate had earned it the unenviable name of
0-Ki-ni or Agni, Kuchih (Ku-che) "a-here quinquennial
Buddhist assemblies were held" and "all the monasteries
made processions with their images of the Buddha" ; the
Ling-shan mountains with perpetual snow and icy minds,
lake Issik-kul, where "fish and dragons lived pel1 me11 in
deep azure water," to Su-she, Water City, where the
pilgrim met the Sh'eh-hu-Khan.
The Khan was on a
hunting expedition and urged the pilgriln to stav there
for a while. Formerly a fire-worshipper, he was converted
by Hiuen-tsang, and naturally requested the monk to stay
with him. But the pilgrim was not to be deviated from
his resolve and the Khan presented him "a complete set
of vestments in red satin, and fifty pieces of silk and
personally escorted him to a distance of two miles." The
pilgrim next proceeded throagh the Iron gates, a narrow
cleft to the west of Derbent that now goes by the name of
Buzghala Khana, and Tu-ho-lo (Badakshan) to Kunduz,
the head quarters of the eldest son of the Sh'eh-hu-Khan
and brother-in-law of the king of Turfan. The' prince was
then ill, but the king's letter assured the pilgrim of a warm
tvelcome and generous hospitality. It is interesting to note
that the monk met here a B r ~ h m a n anecromancer who had
come to cure the ailing prince by his charms. Whatever
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cfiicacy his incantations might have against the natural

distemper of his patient, they were of no avail against
poison administered by the young queen at the instigation
of her wicked lover.42
The new prince, guilty of murder and incest as he
was, did not lack in respect for the Chinese Sramana. At
his request Hiuen-tsang visited Balkh. Though a dependencv of Kunduz, Balkh was then known as "Little Rsjagrha", on account of the sacred relics it possessed and the
erudition and piety of the resident monks. Hiuen-tsang
saw here the Buddha's water pot, his sweeping broom of
Kuia grass with a jewelled handle and a tooth of the
Buddha one inc!: long and 81 10th of an inch broad.43 On
the six festival days these relics were exhibited to the
assembled lay and clerical worshippers and "might emit
a brilliant light moved by the thorough sincerity of a
worshipper". The Na-~a-Sanghiiriimaof Balkh was often
robbed on account of its wealth of precious gems, but
recently a covetous Turk had not only been foiled in his
sacrilegious intention but had paid with his life for his
contemplated sin, as he incurred the wrath of Vaibravanadeva, the guardian of the establishment. At this monastery Hiuen-tsang met a learned monk named, PrjiiBkara,
from the Cheka country, with whom he studied Abhidharma and Vibhii~Zfor a month. Two of the resident
monks, Dharmapriya and Dharmakara, were well-versed
in the three pitakas of the Hinaysna school like Prajii~kara,
and were .greatly honoured for their erudition. In this
region, in Buddha's time, lived two merchants, T r a p u ~ a
and Bhallika, who had offered the Enlightened One some

'' Hwui-li,

pp. 47-48.
" Watters, Vol. I, pp. 108-109.
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parched grain and honey and received from him some
hair and nail parings over \vhich, on their return home,
they built two stiipas according to the direction of the
great master himself.
Our pilgrim, accompanied by Prajii~kara,next entered
the Great Snowy Mountain. He had experienced the
terrors of the desert soon after crossing the frontiers of
China. He was now to face the perils of the alpine climate.
"Wind and snow alternate incessantly, and at mid-summer
it is still cold. Piled up snow fills the valleys and the
mountain tracks are hard to follow. There are gods of
the mountains and impish sprites which in their anger
send forth monstrous apparitions, and the mountains are
infested by troops of robbers who make murder their
occupation". The snowy range, however, was safely
crossed and the intrepid monk entered the kingdom of
Bamian in modern Afghanistan. The king, according to
a current legend, was of S ~ k y adescent, and there were
three gigantic figures of the Buddha, two standing and
one reclining, in the environs of the capital." Near the
reclining figure, which according to Hiuen-tsang exceeded
1000 feet in length, the king used to hold a Moksa Pari~ad,
when he used to give away everything he possessed, not
excluding the queen, and his ministers later redeemed the
valuables from the monks.45
4 4 T h e standing figures are still extant. T h e reclining figure does not
exist any longer. The bigger of the two is one hundred and seventy-five
feet in height, the smaller measures a hundred and twenty feet. They are
not completely carved. "Only the armature, a rough approximation of the
body and head, was actually cut from the sandstone cliff. Over this the
features and folds of the drapery were modelled in mud mixed with chopped
straw with a final coating of lime plaster to serve as a base of polychroming
and gilding". Rowland, Thc A r t and Architecture of India, pp. 104-105.
"Watters, Vol. I, p. 119 ; Beal, Vol. I, p. 52.
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About forty miles from Bamian was a monastery
which had a tooth each of the Budha, of a Pratyeka
Buddha and a Cakravarti king? Among its treasured
possessions were also the iron dish and the clerical robes
of a mythical saint S~tnakavasa." It was believed that the
KHsHya garments of SHnakav~sawould last as long as the
Buddha's law prevailed, "after the destruction of the law
his garment also would perish." "At the present time",
IIiuen-tsang observes, "it is a little fading, for faith also is
small at this time".
On his way to Kapih the pilgrim encountered a snow
storm and lost his way, but some hunters put him back
on the road and he reached the capital in safety. Here he
spent the monsoon recess in a monastery built by some
The
Chinese princes, held as hostages by Kaniska?
founder had buried under the image of Vaibravanadeva, a
treasure for the future repair of the V i h ~ r a . Lately a
wicked king had tried to remove the hoard, but when his
men started digging at the foot of the image the inanimate
figure of a parrot on the god's crown began to scream and
flap its wings. The king and his troops were frightened
away but the monastery badly needed repairs and the
resident monks were short of funds. They requested the
Master of the Law to intercede with the god and secure
his permission to dig out the treasure. Hiuen-tsang offered
his personal assurance that he would see that the funds
were used for their legitimate purpose. This time the
"Beal, Vol. I, p. 52.
" Beal, Vol. I, p. 53.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 120.
" Beal, Vol. I, pp. 56-59
Hwui-li, pp. 54-56.
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diggers were not interrupted and "at the depth of seven
or eight feet they came to a great copper vessel, which
contained several hundred cathies of gold and several scores
of pearls". T h e king of Kapida made every vear a silver
image of Buddha 18 feet high, and at the hloksha-parishad
Ile gave liberally to t h e needy and to widows and
widowers".
Here Hiuen-tsang and Prajfiakara parted
company, while the latter returned to Balkh the former
t~lrned towards Lamghan, which he places within the
boundary of India.
Hiuen-tsang travelled through the first three frontier
or border kingdoms, as he styles them, but neither
Lalnghan nor N a g a r a h ~ r a (Jallalabad) was independent.
These two principalities \Irere dependencies of Kapis'a at
the time. H e not only visited all the holy sites at which
Fa-Hian had worshipped two centuries earlier but went to
other places associated with the Buddha's previous lives.
For instance, he visited the place where the Buddha in a
former birth as Brahmana Sumedha covered a muddy
patch on the road with his deer skin robe and later spread
his long hair over it for Dipankara Buddha to walk over."
At Hidda he saw one of Buddha's eyeballs as large as an
iimra fruit. T h e size of the eveball should not cause any
surprise if we remember that Buddha was a person of
gigantic proportion, being eighteen feet tall, according to
one account, and twenty-seven, according to anothera4'
Anxious to have a forecast of his future the pilgrim got
an impression of the miraculous skull bone of the Buddha
which differed in different cases. For Hiuen-tsang it
depicted the Bodhi tree, a rare phenomenon, as the attend66

-

Beal, Vol. I, p. 92.
Spence Hardy, A Manual of Buddhism, p. 377.
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ing BrHhmana asserted, which indicated the attainment of
a "portion of true wisdom ".50
The most important of the three border kingdoms was
G ~ n d h ~ which
ra
was once ruled by Kani~ka. Among the
great scholars this country had produced were N~rHyanadeva, Asanga, Vasubandhu, D h a r m t r ~ t a ,Manohrta and
PHrivika. At Purusapura, the capital city, the pilgrim sa\r
a white stone image of Buddha that used to circumambulate
Kaniska's stiipa? The pilgrim next journeyed to UdyHna
which once had 1400 Sangh~rHmaswith 18000 priests, but
now they were deserted and depopulated. In this country
lived in ancient times KsHnti Rsi,
. . who allowed himself to
be cruelly dismembered by an angry prince without losing
his equanimity of mind, and king Maitrivala who fed
hungry Yaksas with fresh meat and blood cut out of his
From U d y ~ n a the pilgrim travelled to
own body.''
Kashmir through Darel, Taxila and Simhapur (Ketas).
Kashmir was a land of erudite scholars, and Hiuentsang's interest was not limited to the Vinaya texts or
h l a h ~ y ~ nphilosophy
a
alone. His fame had already preceded him and the priests had been forewarned in a dream
of his arrival. The king's mother and younger brother
went as far as the frontiers to welcome the famous monk
and the king himself entertained him at the palace.
Twenty scribes were appointed to copy sacred books for
him, and five servants were assigned to him for his personal
service." The pilgrim spent two years in Kashmir assi-

60
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Beal, Vol. I, p. 96.
Hwui-li, p. 39.
Beal, Vol. 1, p. 103.
Hwui-li, pp. 65-66.
Hwui-li, pp. 68-69
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duously studving different branches of Buddhist philosophy
and theology. Nor was he indifferent to secular learning,
for he took lessons in Hetu Vidya or Logic. His first
teacher was an old man of seventy, who was inspired with
a new enthusiasm, despite the weight of his years, by the
all-embracing intellect of the student. "Before noon he
explained Kosa shastra. After noon he explained the
Niyiiya-anusiirii shiistra-after the first watch of the night
he explained the Hztuvidyii shiistra."" In these discussions
other scholars of note eagerly participated. There were
six such men who had attained exceptional distinction in
the special branches of their choice-Viiuddhasimha and
Jinabandhu of the Mahzyina school, Sugatamitra and
n
and Siiryadeva and
Vasumitra of the S a r v ~ s t i v ~ d ischool,
Jinatrnta of the Mahasanghika school.
From Kashmir Hiuen-tsang set out for Jalandhar via
Punch, Rajauri, Cheh-ka (which had at one time S ~ k a l aor
Sialkot for its capital), Chiniy~ri(Cinabhukti, the winter
residence of Kaniska's Chinese hostages) and Tamasa-vana.
The journey was not without adventure and profit. While
passing through a Pal~s'aforest, after leaving Sialkot, the
party encountered a band of highwaymen, who despoiled
them of all their worldly possessions and would have
murdered them but for the timely intervention of the
people of a neighbouring village."
In a mango grove
by the high road to Cinabhukti that passed through the
kingdom of Cheh-ka (Takka) lived a B r ~ h m a n a , who
according to the pilgrim was no less than seven centuries
old but looked like a young man of thirty. He was wellversed not only in the Vedas but also in the Buddhist sacred
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lores. Hiuen-tsang broke his journey here for a month and
studied some of the works of Aryadeva, the famous disciple
of N~gHrjuna,with the erudite Br~hmana.' At Cinabhukti
the pilgrim spent fourteen months in a convent studying
A bhidharma-Siistra, A b hid harma-prakamna-&i sana-iiisira
and Nyciyadviira-tarka-Siistra with a famous savant, Vinitaprabha, who had himself composed commentaries on
Palieaskandha-iiistra and
Vidyiimiitrasiddhi Tridabiastra." A t Jalandhar again he had to stay for four
months, as he met here another scholar of great eminence,
Candravarm~, who had thoroughly mastered the Tripitakas.
With him Hiuen-tsrng read Prakarana-piidavibhZ@-Scis~ra.
From Jalandhar he struck first north-east, then south
and finally south-west to Pariyatra or B a i r ~ tin modern
Rajasthan, a distance of approximately four hundred miles
by road. From BairHt he went to Mathurii to the east, and
found that the stiipas raised in honour of the great Buddhist
saints, mentioned by Fa-Hian, were still extant. He did
not proceed north or east from Mathurn, but turned northwest to Sth~neivara"surrounded for 200 li by a district
called the place of Religious Merit", where in the days of
yore, a great battle was fought between two rival kings.
Hiuen-tsang had evidently heard of the Kuru-Pandava
war that was waged in the neighbourhood of the city ana
the Dharma-siitra, that urged people to "go into battle and
die fighting", may safely be identified with the Gitii,
though the pilgrim heard only a garbled version of the
doctrine of Karma expounded by Krsna at Kuruksetra."

'' Hwui-li,

pp. 74-76.

Hwui-li, p. 76.
" Watters, pp. 314-316.
"
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He next refers to the sacred rivers, k-a~iulna : ~ . : ~ l
Gnngii, the former flowed through the kingdom of Srugh:~;t,
the latter formed its eastern boundary. "Accunlulaird
sins \\.ere effaced by a bath" in the Ganges, according to
popular faith which still prevails, and Hiuen-tsang tells
11s how Aryadeva, the famous disciple of NHg~rjuna,
demonstrated the absurdity of this belief. In the kingdom
of Srughna lived Jayagupta, a fomous scholar of his time,
and the pilgrim spent the cold season and half of the
follo\i-ing spring studving the Vibhasa of the Sautr~ntika
sc.hool. Tr3velling through NIatipura, Mayiira, Brahmal)i~t-a,Govisana,
. . Ahicchatra and V i r ~ s a n a ,or the modern
districts of Rohilkhand, Rareilly and Etah, the pilgrim
arrived at Kapitha or SankHiya, but the triple stairs, by
~ehichBuddha had descended from heaven after preaching
to his mother, were no longer to be seen : brick and stone
copies had been made in their stead and stone images of
Buddha, Sakra and Brahmii had been placed thereon in
coinmemoration of the event. From SankaQyaHiuen-tsang
\vent to Kanauj, thc capital of his future fricncl and patron
Harsavardhana. He does not appear to have met the king
on this occasion though he spent three months at Bhadrav i h ~ r astudying Buddhad~sa'swork on VibhiisH with Viryasc'na, a learned monk of the place. From Kanauj Hiuentsnng proceeded to A y o d h y ~through Navadevakula, a city
near which five hundred hungry Yaksas had attained salvation. Avodhya is an important place of Hindu pilgrimage
as the birth-place of the epic hero RHma ; to a devout
Buddhist it was equallv sacred on account of its association
vith Asanga and Vasubandhu, both of whom had been
allotted the status of BGdhisattvas or potential Buddhas bv
thc time of Hiuen-tsang's visit. T h e pilerill1 next pro-
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ceeded to PrayBga by way of Ayomukhi, and sailed cionn
the Ganges in a passenger boat. But like the PalHba forest
on the way to Jalandhar, the Aioka forest that lincd the
banks of the river harboured pitilccs robbers. 1'cn pirate
boats suddenly came out of their hiding place and poun(.cd
upon the helpless passengers. While the rest wcrc allowed
to leave with their lives, the con~elyfeatures of the Chinese
monk marked him for a suitable sacrifice to L)urgii. the
patron goddess of the pirates. Neither his own cxpostulations nor the importunities of his fellow passengers c.ould
shake the gangsters from their fell purpose and thev ncnt
on with their preparations. At the last moment, when the
monk had already been placed on thc sacrificial altar. the
sky was suddenlv overcast with rolling clouds and a furious
tempest blew whipping the trees and lashing the river. The
robbers in their fright took it as an evil portent, and not
only released their victims but restored all the looted
property to their rightful ~ w n e r s . " ~
In a Campuka grove at Prayiiga the Buddha had once
worsted his religious opponents in a controversy, and the
traveller mentions a wide spreading tree where non-Buddhist
pilgrims used to commit suicide.60 He also refers to the
extensive plain by the confluence of the two rivers which
became famous as the field of Great Beneficence, as charitable offerings were made there by pious people from ancient
times. From Prayiiga the pilgrim went to Kauinmbi through
a forest infested by elephants and other wild beasts. At
Kaub~mbi,he saw a sandalwood image of the Buddha carved
out by a contemporary artist, who had been transported to
heaven, where the Buddha was then residing, by the spiritual

'' Hwui-li,

pp. 86-89.
"Beal, Vol. I, p. 232.
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power of Maudgal~yana,at the request of king Udayana
U'hen the Buddha returned, this image went out to meet
him. From Kaulambi Hiuen-tsang proceeded to the heart
of the Buddha land, Srgvasti, Kapiliivastu, RHmagr~ma,
Kuiinagara, Benares and VaibHli. The Buddhist antiquities
and sacred sites with which these places abounded need not
detain us here. S u i c e it to say that most of these places
were de-populated at the time of Hiuen-tsang's visit,' and
Benares was associated not only with the Siikya prince but
also with some of his previous lives, as he had been born
here as a deer king, a courteous bird and a six-tusked
elephant. Traditional sites of Buddha's early exploits were
still identified with confidence, and stiipas and images'were
pointed out as indubitable evidence in support, if any
evidence was at all needed to convince the devout visitors.
Having completed his pilgrimage to the places of the
Buddha's birth, death and first conversion, Hiuen-tsang
turned his steps to the place where the Buddha attained
enlightenment in the kingdom of Magadha. H e first went to
the capital city of Kusumapura, better known as P~taliputra,
and saw the ruins of Kukkut~rama,built by ASoka. From
Pafaliputra he went to Mahgbodhi, after visiting the
Tilodaka convent, where many learned monks then resided.
i worshipped the sacred Bodhi tree, wh'ich
At M a h ~ b o d h he
had survived many sacrilegious assaults, and the Vajrssana,
where all the thousand Buddhas of the Bhadra Kalpa have
attained their enlightenment.
After spending nine days of devotion at Bodh Gayii the
Chinese savant set out for the Monastery of Nglandii. Four
of the principal priests came to escort their honoured guest
while he was still a long way from the monastery, and two
hundred priests and numerous lay patrons joined the party
-
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when he reached the farm house which stood in the native
village of Maudgalgyana. When he arrived at the monastery he was welcomed by the entire community and was
offered a seat of honour by the side of the Sthavira. Then
the gong was sounded to announce his admission to the
convent with all the privileges it had to confer, and twenty
of the most learned scholars were deputed to conduct him
to the head of the foundation, the famous Silabhadra, whom
the congregation did not venture to call by his name, but in
its extreme veneration invariably referred to as the treasure
of the good law."
After the usual courtesies had been
exchanged, Hiuen-tsang told the great teacher that he had
come all the way from China to take lessons in the principles
of the Yoga-Siistra. T o his surprise the Chinese student
found that his visit was not unexpected. For twenty years
the Indian scholar had suffered from virulent attacks of
colic, and unable to bear the excruciating pain any longer,
he had decided to get rid of the torture by starving himself
to death. Then one night three Bodhisattvas, Maiijudri,
Maitreya and Avalokitedvara appeared to him in a dream,
and Maiijuiri, their spokesman, pointed out to him the
futility of his decision. "The body" he said, "is born to
suffering ; they do not sav we should hate and cast away
the body". "If you loathe your body there will be no
cessation to your sufferings." "You should rely on our
words, and exhibit abroad the true law, the Yoga-iiistra and
the rest, for the benefit of those who have not yet heard it.
Your body will thus by degrees become easy and you will
suffer no further pain." Having thus admonished him the
Bodhisattva speciallv referred to a monk from China who
desired to study with Silabhadra and urged him to instruct
Saddharmapitaka.

Hwui-li, pp. 105- 106.
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the Chinese student ~arefully.~'Silabhadra promised to
obey and from that moment his sdferings came to an end.
Hiuen-tsang then took his residence in the College of
B ~ l ~ d i t y a - rwith
g j ~ Buddhabhadra, a nephew and pupil of
Silabhadra. After a week he removed to another dwelling
to the north of the residence of the saintly Dharmap~la.
"Each day he received 120 Jambiras, 20 pga-nuts, 20 nutmegs, an ounce of Camphor and a measure of Mah~bZli-rice"
which is reserved specially for kings and monks of great
religious distinction. This was not all. He had in addition
a mopthly ration of oil and a daily ration of butter and other
necessaries. An upiisaka and a BrHhmana were told off to
wait on him and accompany him with a riding elephant."
After visiting RHjagrha, the former capital of Magadha,
(where Buddha spent many years at Kalanda Venuvana and
Grdhrakiita) and other holy places in the neighbourhood,
muen-rsang returned to NHland~and he studied YogaSiistra, Ny ii y iinusiira-Siistm, Prajliiim iila-icist~a-@kii,~&
Sa hdavidyti and Hetu-vidyii. He must have been particularly
interested in Sanskrit grammar, for,.he not only refers to a
Briihmana grammarian of the town of Sal~turain Gandhsra, Pwini by name, and to the later abridgements of his
work, but goes on to discuss many details that to him
appeared as its special features. He had previously studied
the K o ~ a Vibhci;~
,
and Satpadiibhidharrna in Kashmir but
he revised them once again and discussed the doubtful points
~
During the period of his resiwith the N ~ l a n dteachers.
dence at this great seat of learning he not only examined
Hwui-li, pp. 107-108.
Hwui-li, pp. 109-11 0.
am~Beal's
rendering of the Chinese title is Pranyamula. Dr. R. G.
Basak's suggested reading has been accepted here.
6'
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the huge collection of Buddhist texts available there but also
studied the sacred books of the Urshmanas."
From N~landHour pilgrim journeyed to the country or
the golden mountain, Hiranya Parvata, the modern distric of Monghyr, associated with the legend of Srutavimbatiko!~
A small hill in this region bore the traces of Buddha
water jar, the inlpression being more than an inch in depti,
a n d an eight-whirled flower in shape. Hiuen-tsang remained
in this region for one year and studied Vibhii~iiand
Nyriyiinusira-jlistra with the eminent scholars TathHgata
gupta and K s ~ n t i s i m h a . ~
From Monghyr he went to Camps, Bh~galpurof today, and thence, by the way of Kajangala, he made a
round of Pundravardhana, Karnasuvarna, Samatata and
Tgmralipti, the seventh century constituents of modern
Bengal. Whether he visited K ~ m a r i i p aat this time is not
quite clear, for Hwui-li seems to suggest that the invitation
from Bh~skaravarmancame much later. From Tainluk
(T2mralipti) the pilgrim wended his way to Ksiicipura, the
capital of Dravida country, through Orissa, Ganjam,
Kalinga, Daksina
. . KoSala, Andhra, Dhanakataka (modern
Bezwada) and the Cola land. The journey was interrupted
both in South Koiala, for more than a month, where
the pilgrim worked with a Brghmana scholar of the
locality, and at Dhanakataka where he studied texts of
the Mahesiinghika school for several months with two
scholars named Subhiiti and S ~ r y a . K~iicipura
~~
was the
birthplace of Dharmapiila. the predecessor and teacher of
Silabhadra at N ~ l a n d g . Here he encountered a band of
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Ceylonese monks whom anarchy and famine, following
the death of their king, had driven to the hospitable shores
of India.% The monks of Ceylon were well-known for
their proficiency in the Yoga iiistra and Tripitaka of the
Sthavira school, but the Chinese pilgrim was disappointed
with the emigrants, for they could not answer his questions
and explain his difficulties more satisfactorily than the
abbot of Nglandii.
Hiuen-tsang did not personally visit the Pnndya
kingdom.
He crossed the Deccan plateau "through a
dense forest infested by troops of murderous highwaymen" and reached Konkanapura where he saw Buddha's
tiara which was exhibited on festival days. He also
worshipped a sandalwood image of Maitreya, attributed
to the Arhat Srutavimbatikofi, who attained his nirviina
in this kingdom. Further north-west lay the kingdom of
Mahgrik~ra,the home of a warlike people then ruled by
the brave king Pu-lo-ki-she, who foiled the ambitious
design of Harsavardhana to subjugate the Deccan. The
pilgrim refers to a SanghHrHma that stretched along the
face of rocks on the eastern frontier of the country. "On
the four sides of the Vihara on the stone walls, are painted
different scenes in the life of Tathagata." This rock cut
monastery, with scenes from Buddha's life depicted on its
walls, is probably the famous cave temple of Ajants, and
if so, this is probably the earliest reference to that wonderful monument of Buddhist sculpture and painting.67
The pilgrim then crossed the N a r m a d ~and travelled
'' Hwui-li, pp. 139-140.
"Some scholars are inclined to identify this VihZra with the Kanheri
caves near Bombay. But Kanheri lacks the stone elephant mentioned by
the Chinese monk. The Kanheri reliefs, moreover, depict the Buddha and
the Bodhisattvas rather than different scenes in their lives.
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to Bharoch, an ancient port, where the people derived
their livelihood from the sea. To the north-west of Bharoch
lay the M ~ l a s acountrv, which shared with Magadha the
reputation of being the region "where learning was most
esteemed". From Malava Hiuen-tsang went to Valahhi,
through A-t'a-li and K6-i-ta and thence to Surastra and
Gurjara. From Gurjara he turned south-east to Ujjain
and travelled via MandaleSvara on the Narmadii to Sind.
After visiting hlultgn where he saw the magnificent Stirya
temple that survived till the Muslim days," he went to
Parvata where the Master of the Law stopped for two vears
and studied Miilii b hidharnza-s'iistra, the Saddharma-samparigraha-jiistra and the Parik~ii-satva-iiistra,as received
in the Sammitiya School.
Having thus completed the circuit round the entire
sub-continent, with the exception of the extreme south
and the Himalayan state of Nepal, Hiuen-tsang once
again returned to NHlandH where he had found his
intellectual peers.
His stay at N~landHwas not to be long. The keen
thirst for knowledge, that had brought him over the
dreaded desert and snow-capped mountains so far away
from his country, did not permit any rest or relaxation.
He heard of a great scholar of Sarvastiv%din school,
Prajfisbhadra, and set out for the Tilodaka monastery,
three yojanas to the west of Nalands. Prajli~bhadrawas
well-versed not only in the three pitakas but also in Sabdavidyii and Hetu-vidyii, the secular sciences of grammar and
Al-Idrisi dtscribcd the temple and the idol it housed in detail. Elliot
and Dowson, fiistory of India as told by its Own Historians, Vol. I , pp. 8283. Al-Biruni also wrote of the Aditya image, a wooden affair co\.ered with
red cordova Icather, which drew a large number of pilgrinls to 3lulr;1n,
Albiruni's India, Vol. I , p. 1 16.
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logic. Hiuen-tsang, therefore, spent t w o months in
scholarly discussion with him. He next called on Jayasena,
a layman of Ksatriya caste, who lived on the Ya~ti-vana
hill. He was a man of encyclopaedic learning and had
studied the four Vedas besides astronomy, geography,
medicine,. magic (which formed part of the medical science)
and arithmetic. Among his teachers were Bhadraruci,
Sthiramati and Silabhadra with whom he had studied such
subjects of secular and religious interest as Hetu-vidyii,
Sabda-vidya and Yoga. In him Hiuen-tsang found a
kindred spirit, for though a householder, Jayasena spurned
wealth and honour, and had refused an offer of a princely
estate consisting of twenty large towns made by two
successive princes. Hiuen-tsang seems to have made
another pilgrimage to Gay2 in the company of Jayasena.
While there, logic once got better of their faith but faith
was ultimately reinforced. A number of bone and flesh
relics of unusual size were exhibited and both the monk
and the lay professor became sceptic about their character,
but lo! the relic tower was illuminated by a many-hued
light which flooded heaven and earth, and a subtle perfume
pervaded the precincts, and all doubts were effectively
r e m o ~ e d . ~he pilgrim lived with Jayasena for a period
of two years "and studied a treatise on the difficulties of
the Vidya-m-tra-siddhi and other iiistras and he also
discussed some difficult passages in the Yoga and Hetuvidyci Zstras which had so long puzzled him."
Back to N ~ l a n d gagain,
,
Hiuen-tsang was asked by
Silabhadra to address the congregation and to expound to
his audience some of the MahSySna texts. At this time
/

'' Hwui-li,

pp. 156-157.
Hwui-li, p. 154.
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a monk named Siri~haradmiwas discoursing on P r a i a wziilaSiistra and Sata-4iistra and his comments tended to
belittle the principles of the Yoga. Hiuen-tsang refuted the
arguments of Simharabmi in a treatise of 3000 verses and
presented it to Silabhadra and the scholars of Nalanda.71
While with Jayasena at Yasti-vana,
..
MafijuBri had
warned the pilgrim in a dream of Sil~dityaRHjZi's death
in ten years' time and the consequent anarchy and disorder.
Hiuen-tsang was, therefore, anxious to return home, but
unforeseen circumstances detained him at Nslandii and
imposed on him another journey to the easternmost regions
of India. Harsavardhana had reduced the kingdom of
Konyodha (Ganjam) and was passing through Orissa on
his way back. Orissa was then a stronghold of the
Hinaysna monks and the report of Har~avardhana's
patronage of N ~ l a n d ~where
,
the Mah~vgnistspredominated, had already reched them. Moreover a south Indian
scholar, Prajiiggupta, had composed a treatise of 700 ilokas
to refute M a h ~ y s n adoctrines. The Hinayanists of Orissa,
therefore, demanded that the king should arrange a public
debate and discussion so that the Mahsy~nisterrors might
once for all be exposed. To them the Mah~yiinaheresy
was as revolting as the Kii~iilika creed, and insinuated
a
at
that the king might as well build a K ~ p ~ l i ktemple
N ~ l a n d ainstead of the magnificent Vih2ra of brass he had
reared there. The king at once accepted their challenge
and agreed to arrange for a public discussion. He
immediately sent a messenger to N g l a n d ~ requesting
Silabhadra to nominate four eminent scholars to participate
in the debate. Silabhadra's choke fell on S~garamati,
Prajfi~raBmi, Sirhharadmi and Hiuen-tsang. But the
" Hwui-li,

pp. 157-158.
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journey to Orissa was postponed, as a subsequent message
from the king directed the delegation to wait." Meanwhile,
the reputation of the Chinese Master of the Law rose higher,
for he completely silenced a proud Briihlnana scholar who
had challenged the monks of Niilandii to a public debate
on a subject of his own ~ h o i c e ? ~
In this discussion Hiuentsang gave evidence of his uncommon proficiency in
different branches of Hindu philosophy, particularly
Scinkhya and Vaiie~ika. The Brshmana had forfeited his
head by the terms of his challenge but Hiuen-tsang was
satisfied with a public confession of his errors. The pilgrim
was now preparing for his journey to Orissa and had
actually obtained a copy of Prajii~iguppta'streatise with a
view to detecting its weak points and incobsistencies, but
he h a d to go to KHmarfipa instead, for an \invitation had
come from Bhiiskaravarman, to whom the vanquished
BrZhmana, now an admiring disciple, had reported the
uncommon erudition and spiritual attainments of the
Chinese savant.
The invitation came at an inopportune moment, but
the pilgrim had been forewarned of it, not by a Bodhisattva,
but by a naked Jaina anchorite. The nirgranthas were in
those days credited with unfailing skill in divination, and
the pilgrim was anxious to know whether he would be able
to return home with the large number of images and sacred
books he had collected. The anchorite assur*cdhim of a
safe return as Harsa and Bh~skaravarman wclild supply
him with escorts. Hiuen-tsang was as yet unacquainted
with these kings but the diviner confidently asserted that
Bh~skaravarman'smessengers were already on their way

,

" Hwui-li, pp.

159- 16 1.
'' Hwui-li, pp. 161 -1 65.
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and Harsa's invitation would soon follow. Two days later
the messengers from Kgmarfipa arrived but Silabhadra was
reluctant to send his guest with them while he was being
expected by Harsavardhana. But Bhlskara would not
accept a denial, if persuation failed he threatened to come
to NHland2 at the head of his army. So Hiuen-tsang had
to go to KHmariipa where he was royally entertained for a
month." It appears that a Chinese musical composition,
"music of Chin-wang's victory", had at this time gained
considerable popularity in some parts of India. The Hindu
prince made enquiries about the hero, and the pilgrim conirmed that the song praised the excellent qualities of his
;o~ereign.'~ Meanwhile, Harsavardhana was getting
impatient and was positively annoyed when he heard that
the Chinese Master of the Law was staying with B h ~ k a r a varman. Harsa at once demanded his return and the ruler
of Kamariipa had to obey. He personally escorted Hiuentsang and sailed up the Ganges with his fleet of 30,000
boats. Harsa also proceeded eastwards at the head of his
troops. The two parties met at Kajangala where a temporary
encampment had been formed. Before the Chinese monk
could be formally presented, Harsa paid him an unexpected
visit at an unusual hour. The king wanted to see his treatise
in defence of Mahiiyiina doctrines which was forthwith produced. It was then decided that a great assembly would
be called at Kanauj to settle this long standing controversy.
The assembly was attended not only by a large number of
Buddhist scholars from all parts of India but also by learned
Bramanas, besides eighteen princes and numerous high-

'' Hwui-li, pp.

169- 171.

" Beal, Vol. II, p.

198.
Watters, Vol. I, pp. 349-350.
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ranking officials. Hiucn-tsang's thesis was presented to this
congregation of scholars by another inonk of Nalanda and
the Master staked his head in its defence, probably in
accordance with the current practice. None, however, came
forward to dispute his arguments and the Mahaynna doctrines stood vindicated. At first the Hina~snistswere greatly
chagrined at their discomfiture and a plot against Hiuentsang's life was rumoured. A strong proclamation of the
king, however, brought the disgruntled doctrinnaires to their
senses and the Hinayiinists conferred on their opponent the
title of Moksadeva, while the Mahiiy~nistshonoured him
with the no less respectful appelation of Mahayiinadeva."
Thus the Indian career of the great Chinese pilgrim was
crowned with an intellectual triumph unrivalled in his days.
Har~a'sMok~a-pari~ad
at Prayiiga was due to be celebrated shortly, and Mahiiyiinadeva decided to witness it
before he left for his native land. So he proceeded to the
confluence of the two holy streams at ~ l l a h a b a din the
company of his royal patron, and after the festivities were
over bade him goodbye. Harsa wanted to load him with
rich presents but the pilgrim would not accept any thing
of value, and took from the king of Kiimariipa only a skin
cape, to protect himself against rain. Harsa confided the
pilgrim to the care of Udhita, ruler of Jalandhar, and provided him with 3,000 gold and 10,000 silver pieces to defray
the expenses of the journey. The king perscbnally escorted
him to a distance of two miles but this was not the final
parting. Three days later he overtook the party and commissioned four of his ministers" to join the escort and pro'' Hwui-li,

p. 18 1 .
" Mo-ho-ta-lo has been equated with Mahataras by Beal. It sounds
more like Mahattara which may mean officials of superior rank. I wonder
whether it could be MahHmltra?
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vided them with letters of introduction to . the princes
through whose territories they were to pass. The journey
was. slow and leisurely as the pilgrim did not like to pass
any holy place without worshipping there. Nor was he
prepared to ~nissany opportunity of discussing unsolved
theological problems with fellow students on the way.
Udhita accompanied him as far as his capital city of
Jalandhara where the pilgrim halted for a month. He
passed through Simhapur to Taxila, where he received an
invitation from his old friend, the king of Kashmir to visit
him once again ; but he was unable to go as hc had heavily
laden elephants with him. While crossing the Indus the
boat carrying the manuscripts and images capsized and
fifty manuscripts were lost. The pilgrim himself safely
crossed the river on an elephant and kvas received by the
king of Kapiia in person. Here he halted for fifty tlnvs
and the king of Kashmir came to bid him farewell. ' l h c
king of Kapis'a escorted him as far as the borders of
Lamghan where the heir apparent came in advance to
receive him. At the capital of Lamghan Hiuen-tsang
attended the Mok~a-Mahadiinaceremony which the king
celebrated for seventy-five days. From Lamghan the pilgrim proceeded to Bannu where he broke his journey for
fifteen days, and thus ended Hiuen-tsang's travels in India.
The rest of the journey need not detain us. Suffice it
to say that it was not without its rigours and risks for, he
had to cross the snowy mountains and encountered a band
of robbers in the Tangi-tar gorge near Kashgar, if Sir Aurel
Stein's identification is correctO7*
Stein observes, "He probably made his way over the Chichiklik and
on towards Wu-sha and Kashgar in the autumn. At that season none of
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Hiuen-tsang had left Chma surreptitiously, spies had
hounded his steps from one hontier town to another,
whizzing arrows had warned him of imperial displeasure
near every watch tower, but a warm welcome awaited him
on his return. The authorities willingly ignored his technical delinquency in view of his glorious achievements, for
he had brought with him an invaluable treasure which
gold could not buy and steel could not win.
When Hiuen-tsang arrived at Sigan-fu in the spring
of 645 A.D. he had with him besides gold, silver and sandal
wood images of the Buddha, no less than six hundred fiftyseven volumes of manuscripts, a unique collection that comprised the sacred texts of the Sthavira, Sammitiya, Mahi&saka, Sarv~stiv~din,
Kabyapiya and Dharmagupta schools
and works on such secular subjects as Sabda-vidyZ and Hetuvidya. The rest of his life was devoted to the supreme task
of rendering the Sanskrit texts, he had collected, into
Chinese. But he was not alone in his pious labours. He
found willing collaborators in Indian and Chinese monks.
Nor was imperial patronage lacking, for a syndicate of
scholars had been commissioned to co-operate with Hiuentsang in the difficult work of translation? When the great
scholar passed away in 664 A.D., nineteen years after his
return home, "he had finished the translation of seventyfo:~rdistinct works in 1335 chapters".80
Wang-hiuen-tse is mentioned by name in Hui-Li's
'Life of Hiuen-tsang', but finds no place in I-tsing's list, for
he was an officer of the state and not a monk. Unlike the
-

the streams encountered on the road would be likely to hold sufficient water
to prove dangerous to elephants except the Tangi-tar stream." Scrindia,
Vol. I, p. 79.
'* Wattcrs, Vol. I. p. 12.
Hwui-li, p. 217.
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pilgrims he was not pre-occupied with religious dogma or
theological difficulties. He visited India four times and had
the unique experience of leading a military expedition
against Magadha." Unfortunately his memoir has been
lost, but a few fragments have been preserved by Tao-chen
in his famous encyclopedia of Buddhism. These fragments
have been collected, translated and annotated by Sylvain
E v i ;@
and few as they are, they are invaluable to students of
Indian history, for Wang-hiuen-tse not only participated in
the political troubles that followed the death of Harsa, but
also supplied a fixed point in the Gupta chronology, as he
referred to the embassy that Meghavama, king of Ceylon,
sent to the court of the great S a m u d r a g ~ p t a . ~
Wang-hiuen-tse first came to India as a member of the
embassy headed by Li-I-piao to the court of Kanauj in 643
AD. They had been commissioned to escort home a Brghm w a envoy, who had doubtless visited the Chinese emperor
on behalf of the Indian king. They resided fairly long in
India but they were not occupied with their political mission
all the time. Early in 645 A.D. Wang and his colleagues
visited R~jagrha, climbed the Grdhrakiita and left an
inscription there. Fifteen days later they were at Mah~bodhi,
Levi, J. A ., 1900, March-April, pp. 300-301.
Bagchi, India nnd China, pp. 74-75.
" J . A., 1900, March-April, pp. 297-341 ; May-June, pp. 401 -468.
" Wang-hiuen-tse mentions the king of Chen-tzen (Ceylon) named
Chi-mi-kai-po-mo (Shri Meghavarman) who sent MahSnHman and Upa to
MahHbodhi. Later he sent sope presents to king San-meou-to-lo-kiu-to
(Samudragupta) with a view to obtaining permission to build a monastery
for Ceylonese monks. J. A., March-April, 1900, pp. 316-317. U v i observes
that while Hiuen-tsang has given a vague legend about the foundation of
the Ceylonese monastery near the Bodhi tree, Wang-hiuen-tse is more precise. He gives the names of the kings and the names suggest a date. J . A.,
May-June, 1900, p. 401.
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where another inscription was left to commemorate their
visit. The original inscriptions, however, still remain untraced, and it is not possible to say whether they have survived the sun and rains of thirteen centuries. The embassy
returned to China in 646 through Nepal where Li-I-piao
enjoyed the hospitality of King Xarendradeva. The same
year Wang-h,iuen-tse was sent on another mission to
Magadha. But the friendly Harsa had passed away in the
meantime and his throne had been usurped by one of the
ministers, 0-lo-na-choen (Arjuna or Arun~Sva?). The
usurper had no good feeling for the Chinese ; the small
party of thirty escorts was massacred, their camp was plundered, but the ambassador succeeded in effectin his escape
under the cover of night. He found willing allies in his
old friends, Narendradeva of Nepal and Tsrong-tsangampo, the famous king of Tibet, who was related by
marriage with the imperial family of China. Wanghiuen-tse returned with an army of 12,000 Tibetan
soldiers and 7,000 Nepalese horsemen, captured the capital
city after three days' fighting and carried the usurper to
China as a prisoner in 648 A.D. This account is corroborated by the official History of the Tang."
In 657 A.D. an imperial edict again sent Wanghiuen-tse to the countries of the west. He was particularly charged to present a kiisiiya to the Buddha and to

F

"Dr. R. C. Majumdar questions the accuracy of the current version of
Wang-hiuen-tse's Magadha expedition. The official account recorded in
the History of the Tang was obviously based on the ambassador's report
who might have exaggerated his own part in Tsrong-tsan-gampo's Indian
campaign. The Indian king, who was taken prisoner to China, was probably
the ruler of Tirabhukti and Wang-hiuen-tse did not fight in the neighbourhood of Magadha but somewhere in Assam. In any case the Tibetan
or Chinese expedition did not affect the general course of Indian history.
Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. XTX, pp. 37-44.
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make offerings at Buddhist holy places. He again travelled
by way of Nepal and in 660 A.D. we find him in the
Mahabodhi convent where he was received with all honours
by the VihSrasvPmin 411an2~a. In 661 A.D. he was in
Kapiia on h s way home. He came to India in 664 A.D.
for the fourth time to take to China Sramana Hiuenchiu,
who occupies the place of honour in I-tsing's list. The
sramana had visited India more than once and returned to
China with the ambassador through Nepal and Tibet.
While the ambassador remained at home to write his
memoirs of Indian travels, the Sramana was sent back to
collect rare medicines for the emperor. He spent several
years in South India in quest of medicinal herbs but could
not return to China with his collection as "he found the
way through Nepal blocked by Tibetan hordes and the
road through KapisP in the hands of the Arabs". The rest
of his years, were, therefore, spent in the land of the
Buddha. We may here take a passing notice of a nephew
of Wang-hiuen-tse, Tche-hong, who, doubtless inspired by
the example of his illustrious uncle, made a pilgrimage to
India. He travelled by sea via Srivijaya, Ceylon and
Harikela and lived eight years in Central India. He
visited the Buddhist holy places and studied the sacred
texts at N ~ l a n d ~ . " Among other pilgrims who worked
at Nslands were Taou-hi, Aryavarman, Hwui-nieh and
Buddhadharma ;a but the most famous of Hiuen-tsang's
successors at the University was I-tsing, who ranks only
next to the great Master of the Law.
I-tsing was born in 635 A.D. in the province of Chi-li.
His education began when he was a boy of seven under
* U v i , J . A,, March-April of 1900, p. 305.
Hwui-li, pp. XXTX -XXX.

"
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two distinguished teachers, Shan-yu and Hui-hsi. Shan-yu
was a man of wide intellectual interest. As I-tsing tells us,
"He was equally learned in both Confucianism and
Buddhism" and "well versed in the sciences of Astronomy,
Geography and Mathematics". His knowledge of Chinese
language was really profound and he used to say "there
is no character in Chinese which I do not know". He
read through the Parinimana-siitra in a single day and was
a man of simple habits. Shan-yu was absolutely free from
that vanity which often mars erudition, and one year before
his death, he destroyed all his writings with his own hand.
The other teacher, Hui-hsi, devoted himself exclusively to
the study of Vinaya. His favourite book was Saddharmapundmika,
..
which he used to read once every day for more
than sixty years. &an-yu died when his pupil was only
twelve but he leftma permanent impress on the boy's mind.
Hui-hsi gave His whole-hearted approval when I-tsing
sought his advice about his projected voyage to India."
I-tsing had entered the order when he was fourteen
but could not be ordained, according to the Buddhist rules,
before he was twenty. Two years earlier he had formed
the intention of .travelling to India. Nineteen years elapsed
before this holy resolution could be implemented.
During this interval he dilligently devoted himself to
the study of religious works and, inspired by -the example
of Fa-Hian and Hiuen-tsang, prepared himself for the
search, acquisition and examination of Sanskrit Buddhist
texts in India.
I-tsing expected the company and cooperation of three
other monks, Chu-i, Hung-i, and Hiuen-k'ei in his projected
"

Takakusu, pp. 198-21 1.
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journey, but at the last moment something or other kept
them back, and in 671 A.D. at the age of thirty-seven he
boarded at Canton a Persian boat, bound for Srivijaya, with
a young student, Shan-hing. Shan-hing had to return from
SumHtrH owing to ill healthm and I-tsing pursued his
journey alone. The boat reached its destination after a
voyage of twenty days. Srivijaya was then a great centre
of Buddhist learning. So I-tsing remained there for six
months learning Sanskrit grammar. He found a patron in
the ruling prince whose ships trafficked between his own
ports and eastern India. I-tsing next travelled to the coastal
region where he spent two months, and then embarked for
Tamralipti in one of the king's ships. He passed on his
way the country of the naked people, the Nicobar Islands
of today." The coast was lined by cocoa-nut and areca-nut
groves, and the men went absolutely naked while the
women were content with some sort of leaf apron. They
visited the ship in their little boats and brought cocoa-nuts,
bananas and articles made of bamboo and rattan for
bartering them for Loha (iron), which they highly prized.
The use of a Sanskrit word for iron proves, beyond doubt,
that these primitive people were accustomed to trade with
merchants of Indian origin. A fortnight's voyage from the
"a Chavannes, Metnoire Compose a l'epoque de la grande djl~lustieTang
sur les religieux cnii~ients qui allirent Chercher la loi rl(l~r.v les pays
d'occide~rt,p. 126, quoted by Takakusu, p. XXVII.
" Takakusu, p. XXX. I-tsing says that "The men are entirely naked,
while the women veil their person with some leaves." \+'hen Marco Polo
visiteo the island of "Nccuueran" the natives used "to g o a11 naked, both
men and women", and did "not use the slightest covering of any kind."
The Rook of Ser Marco Polo, ed., Yule, Vol. 11, p. 248. Ma-hr~an har
preserved a tradition that the islanders were doomed to go naked as they
had robbed Buddha of his robes. Journal of the China Branch Royal
Asiatic Society. Vol. XX, pp. 209-226 ; Vol. XXI, pp. 38-42.
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country of the naked people brought I-tsing to TZmralipti,
modern Tamluk, a great emporium of trade and the port
of embarkation both for Ceylon and for countries of the
east.
I-tsing arrived at T~mraliptiin 673 A.D. Here he met
a pupil of Hiuen-tsang, Ta-ch'eng-teng, a widely travelled
monk, who had visited Siam, Ceylon and South India
before he took up his residence at the eastern port. I-tsing
stayed with him for several months and, doubtless, found
in him an excellent guide for his Sanskrit studies, for Teng
was well-versed in that language. The two monks then set
out for the Buddhist holy placks. The road was infested
with robbers and it was unsafe to travel except in big
parties. I-tsing tells us that "many hundreds of merchants
came with them" and at one time there were twenty monks
from N Z l a n d ~in their party. But "I-tsing was attacked
by an illness of the season" and one day lagged behind in
a defile about ten days' journey from the Mahabodhi
monastery. Try as he might he could not overtake the
main party, and about sunset fell into the hands of some
brigands, who stripped him of his upper garment first and
under garment next, not sparing even the strAps and girdles.
The monk had previously heard that the robbers generally
sacrificed men of fair complexion to their gods, and in
fear of life, he besmeared his body with m~d.~"owever,
he succeeded in reaching the village where his fellow
travellers were anxiously waiting for him in the second
watch of night. A few days later they reached N ~ l a n d ~ ,
and thence went to R ~ j a g r h awhere he worshipped at the
Grdhrakiita mountain. At M a h ~ b o d h i he pesented a

" Takakusu,

pp. XXXI-XXXII.
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ka'!iiya robe to the image of Tathzgata, atld offered other
gifts and prayers on behalf of his friends. He next visited
Vimalakirti's house at Vais'gli and thence went to Ku6nagara. Here in the Parinirv~na-Vih~ra
.Tach'eng-teng
died. Before he returned to N s l a n d ~ ,I-tsing visited the
deer-park at Benares and Kukkiitapgdagiri near gay^. He
spent the next ten years at NHland~where he met another
pilgrim from his country, Wu-hing. Though mainly
interested in the Vinaya works, I-tsing also studied Sanskrit
practised as a physi, .
works on medicine, though he never
cian. "He collected 400 Sanskrit texts amounting to 500,000
shlokas". His labours completed, I-tsing again set out for
T~mraliptiwith a view to embarking for Srivijaya but again
encountered a band of robbers on the way? He managed
to escape with his life and reached Tsmralipti without any
further misadventure.
I-tsing intended to stay for a few years at Srivijaya
and work there with the local monks who were as learned
and pious as their brethren in India. But one day when
he went on board a trading ship, to send a letter to friends
in China, it unexpectedly set sail and conveyed him back
to his native country. All his manuscript treasures were
left behind, and he was anxious to return to Srivijaya. But
he was already past fifty, and discretion demanded that
he should take with him a competent scholar to ensure the
safe transport of his collection in case of his death. He
found such a scholar in Cheng-ku, who had devoted many
years to the study of the Vinaya doctrine. With him I-tsing
again sailed for Srivijaya in 689 A.D. There he met
Ta-tsin with whom he sent some of his translations and the
@@

Takakusu, p. XXXIII.
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memoir to China in 692 A.D. Two years later (695) I-tsing
himself returned to his native land after an absence of
twenty-five years. The rest of his days were spent in interpreting and translating the texts he had brought with hlm.
With the help of nine Indian monks he completed fifty-six
translations in 230 volumes before he passed away in

713 A.D?

IV.
The only pilgrim of note of the next century was
Wu-k'ong?' He did not come to India in search of the
Law but a6 a member of a political mission. China had
established political relations with Udy~na,Kapiia, Chival
and Kashmir and Chinese missions were often sent to these
kingdoms. Wu-k'ong was on the staff of one such friendly
mission. Born in 730, he left China in 751 and returned
home, after a prolonged absence of four decades in India
and Central Asia in 790 of the Christian era. He renounced
the world while in Kapiia and became a kramana in 757
A.D. He visited the eight principal Buddhist stiipas and
spent three years at Naland~. "During his peregrinations
he visited all the sacred sites and he did not find the least
difference between what he saw and what Hiuen-tsang
said." Meagre as his itinerary is, it is not without interest,
as Sylvain Ltvi observes, and our gallery of Chinese pilgrims will remain incomplete without a miniature of
Wu-k'ong.
On

Takakusu, pp. XXXVLI-XXXVIII.
Ldvi, J. A., 1895 (Sept.-Oct.), pp. 341-384.
Ragchi, India and China, p. 78.
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Even after the eighth century the Chinese pilgrims
continued to visit India in large numbers. By the middle
of the eleventh century, however, the overland route
through Central Asia fell under Muslim control and
Muslim rule was established in the Punjab and the northwestern regions of India. This finally put an end to the
pious visits that Chinese Buddhists had been paying to the
land of the Buddha since the second century of the Chria
tian era. The last pilgrims, however, have left inscribed
records of their visit to iklahabodhi, and five Chinese
inscriptions, discovered at Gays, date from Circa. 990 to
1032 A.D. and bear the names of Che-Yi (c. 990), K'o-yun
(1022), Yi-ts'-ing and Shao-lin (1022) and Huai-men (1033).
Huai-wen was sent to Bodh Gay2 by the dowager empress
and emperor of China to erect two votive stiipas on their
behalf .92
The cessation of pilgrimage did not mean cessation of
Chinese interest in India. The closing of the land route
imposed the travellers' task on the sailor. In 1403 the
Emperor Iyung-lo sent a mission to Bengal and two years
later he commissioned Tcheng-huo to explore the southern
seas with a fleet of sixty-two saikg3 Ma-huan, a Chinese
Muslim, was appointed an interpreter to Tcheng-huo. He
has left an account of the custon~sand institutions of conA
temporary Rengal in his Scenes Beyond the Seas."
Bagchi, Indin atid Chitw, p. 79.
LRvi, J . A., 1900, May-June, p. 430.
g' LPvi, J . A.,
1900, May-June, pp. 430-431. Chia-Luen Lo, Chinese
Sources for Zndia H i s t o y in the Proceedings of the Ztidian Historical Records
Commission, 1948. Some chapters of Ma-huan's Yin-Yieh-Shen-Lnn have
been translated by Mr. G. Phillips in the Jortrnal of the Roynl Asiatic
Society, 1895, pp. 523-535 and the Journal of the China Branch of R. A.S.,
8a
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Chinese fleet, commanded by Cheng-ho, paid a friendy
visit to the Malabar coast.gs Thus the old interest, insfl~ed
by religious fraternity was sustained even when the law of
Buddha was forgotten in the land of its origin.

Vols. XX and XXI. The greater part of Ma-huan's account of Bengal
(Mr. Phillips' English rendering) has been reproduced by N. K. Bhattasali
in his Coins and Chronology of the Early Independent Sultans of Bengal,
pp. 169-172. Ma-huan says that one could sail from SumZtri to Chittagong
and then reach SonZrgZon in small boats by river. From SonirgZon to the
kingdom of Bengal one had to travel overland by thirty-five stages. The
Chinese sailor referred to the prosperous silk and cotton industries as well
as the maritime trade of the country people, the climate and the currency.
Among the fruits mentioned by Ma-huan were bananas, pomegranates,
mangoes and jackfruits. There were sugar and sagarcane also. A popular
amusement noticed by the Chinese sailor reminds one of the gladiator
show of Rome. A man and his wife used to go about the city with a tame
tiger in chains and the man fought the beast in the public thoroughfares
without any untoward result.
Chia-Luen-Lo. op. cit.

OF THE COUNTRY AND ITS PEOPLE
Fa-Hian has not much to say about the country and
its people. He g i v e s ~ n l ya short account of the administrative institutions to which we shall refer later. Hiuen-tsang
is, however, not so reticent. He devotes one chapter
entirely to the country and its people, their habits and
customs, dress and food, trade and commerce, mineral and
agricultural products of the land and its fauna and flora.
I-tsing is more concerned with the human rather than with
the animal or plant population.
According to Hiuen-tsang. the Chinese knew the
country variously as T'ien-cltu, Shelt-tlr and Hiefr-tou but
the current pronunciation In-tul was inore correct. "In
Chinese", he adds, "the name signifies the Aloon", and
goes on to explain that "probably India mas likened to the
moon as [since the sun of the Buddha set] it has had a
succession of holy and wise men to teach the people and
exercise rule as the moon shed its bright influences,-on
I-tsing,
this account the country has been called Y i n - t ~ . " ~
however, was definite that the natives knew their countrv
either as Arya-deia, the noble region, or iiladhya-deia, the
middle land, "for it is the centre of a hundred myriads of
countries" and the Turks and the Mongols "alone called
The country, as a whole,
the Noble Land 'Hindu'."
a , Kingdom of
was also known as ' b r ~ ~ - .r. s t rthe

' Watters,

Vol. I, p. 13 1.
Beal, Vol. I, p. 68.
' Watters, Vol. I, p. 138.
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'

Br~hmanas".~In this opinion the two pilgrims are at one.
Hiuen-tsang also agrees that "the people generally speak
of India as the country of the Brahmanas" "though they
also give their countries different names according to the
districts they inhabited". Fa-Hian refers to India as
Jambu-dvipajand this name occurs also in the accounts of
Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing."
The country was divided into five main regions, and
the pilgrims frequently refer to the five Indies. It is
bounded on the north by the snowy mountains and by the
sea on the other three sides. Broad in its northern part
and narrow in the south, India has the shape of a halfmoon and has a circuit of 90,000 li or 18,000 miles.4 The
entire country consisted of more than seventy kingdoms,
according to Hiuen-tsang. He actually mentions eightvtwo, two of which, Ceylon and Persia, were outside its
geographical limits, but it will be a mistake to suppose that
they were all independent political units or sovereign states.
Lan-po or Lamghan, Nagarahara, the Jalalabad regon of
today, and Bannu were dependencies of KapiSa. Si~nilarly
Taxila, Simhapur, Urasa, Punch and Rajaori were all under
the government of Kashmir. Nor can we treat KHnyakubja and Magadha as two separate kingdoms when
Harsavardhana was styled as Sakalottariipatheivaa or the
sovereign of the entire north. He had his capital at the
city of Kanauj and the Chinese knew him as the king of
Magadha. Fa-Hian makes a distinction between a king' Takakusu,

p. 1 18.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 140.
Legge, p. 34.
Beal, Vol. 11, p. 192.
' Real, Vol. I, p. 70.
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dam and a country; Thus we read of the kingdoms of
Woochang (UdyHna) and Purusapura and the countries
of So-ho-to (Swat) and GHndh~ra, while Kapil~vastu,
Xuiinagara and Gays are specifically styled as citiesn5 We
also read, in his pages, of the city of Sr~vastiin the
kingdom of KoPala, the town of Pslaliputra in the kingdom
of Magadha and the city of V&gnasi in the kingdom of
KHB. Whether the distinction was deliberately made we
do not know for certain, for Fa-Hian counts Riimagrsma
It is doubtful whether this small tribal
as a kingdom!
state had retained its independence when the imperial
Guptas were at the height of their power. Hiuen-tsang
makes two distinct kingdoms of Vaidrli and Vrjji, if the
identification of Fo-li-shi with Vrjji holds good. Probably
his "kingdoms" were only administrative units irrespective
of their independent or sovereign status. It is interesting
to note that Fa-Hian- treats the Daksina as a 'ingle
66
country",' but he seems to have used the term in a
regional sense., Hiuen-tsang includes Nepal, then a subordinate ally of China, in India. Another of Hiuen-tsang's
Indian kingdoms, Lang-Kie-lo, was subject to Persia.'
Hiuen-tsang makes a sweeping generalisation when
he says that "the seasons are particularly hot ; the land is
well watered and humid, the north is a continuation of
mountains and hills, the ground being dry and salt. On
the east there are valleys and plains, which being well
watered and cultivated, are fruitful and productive. The
southern district is wooded and herbaceous, the western
kgge, pp. 28, 33, 30, 31, 64, 70, 87.
'Legge, p. 68.
' Legge, p. 96.
a Beal, Vo!. IT, p. 277.
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parts are stony and batren. Such is the general account
of this c ~ u n t r y . " ~But when he goes Gom the general to
the particular he is more accurate and dependable. Thus
we read of Udysna "that cold and heat are agreeablv
temperedp', Bolor is always cold, the climate of Taxila is
agreeably temperate, Kashmir again is cold and stern,
S~kala,or the Sialkot region, is very warm.1° What holds
good of the climate also holds good of the soil. Thus the
soil of Dhanakataka (Bezwada) is rich and fertile, the
Cola land is a succession of marshes and jungle, Dravida
is fertile and well-cultivated and produces abundance of
grain, the soil of Sindh is suitable for cereals, while that
of Sur~strais impregnated with salt."
From the soil let us pass on to the plant life it sustains.
We must not forget that the Chinese pilgrims were students
of theology and not men of science. Hiuen-tsang tried to
give a general account of India and he frankly confesses
that "it is impossible to enumerate all the kinds of fruitr'.
But he specially mentions the mango, the tamarind, the
madhiika, the badara (jujube) the kapittha or wood-apple,
the iimlii or myrobalan, the tinduka or Diospyros, the
udumbara or Ficus glomarata, the mocii or plantain, the
niirikela or cocoa-nut and panasa or jack-hit. These
were the fruits held most in esteem among the inhabitants.
Pears, peaches, apricots and grapes were planted here and
there in Kashmir and the neighbouring frontier states.
Pomegranates and sweet oranges were grown all over the

Beal, Vol. I, p. 70.
''Beal, Vol. I, pp. 126, 135, 137, 148, 166.
" Beal, Vol. II, pp 221, 227, 229, 272, 269.
" Watters; Vol. I, pp. 177-178.
-a
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It is to be noted that mango occupies the place of
honour in Hiuen-tsang's list and pavzasa is at the bottom.
Mango was as common in India in the seventh century
as it is today. We come across frequent references to
mango-groves by the roadside and in the environs of the
cities in Hiuen-tsang's account.I3 But he saysthat " V a i i ~ l i
mangoes were much prized" and in MathurH "mango trees
were grown in orchards at the homesteads of the people,
there were two kinds of this fruit, one small and becoming
yellow when ripe, and the other large and remaining
green." While the European travellers of a later age
described the cocoa-nut at length, Hiuen-tsang casually
mentions it in connection with Kiimariipa, though the palm
specially thrives near the sea coast. T h e pilgrim, however, describes the jackfruit in great details, probably
because his countrymen were not Tamiliar with it. T h e
fruit grew in abundance in Pundravardhana and KHmariipa.
T h e pilgrim tells us that "the Panasa fruit, though plentiful, is highly esteemed. T h e fruit is as large as a pumpkin.
When it is ripe it is of a yellowish-red colour. When
divided, it has in the middle many tens of little fruits of
the size of a pigeon's egg ; breaking these, there comes
forth a juice of yellowish-red colour and of delicious
flavour. T h e fruit sometimes collects on the tree-branches
as other clustering fruits, but sometimes at the tree-roots,
as in the case of the earth-growing fu-ling."" I-tsing says
"that Haritaka (yellow myrobalan) is abundant in India"
and he extols its medicinal properties in no uncertain
terms. "If one bite a piece of Haritaka evervday and
swallow its juice one's whole life will be free from
'"eal,
Vol I, p. 226.
" Beal, Vol. 11, p. 194.
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disea~e."'~Though it is not specifically included in his list
FIioen-tsang refers to the palm tree in the course of his
narrative. He mentions "a wood of tala trees thirty li in
circuit" in Kolikanapura and Fa-Hian calls it a Patra tree
because its broad leaves were used for writing purposes.
I-tsing informs us that Kunkuma and asafoetida were
"abundant in the western limit of India".ls" Hiuen-tsang
mentions two aromatic plants t h a t grew in Ata-li and
further suggests that the cultivation of saffron was not
limited to Kashmir, as at present, but this valuable crocus
was grown in Udyiina or Swat vallev also, where grape was
found in abundance.16
Flowering trees and shrubs are casually mentioned by
name and not included in Hiuen-tsang's list of plants. It
was in a PalPBa forest that Hiuen-tsang was attacked by a
band of robbers, and ABoka groves offered a hiding place
for the pirate fleet in the Ganges. He found the streets of
Rgjagrha lined by Kanaka trees whose "flower exhales a
delicious perfume and their colour is of a bright golden
hue"." These golden flowers cannot possibly be identified
with the Palnia for they were fragrant and bloomed all
Takakusu, p. 134.
'a Takakusu, pp. 128-129.
l a Beal, Vol. 11, p. 265.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 225.
Beal's rendering is different,-"The
earth is favourable to the cultivation of the scented (sl~rub)called Yo-Kim (turmeric)" Vol. I, p. 120.
Watters mentions saffron and does not consider it necessary to discuss the
point. In Akbar's time the cultivation of saffron was limited to Panapur
(near Srinagar) and Paraspur in Kashmir. For a description of the flower
and a n account of its cultivation see Ain-1-Akbari, W. Blochmann, pp. 89-90,
Jarrett, Vol. 11, pp. 358-359. Saffron is also cultivated in Spain, France,
Italy, Sicily, and Persia.
" Beal, Vol. 11, p. 150.
l5
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through the year. We come across another Indian flowering tree, the Pgtali, in connection with legends relating to
the origin of PHtaliputra. Watters identifies it with
Trumpet flower, Bignonia Suaveolens of the Botanists.
Elsewhere we read of a Campaka grove at Prayiiga.I8
Hiuen-tsang saw in Magadha a large tank thirty li in
circuit with "lotus flowers of the four colours .I9
The pilgrims were evidently not interested in hard
timber or big trees but no Buddhist visiting Kusinagara
could help mentioning the inla grove where Buddha
attained his Parinirvana nor could they ignore the Uodhi
tree and the Ajapzla Nyagrodha or goat-herd's banyan
tree of Gays and the sun diverting" jnmbu tree of
Kapilgvastu. Hiuen-tsang has referred to the immortal
banyan of Prayiiga, but two trees, of which he heard but
did not see, are of special interest to us.
Hiuen-tsang did not visit the Mdkuta country or the
kingdom of the P~ndyas,but while in D r ~ v i d ahe heard
of the sandal, the pseudo-sandal and the camphor trees of
the Malaya mountains. The story of people distinguishing
the real sandal tree from its spurious neighbours by the
presence of serpents need not be seriously treated, but
Garcia-da-Orta, a sixteenth century Portuguese writer,
asserted that white sandal was not indigenous in India and
came from Timor and the neighbouring islands, while red
sandals, which are not sandals at all and lack the fragrance
and medicinal properties of the genuine article, were alone
available in the country?
His statement has been
' 9

4I

Beal, Vol. I, p. 231.
Vol. II, pp. 176-1 77.
"Garcia-da-Orta, Coloquios dos Simples e Drogas da Indio, Vol. 11,
pp. 281-282 ; Beal, Val. 11, p. 232 translates the passage as follows: "Here
is found the white sandal-wood tree and the Chndonevo tree. These two
la

'' Watters,
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accepted by some modern Botanists in the absence of any
earlier foreign notice of the plant though there are
numerous references to the fragrant (therefore, white)
sandal in Sanskrit literature. Hiuen-tsang's account, though
based on hearsay, should settle the controversy once for all.
All the three pilgrims mention a very rare and highly prized
variety, the Gojzra Candana or cow's head sandal. It is
doubtful whether any such variety really existed. Hiuentsang's account of the Karpiira tree is worth quoting here.
iThe tree from which Kie-pu-lo (Karpiira) scent is procured,
is in trunks like the pine, but different leaves, flowers and
fruit. When the tree is first cut down and sappy, it has no
smell ; but when the wood gets dry, it forms into veins and
splits ; then in the middle is the scent, in appearance like
mica, of the colour of frozen snow."21
Of food crops, he says, "there is much rice and wheat
are much alike, and the latter can only be distinguished by going in the
height of summer to the top of some hill, and then looking a t a distance
great serpents may be seen entwining it: Thus it is known. Its wood is
naturally cold, and therefore serpents twine round it. After having noted
the tree, they shot a n arrow into it to mark it. In the winter after the
snakes have gone, the tree is cut down." Abu-1-Fazl did not know the
indigenous plant. He writes, "The tree grows in China. During the present
reign it has been successfully planted in India. There are three kinds,
the white, the yellow, the red." Blochmann, Ain-i-Akbari, p. 87. Abu-1Fazl, however, does not say in which part of India Akbar introduced the'
tree.
Common camphor comes today mostly from
2 ' Beal, Vol. 11, p. 232.
China, Japan, Formosa, Borneo and the neighbouring islands. Garcia da
Orta mentioils camphor from China, Borneo and the islands of the Malay
Archipelago. He knew that it was the product of a big tree but did not
know how it was manufactured. T h e Indian plant was obviously unknown
to him. Colloqtrio, Vol. I, pp. 151-162. Abu-1-Fazl, however, says, "The
Cnrrrplror tree is a large tree growing in the ghauts of Hindustan and in
China." He heard the story that this tree was also identified by the presence
of sn;lkes around its trunk during the summer and marked by arrows.
L\lochmann, Ain-i-.'lkbari, p. 83.
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and ginger, mustard, melons, pumpkins, Kunda (olibanum
tree) are also cultivated. Onions and garlic are little used
and people who eat them are o~tracised."'~We are told elsewhere that sugarcane grew in abundance in Lamghan and
KauQmbi, while barley was cultivated in Bundelkhand, and
Sindh produced millet. The Punjab, Kashmir, the transIndus region, the modern Uttara Prades'a and Andhra were
rich in cereals, and beans formed one of the staple products
of Avanda and B~ndelkhand.'~The cultivation of rice and
wheat was naturally more widely distributed. A special
variety of l&e rice was grown in the Sialkot area,24while
PiiriyHtra had a species that ripened in sixty days only.u
The famous M a h ~ s ~rice
l i was not found outside Magadha.
"There is an unusual sort of rice grown here", says Hiuentsang, "the grains of which are large and scented and of
an exquisite taste. It is specially remarkable for its shining
colour. It is commonly called 'the rice for the use of the
great' " because it was specially reserved for royalty and
persons of uncommon sanctity." Piiriy~traspecialised in
late wheat, and winter wheat was cultivated in Malwa. T h e
soil of Broach was brackish by nature, but its lack of agricultural ~ r o d u c t swas compensated by commerce in salt, but
salt of different kinds were found in greater quantities in
Sindh. "They find here a great quantity of salt," Hiuentsang informs us, "which is red like cinnabar ; also white
salt, black salt and rock salt. In different places, both far
and near, this salt is used for medicine"." "Live stocks

" Waters,

Vol. I, p. 178.
''Ileal, Vol. I, pp. 90, 91, 98, 148, 175-176, 183, 235; Vol. XI, pp. 217,
271, 272, 280.
"Waters, Vol. I, p. 286.
" Beal, Vol. I, p. 179.
Beal, Vol. II, p. 82.
8'Beal, Vol. IT, p. 272.
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were raised in Sindh and 0-tien-po-chilo." Sindh was
"suitable for the breeding of oxen, sheep, camels, mules
and other kinds of beasts"." 0-tien-po-chilo bred asses
besides cattle, sheep and camels." A fine breed of horse
was found in Kashmir which the Chinese styled as "dragon
stock horse",30 and Nepal had its yaks?'
The north-western region of India was rich in minerals.
Gold was found in U d y ~ n a ,Kuluta and Takka ; U d y ~ n a
and Takka produced iron ; Kuluta and Takka had silver,
~ r~~ v i d a
while copper was mined in Takka and K u l ~ t a . D
was rich in precious gems, and Kuluta in crystal. Hiuentsang concludes his account of the mineral wealth of India,
thus, "Gold, silver, tin-shih (bronze?) white jade and crystal
lenses are products of the country which are very abundant.
Rare precious substances of various kinds from the sea-ports
are bartered for merchandi~e."~~
Of wild and domestic animals whose flesh is forbidden
as food Hiuen-tsang mentions oxen, asses, elephants, horses,
pigs, dogs, foxes, wolves, lions, monkeys and apes?' Sheep
and camels, we have already come across among the livestock raised in Sindh, and the inclusion of venison among
legitimate viands connotes the existence of deer The forest
near Kuiinagara was infested with wild oxen and wild
elephants. Elephants were also found in the jungles of
Bhagalpur and Monghyr, and Hwui-li says that expert
catchers regularly went about trapping these useful animals
Beal, Vol. 11, p. 272.
Beal, Vol. II, p. 276.
3 0 Watters, Vol. I, p. 261.
Beal, Vol. II, p. 80.
Watters, Vol. I, pp. 225, 286, 298.
'' Watters, Vol. I, p. 178.
'' Watters, Vol. I, p. 178.
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which were not only used in the army but also employed
in drawing carriages. In the jungles of Bihar were also
found rhinoceros, wolves and 'black leopards.JS
It is not easy to identify the wild oxen of KuSinagara.
They may belong to one of the two species still extant in
Indian jungles. Lions were once numerous in North India
and black panthers do not form a distinct species. Rhine
ceros no longer survives near Bhagalpur. Strangely, however, the king of the Indian forests, the tiger, finds no
mention anywhere except in connection with the Vyaghfi
Jataka, but there also one cannot say for certain whether
the famished animal, fed by the Bodhisattva with his own
blood and flesh, was a tigress or a she-panther or a female
tiger cat. Monkeys and elephants find a prominent place
in Buddhist legends, for the Buddha had been often born
as a monkey or an elephant in his previous lives. Buddhist
imagination has endowed these animals with uncommon
intelligence, piety and devotion to their religious duties.
Some of them highly venerated the Buddha and worshipped
him like his human devotees. Hiuen-tsang refers to the
Markata hrada of VaiBali, "which was dug by a band of
monkeys for Buddha's use."" We are also told of monkeys
and mountain stags that came to bathe at the holy confluence at Prayaga and some of these pious animals went so far
as to starve themselves to death at that sacred site in order
to improve their lot in the next world.37 These stories
naturally remind us of Sir William Roe's Christian ape."
Hiuen-tsang has preserved for us two remarkable srories
Hwui-li, p. 128.
Watters, Vol. 11, p. 65.
"Watters, Vol. I, pp. 36465.
Beal, Vol. I, p. 234.
"Foster, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Rob, p. 280.
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of the elephant's regard' for Buddhist relics and shrines. The
Koliyas of Ramagrlma had reared a stiipa over their share
of the relics, but in course of time the country was deserted
and the precincts of the stiipa ran wild. As there was none
to attend the relic stiipa, a herd of wild elephants took upon
themselves the pious duty of watering and cleaning the
place and offering wild flowers at the shrine." A tooth relic,
once worshipped in Kashmir and later acquired by Harsa,
had also been preserved by the veneration of elephants. A
bhiksu of Kashmir once encountered in a forest a herd of
trumpeting elephants. In his fright he climbed up a tree
but the elephants brought water in their trunks, wetted the
roots of the tree that sheltered the fugitive, and uprooted
it with their tusks. They did not, however, hurt the
frightened monk but gently lifted him on the back of one
of them and carried him to the middle of the forest where
he found a sick elephant suffering from swollen foot. The
bhik!u removed from the affected leg a splinter of bamboo,
washed and dressed the wound to the great relief of the
afflicted animal. Next morning the elephants brought for
the bhik~ua number of wild fruits and when his hunger
was appeased, the sick elephant, evidently the, lord of the
herd, presented him with a golden casket. The herd then
conveyed him to the spot where they had originally picked
him, and the b h i k ~ ureturned to Kashmir with the precious
gift. When the casket was opened he found in it a tooth
of the Buddha. How the elephants came by this sacred
relic the story does not explain.'O
Popular imagination had peopled our forests and hills,
8'

Beal, Vol. II, pp. 27-28. Legge, p. 69.
Hwi~i-li,pp. 181- 183.
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rocks and mountains, lakes and rivers with supernatural
beings of all sorts. In the country of Camp2 there was an
Asura cave which a cowherd once entered in pursuit of his
cattle. There he ate a miraculous fruit which made his body
swell so enormously that he could not get out of the cavern.
All attempts to dig him out failed and his body was petrified
in course of time. This story is related not only by Hiuentsang but also by his contemporary Wang-hiuen-tse, though
they differ in minor details." The Asums were not the
only evil beings that inhabited the country-side but there
were Yaksas and h'iigas. The Niigas of the Buddhist legends
were not the common reptiles we know. They were illtempered by aature and could assume the shape of any
animal at will. Their usual abode were lakes and rivers,
and many of them did not lack in kindliness and devotion
to the Enlightened One, though some of the wicked ones
had to be subjugated by the supernatural power of the
Buddha. There was Niiga Mucilinda, near GayP, who
enfolded the body of the Tathiigata, then lost in meditation,
in his coils to protect him from rain and sun. It is true that
Niigas like Gopala and EIHpatraQ were not of this class, for
Hwui-li, pp. 129-131. Wang-hiuen-tse places his Asura cave in Central
India and according to his account the man was still alive but wae not
released from his rocky prison as the king was afraid of letting out a person
of such prodigious strength.
Ldvi, J . A., March-April of 1900, pp. 31 1-312.
" GopHla was in his previous birth a cowherd. It was his 'duty to provide
the king with milk and cream. He was once severely reprimanded for his
negligence and committed suicide after a fervent prayer at a s t E p that he
might be re-born as a vicious niiga. He was later convened by the Buddha.
Beal, Vol. I, pp. 93-94. Elipatra lived in the Taxila region. He was originally
a pious monk. One day he went out to beg in prohibited hours and was
in consequence upbraided by laymen. This angered him so much that he
broke the branches of ela' trees that grew around his cottage. When KaSyapa
Buddha tried to bring the angry monk to reason, he was discourteous to
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in their vindictive design, while human beings, they had
deliberately sought a Naga birth. They were, however,
ultimately saved by the mercy of the Buddha. Fa-Hian
and Hiuen-tsang heard of a white-eared Niiga that served
as a diinapati or benefactor of a monastery." Hiuen-tsang
writes of another nameless Niiga that saved the R g m a g r ~ w
relic stiipa from being demolished." We have already seen
that a herd of wild elephants had attached itself , t o this
stiipa. The Niiga, we are speaking of, lived in the tank
nearby and used to assume a human form and circumambulate the stiipa in the manner of a pious devotee. When
the emperor ASoka resolved to collect all the relics from
the original eighi stiipas which enshrined them, and distribute them among 84,000 new stiipas he had planned to
construct, he visited Rgmagrgma after demolishing the other
seven. When his men were about to pull down the Rsmagrgma stiipa the Nzga approached the emperor in the form
of a Brshrnaea and persuaded him to visit his residence
under water. When the emperor was convinced that he did
not possesses the resources of the Niiga and could not expect
to provide for the worship of the relics in the same manner
as this pious creature, he desisted from his design and the
stiipa, the only one of the original eight, was spared. Hiuentsang cites epigraphical evidence in support of his story and
assures us that, "At the spot where the dragon came out
of the lake is an inscription to the above effect."
We have done with the domestic animals that our
seventh century ancestors bred, the wild beasts that inhim. He was for these two offences born as a hideous nZga with seven
heads from each of which grew an elii tree. Watters, Vol. I, pp. 241-242.
'' Legge, p. 52.'
"Beal, Vol. II, pp. 26-27.
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habited our forests, the supernatural beings, good or bad,
who tenanted our tanks and streams; we may now turn
to the common man whom the pilgrims met. Hiuen-tsang
was aware that the people of different parts of India differed
in their habits, customs and physical features. We are
told that "the people of Kashmir wear serge and cotton and
they were volatile and timid. good looking but deceitful and
were fond of learning."" The people of KHmariipa, on the
other hand, were honest, and they were short of stature and
dark of complexion." The Andhras were impulsive and
fierce," while Kari?asuvarna was inhabited by honest and
amiable people devoted to learning. The palm of bravery
goes to the seventh century Mar~thH,who, tall of stature,
stern of demeanour, un-forgiving as a foe, grateful as a
friend, boldly rushed to battle determined to win or die."
Unaccustomed to turn their back in the battle-field they
presented their defeated generals with women's garb, a
humiliation worse than death. Bharoch people were mean
and deceitful49 and the traders of Atali cared more for
~ the marshy region of
wealth than for moral ~ o r t h .In
Sindh the pilgrim found a Buddhist community of cattle
breeders, who assumed the garb of a bhiksu and shaved their
heads though they were family men.51 These people were
ferocious by nature and had gone back to the murderous
ways of their ancestors. The people of U d y ~ n awere given
to sorcery and their skill in black magic earned them an
Watters, Vol.
Watters, Vol.
Beal, Vol. 11,
Beal, Vol. 11,
Watters, Vol.
" Watters, Vol.
61 Watters, Vol.

I, p. 261.
II, p. 136.
p. 217.
p. 256.
11, p. 241.
II, p. 244.
11, p. 252.
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unenviable reputation among their neighbours? Even
twelve hundred years back diverse sorts went to the making
of the Indian people.
If people of different regions differed so widely in their
character and disposition there was a remarkable uniformity
in their clothes and dress. Only in the cold regions of
North India did they affect close-fitting jackets like the
Tartars, in the rest of the country tailored clothes were
practically unknown. "The men wind a strip of cloth
round the waist and up to the armpits and leave the right
shoulder bare. The women wear a long robe which covers
both shoulders and falls down loose."" Even today this
description holds good of the unsophisticated village folk.
Multi-coloured stuff was out of fashion and everybody went
in white. According to I-tsing, common people alone had
one piece of linen but lavmen of higher classes wore two
pieces of soft white cloths. These were eight feet in length
and were simply put around the waist to cover the lower
part." Silk, calico, woolen and cotton fabrics were used by
people according to their means. The rich citizens of
Kanauj went about in silk, we are told. The silk was known
as K a u ~ e y a . Ksauma was a kind of linen made of flax or
hemp ; woolen stuffs went by the name of Kambala, a word
with which we are still familiar, while a superior kind of
woolen wrap made of the soft hair of a wild animal was
called Ho-la-li." . The Buddhist monks were differently
Watters, Vol. I, p. 225.
'' Urntters, Vol. I, p. 148.
"Takakusu, p. 67.
55 Watters, Vo1. I, p. 148.
S5kala produced "a very fine white gauze or muslin capable of being
dved ; it was soft and transparent like the fleecy vapours of dawn". Watters,
Vol. I, p. 287.
"
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prbed, but for the present we shall limit ourselves to the
non-Buddhist laymen and anchorites. 16'The garbs of the
non-Buddhist (religieux) are varied and extraardinary",
says Hiuen-tsang. "Some wear peacocks' tails .; some adorn
themselves with a necklace of skulls ; some are quite naked ;
some cover the body with grass or boards, some pull out
their hair and clip their moustaches, some mat their sidehair and make a topknot coil. Their clothing is not fixed
and the colour varies."'
Though the description is meagre,
by all standards, it is not impossible to identify some of these
sectarians. Those who affected peacock's tails were
probably of Vaisnava
.. persuasion ; the wearers of skull necklaces were undoubtedly Stiktas of the extreme KdpiiliL
school ;.those who preferred to go naked were Nirgronthar
or Digambara Jainas ; those who pulled out their hair also
belonged to the Jaina sect and those who mat their hair
belonged to the sect known as Jafilas to Buddha and his contemporaries. No wonder that the colour of the garb varied
with different sects. The Svetiim bara Jainas were always
clad in white, while the Kiipiilikas would prefer red and the
Piiiupatas might choose an ochre coloured cloth and rub
their body with ashes.
If ascetics and anchorites diEered from the common
people in their garb and attirements, so did royalty and
aristocracy. "The dress and ornaments of the grandees",
Hiuen-tsang tells us, are very extra-ordinary. Garlands
and tiaras with precious stones are their head adornments,
and their bodies are adorned with rings, bracelets and
"57)
necklaces. Wealthy mercantile people have only bracelets.
Shoes were not much in use and most people went barefoot,
66

Watters) Vo1. 1) p. 148.
5 7 Watters, Vol. I, p. 151.
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but if I-tsing is to be credited, the Buddhist monk never
trayelled without his umbrella. The umbrella was of
bamboo, reed or rattan wicker work and the cover was
varnished with lacquer. Unlike the wicker work head gear
used by peasants in some parts of India as a protection
against sun and rain, the seventh century umbrella had a
handle like its modern counterpart, but it could not be
closed and folded when not in use.5s
No foreigner spending any length of time in India
could fail to take notice of the caste system. Hiuen-tsang
observes, "There are four orders of hereditary clan distinctions. The first is that of the Br2hmins or 'purely living',
these keep their principles and live continently, strictly
observing ceremonial purity. The second order is that of
the Kshatriyas, the race of kings, this order has held
sovereigntv for many generations and its aims are benevolence and mercy. The third order is that of the Vaibyas or
class of traders who barter commodities and pursue gain
far and near. The fourth class is that of the Siidras or
agriculturists ; these toil at cultivating the soil and are
industrious at sowing and reaping." He further adds that
none can marry outside his or her own caste or within the
prohibited degree. Women can marry only once. There
are mixed castes and clans too numerous to be de~cribed.'~
But the caste system had also undergone some changes
and mcidific;ctions by the time of Hiuen-tsang's visit.
0rigin;lllv agriculture was the legitimate profession of the
Vaiiy;~,b ~ the
t VaiSya probably gave up farming in course
of time under Buddhist influence. As I-tsing observes, it
was customary in his time ' to regard traders as more
C

,
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honourable than farmers, this is because agriculture injures
the life of many insects."" But it will be a mistake to
think that each caste rigidly adhered to its traditional
duties. Hiuen-tsang in his general account of the caste
system probably followed the text-book rather than his
personal experience. It was no longer the exclusive right
of the Ksatriyas to rule. As the pilgrim himself tells us,
the kings of Matipur and Sindh were of Siidra stock, the
rulers of KHmarfipa, Ujjain and Jajhoti were Briihmanas
by caste, Harsa himself was a Vais'ya and so was the king
of P a i y ~ t r ain modem Rajasthan.B1 "The Brahmana" as
I-tsing informs us, was "still regarded throughout the five
parts of India as the most honourable caste," but he did
not always disdain to take to cultivation as an honest
means of livelihood. When Hiuen-tsang and his fellow
travellers were running before a band of robbers for dear
life they came across "a Brahman at work ploughing the
land."62 It is also worth noticing that a BrHhmana had
the custody of the Buddha's skull bone at HiddaY Is it
legitimate to suggest that the process of assimilation and
adjustment was already far in progress and the Buddhists
no longer considered it unusual for a B r ~ h m a n ato be
placed in charge of a Buddhist shrine or holy relic? The
caste rules with regard to inter-marriage,. it appears, had
been relaxed where royalties were concerned, as Hiuentsang himself tells us that the Vaibva Harsavardhana had a
Ksatriya for his son-in-law in Dhrurasena I1 (Hiuen-tsang's
Dhruvabhata) of Valabhi.
'Vakakusu, p. 189.
Beal, Vol. I, pp. 179, 190, 209 ; Vol.
'' Hwui -lipp. 73.
Hwui-li, p. 59.

n, pp.

196, 271, 272.
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The caste system, however, put cruel restrictions on
some of the outcastes or untouchables. We learn from
Hiuen-tsang that butchers, fishermen, public performers,
executioners and scavengers were compelled to live outside the city or village wall. Their dwelling houses were
marked by a distinguishing sign and when they entered
the hamlets they had to sneak along the left side of the
road.64 I-tsing says that scaltengers had to warn passers-by
of their presence by striking sticks, and if anyone by some
mischance touched one of them he had to wash himself
and his garments." I-tsing never visited the South, his
comments, therefore, apply to North India. Two centuries
earlier Fa-Hian found the Candslas suffering from the
same disabilities. "Throughout the whole country", he
says, "the people do not kill any living creature, nor drink
intoxicating liquor, nor eat onions and garlic. The only
exception is that of the Candslas. That is the name for
those who are (held to be) wicked men, and live apart from
others. When they enter the gate of a city or a marketplace, they strike a piece of wood to make themselves
known, so that men know and avoid them, a n d ,do not
come into contract with them."66 It is a bare statement
of fact and none of the three pilgrims has any comment to
offer. One wonders whether the extreme regard for animal
life had anything to do with the exclusion of the C a n d ~ l a
from the village and the town, for he was a professional
hunter and fisherman.
Towns and villages were enclosed by high walls. The
thoroughfares within were narrow, and shops and stalls

Oa

Watters, Vol. I, p. 147.
T n k a k u s ~ ~p., 139.
Legge, p. 43.
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ranged on either side of the high road. The dwelling
houses had wattled bamboos or wooden fencing around
them. The halls had wooden rooms plastered with ciinam
with tiled roofs. The houses were high and built either
of boards or bricks and were thatched with grass. The
walls were whitewashed with ciinam and the floors were
besmeared with c~wdung.~' Our domestic architecture
has not undergone much change in the rural area since
Hiuen-tsang penned these lines thirteen hundred years
ago. We find a reference to door-keys in I-tsing's narrative, but it is not certain whether they were used in big
monasteries alone.68 I-tsing also says that apartments were
not spacious in India. The monk's cells, that have
survived at Kanheri and Nslandii fully support t h s statement and it is not likely that small householders could
afford to go for much bigger rooms. The furniture were
naturally few. Small mats and wooden seats were known.
Hiuen-tsang refers to corded benches which were in
universal use.69 One wonders whether the modern charpoy,
so common in North India, is the lineal descendant of
Hiuen-tsang's corded bench. I-tsing mentions leather
bedding among the possible properties of a deceased
monk, and we do not know whether it was commonly
used by the ordinary people. But the pillow stufEed with
cotton or other soft materials was in common use. "In
the ten islands of the Southern Sea, as well as in the five
dirisions of India, people do not use wooden pillows to
raise the head. It is only China that has this custom.
The pillow covers are made almost the same way throughWatters, Vol. I, p. 147.
Takakusu, p. 190.
'' Watters, Vol. I, p. 147.
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out the West. The material is silk or linen ; the colour
varies according to one's liking. It is sewed in a square
bag one cubit long and half cubit wide. The pillow is
stuffed with any suitable home products, such as wool,
hemp-scraps, the pollen of Typha-latifolia, the catkins of
the willow, cotton reed, Tecoma grandiflora, soft leaves,
dry moths, the ear shell (Haliotis) hemp or beans ; it is
made high or low according to the cold or warm season,
the object being to get comfort and to rest one's body."'O
A few earthenware pots, wooden dishes, metal utensils and
a copper jar, for storing water, and an earthen one, for
drinking water, probably completed the poor man's
household goods, while the rich man had dishes of the
precious metals, gold and silver.
Poorly furnished though the houses might be, their
dwellers were marked for their cleanliness. Early in the
morning they carefully cleaned their teeth and tongue
. . and thoroughly
with a piece of tooth wood (danta kastha)
rinsed their mouth. Some went further and washed their
nostrils by drawing in a quantity of water. According to
I-tsing, this was the means of securing a long life adopted
by Bodhisattva Nagnrjuna." N o one could even offer
salutation to senior persons without first going through
this hygienic r ~ u t i n e . ' ~Though a bath after a meal was
forbidden, a bath before it was obligatory. A t mealtime
people sat either on mats or on small wooden seats with
legs crossed, at an interval of one cubit from each other
to avoid physical contact. Food was served on the ground
cleaned with cowdung and eaten with the right hand
Takakusu, pp. 1 12-1 13.
34-35.
"Takakusu, pp. 33, 90.
'O

" Takakusu, pp.
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without a spoon or chopstick. Only one plate was used on
which the different dishes were served, but the food left
over was thrown away and was never served to another
person. Nor was uncooked fish or vegetable ever eaten.
It is needless to add that this interdiction of ucchista,
.. or
food left over by a person, still prevails. Hiuen-tsang states,
and his statement is confirmed by I-tsing, that "those
utensils which are of pottery or wood must be thrown
away after use and those which are of gold, silver, copper
or iron get another polishing."73 I-tsing adds that porcelain
and lacquer works were not originally known in India and
wooden articles were scarcely even employed as eating
utensils, but they might be used only once if new? After
every meal the Indians used to wash their mouth and
hands and clean their teeth and tongue elaborately with
tooth wood, and they did not come into contact with each
other until they had thus purified their body. Thorough
washing and cleansing were demanded after a call of nature
had been attended to. It is doubtful whether the common
folk "could smear their bodies with scented unguents
such as sandals and saffrons" on such occasions, but the
practice of rubbing the hands and feet with balls of earth,
that I-tsing noticed, still ~urvives.7~Those who failed to
observe these rules of cleanliness were held in contempt.
I-tsing informs us that once upon a time when the
Mongolians of the North sent men to India, the messengers
were despised and ridiculed, as they did not wash themselves after evacuation, and preserved their food in a trav.
This was not all ; they were scorned and spoken ill of, as
16

" Watters,

Vol. I, p. 152.
74 Takakusu, p. 36.
148 Takakusu, pp. 9 1-93.
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they sat together at a meal, with their feet straight out,
and touching one another's, and they did not keep out of
the neighbourhood of pigs and dogs, and did not use a
tooth-&~sh."~~
UTe learn something about the staple food of the
country from I-tsing. "In the north, wheat-flour is abundant ; in the western district, baked flour (rice or barley)
is used above all ; in Magadha (in Central India) wheatflour is scarce, but rice is plentiful ; and the southern
frontier and the eastern border-land have similar products
to those of Magadha."76 "Ghee, oil, milk and cream are
found everywhere. Such things as cakes and fruit are so
abundant that it is difficult to enumerate them here . . . .
Millet is rare ; . . . . There are sweet melons ; sugar canes
and tubers are abundant, but edible mallows are very
~carce."'~ People of the east and south still subsist on rice,
and people of the north prefer wheat, while both rice and
barley are favoured in the west. In their food habit the
Indian people have proved as conservative as in their social
customs.
At an ordinary meal little pieces of ginger and a,
spoonful of salt were served first. Then followed some
gruel made of dried rice and bean soup with hot butter
to be mixed with the principal article of food with the
fingers. Last came cakes, fruits, ghee and sugar.78 Cold
water was served both in the winter and the summer to
quench the thirst.
A ceremonial feast was preceded bv songs and music
' T ~ ; ~ k n k t ~p.
s u26.
,
'' Ti~L;~kusu,pp, 43-44.
.TnknLusu, p. 44.
: T ~ a k n k u s u ,yp. 39-40.
,
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after an adoration of the Buddha if the host happened to
be a Buddhist. Paficabhojaniyas and Paiicakhiidaniyas
with appropriate drinks were served on such occasions.
Custom demanded that a superabundance of everv dish
should be provided. A common householder would offer
each of his guests food and condiments sufficient for three,
while a really wealthy family would serve ten men's ration
to one. The guest was at liberty to carry away the surplus
if he so liked, and this practice, which I-tsing noticed at
T~mralipti,survived to our own times in Bengal. The
Paizca bhojan?yas, according to I-tsing, consisted of (1) rice,
(2) a boiled mixture of barley and peas, (3) baked corn
flour, (4) meat and (5) cakes. The Paitcakhiidaniyam,
food to be chewed, were (1) roots ; (2) stalks ; (3) leaves ;
(4) flowers ; and (5) fruits.?) It is to be noted that milk
and milk preparations were not included in either of the
two groups, and while we come across meat as one of
the bhojaniyas, fish is entirely omitted. We must not forget
that the list was compiled by a Buddhist monk who lived
mostly at NHlanda and might not have any experience of a
feast at a Hindu house. As raw vegetables were not eaten,
roots, stalks, leaves and flowers, four of the five khadaniyas,
were doubtless cooked vegetables.@'
Intoxicating drinks are mentioned by Fa-Hian but he
adds that none but the C a n d ~ l a sindulge in them. Hiuentsang, however, not only refers to strong drinks of different
kinds but asserts that the higher castes had their distinctive
wines and beverages. Thus, "the wines from the vine and
sugar-cane are the drink of the Kshatriyas, the Vais'vas
drink a strong distilled spirit ; the Buddhist monks and

'' Takakusu, p.
'O

43.
Takakusu, p. 137.
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Brnhmins drink syrup of grapes and of sugar-cane, the low
mixed castes are without any distinguishing drink.""
I-tsing, while discussing the rules relating to physical
impurity contracted through eating and drinking, refers to
svrup, water, tea and honey-waterP When tea was first
introduced into India, we do not know. European travellers
found it in popular use in Western India in the seventeenth
century.83 From seventeenth to the.seventh century, is a
far cry. It may, therefore, be objected that a casual reference to tea by a Chinese traveller, who w-as expounding the
I'inaya rules to the monks of his own country, does not
necessarily prove that tea was drunk in India in his days.
But the contact between India and China dates back to the
2nd Century B.C. and a large number of Indian monks
had travelled to China and many Chinese pilgrims had
visited India in the meantime. Is it possible that they had
not ii~troducedtheir favourite beverage to the country where
many of them spent long years? I-tsing states later that
tea was also good for cold and during the twenty years since
he left his native country, tea and yinseng decoction was
the only medicament he used and he had hardly any serious
illne~s.~'It is hardly possible that he left China with
twenty years' supply of tea with him. The question is, if
tea was known in India as early as the seventh century, why
was the common people unfamiliar with it till the latter half
of the twentieth? Was its use confined to the Buddhist
Watters, Vol. I, p. 178.
Takakusu, pp. 90- 125.
Sen, lildian Travels of Thevenot and Careri, pp. XLIII-XLIV.
Takakusu, p. 135.
Ma-huan observes that tea was unknown in Bengal in his time. (J. R.
.4. S.. 1895, p. 531) and that is why visitors were offered betel nuts.
61
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monasteries and did it disappear from India with
Buddhism?
According to I-tsing eight kinds of syrup were offered
to the guests in Indian monasteries. As Buddhist monks
were debarred from solid food after mid-day the monasteries probably specialised in a variety of delicious drinks
with which they could entertain a late-comer after the prohibited hours. But it is unlikely that the use of these syrups
should be confined to the monks alone and unknown to the
more well-to-do class of the laity. According to one account,
these syrups were made of Koca, Mocii, Kolaka, Ahattha,
Udumbara, Parii~aka,Mrdvikii and Kharjura ; according
to another, Ambapiina, Jarnbupiinu, Madhupiina and Salukapiina were also known. Takakusu identifies Koca with
Tanduliya. Is it Cephalandra Indica, M a r ~ f i itenduli and
Bengali tehkucii? Buddhaghosa says that it is atthika
kadali, a kind of banana
if Buddhaghosa's explanation
is correct both Koca and Moca piinam were banana syrups
made of two different species of plantain. It'has been suggested that Koca may be identified with cocoa-nut. It will
be really surprising that in a country like India, where this
fruit is so common, the Buddhist monks did not use it in
their preparation of permissible drinks. Kulaka fruit, says
Takakusu, was like a sour date. Ahattha and Udumbara
do not offer any difficultv.
d
Both are figs, only the U d u mbara
fruit is much larger than the Aivattha berry. A cold drink
from the Udumbara figs is still prepared in Bengal. Parii;aka is according to dictionaries identical with Bengali
Paru~aphala and Hindi Phariisii. Mldvika is grape, and
Kharjurapiina was doubtless derived from the common
In Bengal'a
sweet drink is made of a peculiar species of plantain
which has numerous stones.
"8
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Indian date that grows wild in the countryside. Onc feels
tempted to enquire whether Khariurapiina was the fresh
unfertnented juice rather than a syrup made of the fruit,
and in that case, if Koca is to be identified with cocoa-nut,
Kocapiina may be the familiar drink known as Nirii. Ambapiina and J a m b u p ~ n nmust be diluted juice of mango and
rose-apple, while Madhupiina was honey-water. Siiluka is
the root of the water-lily. It is still roasted for eating, but
how a drink could be decocted from it I cannot guess.
Of the diversions of the people the three famous pilgrims, Fa-Hian, Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing have nothing to
say. But Wang-hiuen-tse came across skilful jugglers who
excited the admiration of European travellers one thousand
years-later. Five Br~hmanas,skilled in the occult science,
once visited the Chinese metropolis. They could cut their
tongues, bring out their entrails and run on a rope. When
Wang-hiuen-tse visited India (656-661 A.D.) as His Chinese
Majesty's envoy, the emperor of the West gave a party in
his honour where a troup of jugglers entertained him by
rising in the air, running on a rope and walking on a cord
in wooden sandals. One woman in particular could play
simultaneously with three weapons, a sword, a knife and a
cavalry lance, while balancing herself on the rope. M-a-huan
mentions tiger shows in the public thoroughfares of Bengal
but that was centuries later. The big cat is no more to be
seen in our city streets, its place has been taken by small
monkeys and tame bears.
From the common food and drink of the country lrt
us turn to the administration. Fa-Hian found the administration mild and the people happy. "They have not to
register their households or attend to any Aagistrate and
their rules; only those who cultivate the royal land have
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to pay (a portion of) the grain from it. If they want to go,
tllcv go. if thev ~ ~ n to
n tstay they stay.
What he prob;il~lvmeans is that no poll tax was levied or collected and
no registration of household was, therefore, called for.
Peasants who cultivated the king's demesne land had to
pay a share of the produce as rent, but they were not pcrmanently attached to the land, and could stay or leave as
they liked. T h e criminal laws were lenient and heavy or
light fine was the penalty according to the gravitv of the
offence. In cases of active treason the right hand of the
offender was cut off. Capital punishment, it is to be
inferred, was unknown. T h e king's bodyguards and attendants all had their salaries. Fa-Ilian's account is meagre
indeed, but Hiuen-tsang did not prove much more informative.
"As the government is honestly administered and the
people live together on good terms the criminal class" we
are told "is small. T h e statute law is sometimes violated
and plots made against the sovereign: when the crime is
brought to light the offender is imprisoned for life ; he does
not suffer any corporal punishment, but alive or dead he is
not treated as a member of the community. For offences
against social morality, and disloyal and unfilial conduct,
the punishment is to cut of? the nose, or an ear or a hand
or a foot or to l~anishthe offender to anothrr country or
into the wilderness. Other offences can be rtoned by a
money payment."R5 Thus we see that the mutineer who
Leggy. pp. 41-43.
Sung-yun, writing of UdyZna, also says
e5 Wntters. Vol. I, pp. 171-172.
that capit.; punishment was unknown and when necessary ordeals were
resorted to. "Supposing a man has committed a murder, they do' not suffer
him to be killed ; they only banish him to the desert mountains. In investi-

7
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was mutilated in the fifth century, was condemned to a civil
death in the seventh; for minor offences the penalty continued to be fine, and for the more serious violation of social
morality the punishment was expulsion from the country.
I-tsing confirms this statement when he says, "In India, those
who have been condemned as lowest criminals have their
body besmeared with dung and are forcibly driven out to a
wilderness being excluded from the society of men".'
Wang-hiuen-tse also testifies to punishment by mutilation.
~ e s i d e sthe removal of a hand and foot he mentions extraction of eyes also as a penalty.87
T h e accused was not subjected to physical torture to
extract a confession. When proof was lacking, he was
interrogated, and if he denied the charges, ordeals were
resorted to. Hiuen-tsang mentions four different ordeals
by which the guilt or the innocence of an accused person
could be determined. "These are by water, by fire, by
weighing, and by poison. In the water ordeal the accused
is put in one sack and a stone in another, then the two sacks
are connected and thrown in a deep stream ; if the sack
containing the stone floats, and the other sinks, the man's
guilt is proven. T h e fire ordeal requires the accused to
kneel and tread on hot iron, to take it in his hand and
lick it; if he is innocent he is not hurt, but he is burnt if
he is guilty. In the weighing ordeal the accused is weighed
against a stone, and if the latter is the lighter the charge is
false. if otherwise it is true. The poison ordeal requires
that the right hand leg ~f a ram be cut off, and according
gating doubtful cases, they rely on the pure or foul effect of drastic medicine."
Beal, Vol. I, p. X C N .
Takakusu, p. 139.
" LLtvi, J . A., March-April of 1900, p. 328.
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to the portion assigned to the accused to eat, poisons are

put into the leg, and if the man is innocent he survives, and
if not the poison takes effect."M Wang-hiuen-tse's account
of the ordeal by weighing is slightly different but more
sensible. The Chinese envoy says that in Magadha an
accused person cannot be belaboured by a birch, but recourse is had to a marvellous method of weighing. He is
first weighed against certain articles, and then a tablet containing the charges against hiin is attached to his nape, and
he is again weighed against the very articles which had
previously been the counterpoise and a tablet of the same
weight as his."
If he is innocent he proves lighter. If
he is culpable the counterpoise is lighter. All the four
ordeals mentioned by Hiuen-tsang can be traced to very
ancient times as they had the sanction of the most popular
of Hindu law givers like Manu, Ygjfiaralkya, Niirada and
B~haspati,and trial by ordeal survived in India till the close
of the eighteenth century.
The main stay of the royal power was the arlnv which
consisted of infantry, cavalry, chariotry and elephantry, the
traditional quadruple limbs of a military force (caturanga
bala). The fighting elephant was protected with a coat of
mail and its tusks were armed with sharp implements. In
the Moghul days the elephants carried heavy chains and
sabres. The king of K~mariipa had twenty thousand
fighting elephants in his army. The commander-in-chief
rode an elephant in the battle field. The chariot was drawn
by four horses and armed footmen marched on either side.
For defence they carried shields, their arms of offence being
sword and sabre, spear and lances, bow and arrowT,javelins
Watters, Vol. I, p. 172.
8BaL&vi,J . A., March-April of 1900, p. 328.
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and battle axes, halberds and various kinds of slings. The
men of the army nerc l~rofessionalsoldiers and fighting
was their hcrcditarg profession. T h e army marched to
thc music of battle cirums. anti troops were skilful in their
arms.'" Thc navy is not mciltioned in this connection, but
\ r e rc;id in Elwui-liesLi(e of Kumira R 5 j ~ ' sfleet of 30,000
boats \\-hich was cio~ll~tless
used for defence and offence in
thc big rivers of his kingdom.gu
Thc sinc\vs of r
caine mainlv from the row1
demesne. Taxation \\-;:s light, and as in Fa-Hian's days,
hor~seholds \\,ere not registcrcd. Tl-adesn~en paid some
light duties at ferries and barriers, and the king's tenants
paid one-sixth of thc produce as rent. Forced labour was
~ ~ a c t i c ; ~ l1! !v
1
T h e king's demesne was divided
i~:to fotlr 1 s : rhe income of one part went to the maintcn;lnc.c of thc ni1ministr:ition and state worship: the principal ministers and state officials were assigned land out of
thc secontl. for thcv \\,ere not paid in cash : the income from
the tllird was s p m t in patronage of learning and that from
the last quarter in c ' n a r i t ~ . ~ '
It is interesting to note that the archives and official
records had their special rostodians. T h e records included
also official annals and they were collectively styled as nila
pita. blue and yellow. Were yellow palm leaves secured by
blue ribbons? One wonders whether blue tape was less
obstructive than the red !92
From the living let us turn to the dead. T h e body was
either cremated or thrown into water or cast away in the

" \Vattcrs,

Vol. I, p. 171.
H t v ~ ~ i - lp.
i , 172.
" Wattrrs, Vol. I, p. 176.
O' Wntters, Vol. I, p. 154.
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\~,,ods. But old people sotn:.t;rnes got ti]-etl of thcir nortill
existence and took fol-lnal leave of their rciatives anti dclibrratelv droniird thclmselves in thc holy Gangcs in order to
secure ever-lusting weal in the life aftur. 'l'he Chinese
pilgrims noticed vne custonl relating to t i w h which still
holds good. "Soone goes to take food in a fanlily aRlictcd
hv death", ;111tl those \\.ho ottcncl n funcr:tl :u-c rcg;trded as
~inclenn,they ;ill \\ash o ~ ~ t s i dthe
e citv \v;111 h ~ f o r eentering
t h e citv. H u t \!.hen the king dies his hcir is enthroned
beftjrc the funeral ritcq are p c ! - f o r ~ n e d . ~ ~
Hiuen-tsang left the co~mtrvivith a h;lpp impression
about its people : ''The11 arc of hasty ai~clirl-csolute temre
principles. 1'1-~cvwill not take
peraments but of p ~ ~ moral
anything wrongiullr. and thev vicld
.
more than fairness
requires. They fear the retribution for sins in other lives
and make light of ~ v h a t conduct produces in this life.
They do not practice deceit and thev keep their sworn
obligations."

O F SCHOLARS, POETS A N D PHILOSOPHERS.
The three Chinese travellers were all scholars. They
were inspired as much by intellectual yearnings as by piety
in their journey to India. It is but natural that we should
come across in their works numerous references to, old
masters and contemporary scholars of eminence. But the
earliest author whom, Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing mention, was
not a Buddhist philosopher but a Brahmana grammarian.
According to I-tsing, "P~nini"was a "very learned scholar
of old, who is said to have been inspired and assisted by
Mahes'vara-deva, and endowed with three eyes."' Hiuentsang had been to P~nini'snative village which still exists
under a different name. He says, a journey of four miles
from Udbhiindapura brought one to Sha-lo-tu-lo city, the
birth-place of the R?i P ~ n i n i ,who composed a treatise on
etymology. Grammar was a science of divine origin, and
the earliest models were supplied by B r a h m ~and Indra,
but students found it difficult to master their principles.
Then appeared P ~ n i n i ,a man of great erudition, who set
upon himself the task of removing the existing in-plarities
and systematising the rules of Sanskrit grammar. He
secured the help of the god Siva and produced a work which
met with the approval of the contemporary king "\vho
decreed that it should be studied all over the country" and
offered a reward of one thousand gold coins to every one
who could memorise the cntire work. Such is the story
of P ~ n i n iand his work as Hiuen-tsang knew it.2 In his
Takakusu, p. 172.
Vol. I, pp. 1 14-1 15.
Watters, Vol. I, pp. 221-224.
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time the Ast~dhyciyiwas transmitted orally from teacher
to pupil and written texts were extremely rare.
Of P ~ n i n iour knowledge is extremely limited even
today. Hiuen-tsang was right when he says that P2nini
was born at S d ~ t u r a for
, he is known as S212turiya ; the
tradition that he had secured the help of Siva still survives,
for some of his siitras are styled as Siva sfitras ; Patafijali
calls him Dlksiputra, so D a k ~ iappears to have been the
name of P2nini's mother. As PBnini is credited to have
supplanted the Aindra school, an earlier school, doubtless,
it claimed the god Indra for its founder?
According to MairjuSrimirlakalpa and Tibetan traditions, quoted by Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt, PHnini, though a
Brshmana by birth, b a s a Buddhist by inclination. He
attained his grammatical skill, mot through the grace of
the Hindu god Siva, but by the favour of the Bodhisattva
Avalokiteivara, and he is credited to have ultimately
attained iriivaka bodhi? Hiuen-tsang heard a story that
goes a long way to prove that in the seventh century
Buddhist eyes Piinini was no better than a common heretic,
and all his strivings after secular learning proved of little
avail in his succeeding birth. A t Sglstura the pilgrim saw
a stiipa that commemorated the conversion of one of
Panini's disciples by a Buddhist Arhat. Five centuries
after Buddha's death the Arllat arrived at the village in
course of his apostolic journey and found a BrHhmana
teacher chastising a young pupil for his deficiency in
grammar. The Arhat informed the teacher that this dull
Belvalkar, A n Account of the Diflerent Existing Systems of Sanskrit
Crommur, p. 19. Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, pp. 425-426.
Pinini's date i s uncertain, Keith suggests 4th Century B.C.
Dutt, Early Monastic Buddhism, Vol. 11, p. 26.
'a
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boy was P~i7iniRsi
. . in his previous life and had gone clown
in the scale of intelligence as he had devoted all his energy
to the acquisition of worldly knowledge. Owing to some
good karma, however, he \r.as born in a Briihma~pfamily.
T h e Arhat hinlself was one of the five hundrcd bats lvho
preferred to be roasted to death in a decaved tree rather
than be deprived of the delight of listening to the recitation of A bhidt~ar?na.~
Panini's Astiidhyiiy
..
i was then taught in every Buddhist school. H e was styled as a Rsi, but it1 the seventh
century, when Buddhism was on its decline, even sober
scholars could not persuade themselves that scholarly
labours, such as P~nini's,could be of any spiritual merit.
Let us now turn to the Buddhist masters whom the
pious pilgrims really venerated. To Hiuen-tsang, A h a ghosa, Deva, NHgPrjuna, and Kumiiral~tawere the "four
also mentions
suns illuminating the world.""-tsing
N ~ g s r j u n a , Deva and ASvaghosa as the most eminent
exponents of Buddhism in Jambudvipa of an early age.6
But Hiuen-tsang has nothing but a silly story to tell about
ASvagho~a and "the demon eloquent Br~hmana." This
Brahmana lived at Pgtaliputra, all alone in a hut, and was
in league with the evil spirits. With their help he attained
the reputation of a great scholar and controversialist.
But ASvaghosa, whose "knowledge embraced all things
and whose spiritual attainments extended over the three
articles", rightly suspected that the BrPhmana s skill as a
debater was due to the help of his evil allies. An interview
with the BrPhmana convinced the great savant that his

' Beal,

Vol. I, pp. 1 1 5- 1 1 7.
' Watters, Vol. I, p. 245.
Takakusu, p. 181.
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suspicion was \~~.ll-foundcd.
As'vagho,ua then went to the
king and requested hiin to arrange a pul~licdiscussion. IIe
enunciated some of thc subtlest principles of Buddhism
and the Brahmal!a promptly replied. ASvagho~a then
demanded that he should repeat his discourse once again,
but as cxpccted the Br5h1llana failed to d o so. As'vaghosa jeered at his opllonent and removcd the covering
that screened the Rr~1imai)a's face and evervbodv \r.as
satisfied that all his learning and polemical skill were
derived from undesirablcn sources.@
I-tsing refers to the great epic on ivhich Aivaghosa's
poetic fame so firmly rests. W e learn from him that
ASvaghosa wrote some poetical songs and the Szitrdaizkiira
Siistra. "He also composed the B ilddliacorita-kiivycc (or
verses of the Buddha's career). This extensive work, if
translated, would consist of more than ten volurnes. It
relates the Tathngata's chief doctrines and works during
his life, from the period rvhen he was still in the royal
palace till his last hour under the avenue of Sala treesthus all the events are told in a poenl."' This poem, we
are told, was popular all over India and the islands of the
southern sea. But this great work was known in Chinese
and Tibetan translation only until the Sanskrit text was
discovered late in the last century. Only eighteen out of
the original twenty-eight cantos have come down to us in
Sanskrit. Of these again the first thirteen alone are
authentic, the rest being the work of Arn!-tlnanda?
A musician and a bard, Aivaghosa was a d r ~ h m a n a
by birth. Three cities, S ~ k e t a ,Benares and Pataliputra
Vol. II, pp. 100-101.
165-166.
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, 1'01. U, p. 259.

6a Beal,

' Takakusu, pp.
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compete for the honour of his birthplace' and he was
converted either by Piirbva or his disciple Punyayas'a. If
the current tradition is correct, As'vaghosa, was the court
poet of Xaniska and a contemporary .of Caraka. He
enjoyed the reputation of an erudite scholar. His Tibetan
biographer says, "there was no question which he would
not have solved, no imputation he would not have rejected,
he overcame his opponents as frequently as a strong wind
breaks rotten tree^."^
Besides Buddhacarita, As'vaghosa had to his credit
another great poetical work, Saundariinanda Kiivya. Some
fragments of a drama S~ri-putra-prakarana,attributed to
As'vaghosa, have come down to us. Winternitz counts
ASvaghosa "as one of the most prominent poets of Sanskrit
literature, as the most important predecessor of K~lidlsa
and as the creator of epic, dramatic and lyrical compositions."
Of As'vaghosa's two senior contemporaries, PHr6va
does not find any place in the pages of I-tsing, and M~trceta
is not mentioned by Hiuen-tsang. It is difficult to treat
with credulity the story of PHrbva as it has been transmitted
by Hiuen-tsang. In the third tier of high halls of the
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. 11, p. 257. Keith says,
"From the Colophons of his own works we learn that his mother was named
Suvarnakshi and that his home was SBketa." A History of Sar~skritLiterntlrre, p. 55.
O Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. 11, p. 257.
Even if we accept the current legend the date of ASvaghosa cannot be
ascertained until that of Kaniska is satisfactorily settled. Keith writes-"The
wide culture of the writer (Advaghosha) displays itself in his allusion to the
Bharatan epic and the Riimiiyapz, the Silikhya and the VaiSeshika philosophies, and Jain tenets, while in the tales he exhibits himself as a fervent
believer in the doctrine of the saving power of worship of the Buddha."
A History of Sanskrit Literature", p. 56.
'a
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Kaniska
. . Vihtira was the chamber once occupied by the
venerable Psrs'va: it was in ruins but was marked off.
This Pgrs'va was originally a BrHhmana teacher, and he
remained such until he was eighty years old. Then he
became converted to Buddhism and received ordination.
The city boys hereupon jeered at him as an old and feeble
man, and reproached him with wishing to lead an idle
life, unable to fulfil the duties of a monk in practising
absorbed meditation and reciting the sacred scriptures.
Stung by these reproaches the old man withdrew to seclusion and made a vow not to lay his side on his mat until
he had mastered the canon, and had attained full spiritual
perfection and powers. At the end of three years he had
completely succeeded, and people out of respect called
him Reverend Side (or Ribs) "because he had not laid his
side on his mat for so long a time."'O The story was probably suggested by the name of the famous monk.
PHrSva is reputed to have been the guru of Kaniska
and it was he who persuaded the great king to convene
the Buddhist council over which Vasumitra presided.
Tradition makes of Mgtrceta another contemporarv
of Kaniska. He was too old to visit the court when the
royal invitation arrived and sent a metrical epistle called
Mahiircija Kaniskalekha
..
in eighty-five verses. The original
Sanskrit text has been lost but the Tibetan translation has
survived. In it the poet solicits the king to excuse his
failure to come on account of age and infirmity, and
implores him to give up the chase and spare the animals
of the forest."
Watters, Vol. I, p. 208.
Tiranstha
" Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, p. 270.
asserted that MBtrceta was another name of ASvaghoyi but I-tsing mentions
lo
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Like As'vaghosa and Psrs'va, Matrceta was also a
B r ~ h ~ n a nby
a birth. He did not forsake the faith of his
fathers until late in life when he came to hear of Buddha's
prophesy. One day Buddha and his disciples were wandering about in a wood. A nightingale saw the Enlightened
One, majestic as a gold mountain, and burst into exquisite
melody in the excess of its delight. Buddha turned to his
disciples and said, after my nirv~na,this bird will be
born as a man, he will be called M ~ t r c e t aand he will
extol my virtues in true appreciation." Mst~ceta'spoetical talents had so long been employed in the adoration of
his patron deity MaheSvara-deva, it was now engaged in
belauding the Buddha. He composed two famous hymns,
one in four hundred and the second in one hundred and
Catur-iataka stotra and Satapaliciibtikii
fifty verses-the
stotm. Fragments of 'both of these two hymns have been
discovered at Turfan. I-tsing translated the shorter hymn
into Chinese while in residence at Nglandii, and a Tokharian version is also known. In his time the two hymns of
MHtrceta had gained immense popularity among Buddhists
of all persuations. "These charming compositions", says
I-tsing, "are equal in beauty to the heavenly flowers, and
the high principles which they contain rival in dignity the
lofty peaks of a mountain. Consequently in India, all
who compose hymns imitate his style, considering him the
father of literature. Even men like Bodhisattvas Asanga
and Vasubandu admired him greatly. Throughout India
everyone who becomes a monk is taught M~trceta'stwo
hymns as soon as he can recite the five and ten precepts.
66

them as two distinct persons. Keith, however, does not dismiss Taranstha's
identification as altogether impossible. A History of Sanskrit Literature,
p. 64.
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This course is adopted by both the Mah~yiina and
HinayHna schools." He goes on to add, 6 there are many
who have written commentaries on them, nor are the
imitations of them few. Bodhisattva Jina himself composed such an imitation. He added one verse before each
of the one hundred and fifty verses, so that they became
altogether three hundred verses, called the 'Mixed' hymns.
A celebrated priest of the deer-park, S~kyadevaby name,
again added one verse to each of Jina's and consequentlv
they amounted to four hundred and fifty verses called the
'Doubly Mixed' hymns."I2
A junior contemporary of Advagho~awas Kumiiralsta,
the real author of Siitr~lai~kiira,
which is sometinles wronglv
attributed to the more famous author of Buddhacaritn.
This work was translated into Chinese by Kum~rajiva
about 405 A.D. From a few fragments of the Sanskrit
texts found among the Turfan manuscripts we come to
learn that its original title was Knl~aanitrnanditikii or
Kalpaniilankytikii. According to Hiuen-tsang, Kumsralsta or Kuin~ra-labdhacame from ~axi1.aand became a
tamana. He was taken by force to the Kabandha country
where the king built a magnificent monastery for him.
Some of his treatises were written in a monastery near the
"Headgiving S t ~ p a "of Taxila which had fallen into ruins
at the time of Hiuen-tsang's visit.13 Kumgral~ta's works
6

-

were then widely known and read, and according to Hiuentsang, he was the founder of the Sautrantika school.
Winternitz, however, objects that in the Kalpn~nianditika,
Takakusu, pp. 156-158.
la Beal, Vol. I, p. 139.
Hwui li, p. 67.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 245.
l2
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which is a collection of pious legends, "the masters of the
Sarv~stiv~dins
are honoured" and "many of the stories are
taken from the canon of Sarv8stiviidins." In two of his
narratives K u m ~ r a l ~ mentions
ta
Kani~kaas a king of the
past, this reasonably fixes the upper limit of his date."
Hiuen-tsang mentions a Bodhisattva of Kaniska's time,
Vasumitra, by name. According to Buddhist tradition he
was destined to succeed Maitreya as Simhacandra Buddha.
He was at first excluded from the great council convened
. . as he had not yet attained the status of an
by Kaniska,
Arhat. But as a futre Buddha and the prospective
successor of Maitreya he did not care for Arhathood,
though he could obtain that degree of perfection within the
short space of time that a ball of wool thrown above would
take to fall to the ground. Forthwith he threw a ball,
which, however, was held aloft by the devas who urged
him not to care for "the petty fruit" The miracle, however, convinced the Arhats of Vasumitra's spiritual superiority and he was not only admitted to the council but was
invited to preside over it. This council composed under
Vasumitra's guidance "100,000 stanzas of Upadeia Siistras,
explanatory of the canonical siitras, 100,000 stanzas of
Vinaya-vib h@ii-&st ras explanatory of the V i n ay a, and
100,000 stanzas of A bhid harma-vib hii~ii-iiistrasexplanatory
of the Abhidharma." These authoritative treatises, when
completed, were inscribed on copper plates, enclosed
in stone boxes and finally deposited in a stiipa, built
for the purpose, at the instance of king Kaniska.
"

Winternitz, A History of lndian Literature, Vol. II, p. 267. Keith

does not rule out the possible existence of a Sanskrit work entitled SutrZlanhiira as distinct from the original of the Chinese translation 80 long
nttribnted to ASvagho~a. A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. Vm.
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Hiuen-tsang identifies this Vasumitra with a disciple of
Buddha, of the same name, but the story is undoubtedly
apocryphal, as in part it is an imitation of a legend con
nected with Ananda and the first Buddhist council held at
Riijagrha. The pilgrim, however, mentions another Vasumitra, who lived and worked at Pu~kariivati, modern
Charsada, and wrote A b hid harma-pra karana-prida-iiistra
and A bhidharma-dhiitu kiiyapiida-Gstra. Unlike the potential Buddha, this Vasumitra was a historical person.lS
Let us now turn to another luminary of the MahHyPna
school whose personality is deeply shrouded in myths and
legends. Hiuen-tsang credited hT3gSrjuna with the knowledge of "the secret of life" which enabled him to prolong
hie own and his royal patron's life for centuries, and
alchemy which enabled him to convert rocks into lumps
of gold when the king stood badly in need of funds for
the construction of a rock-cut monastery for the residence
of the sage Nggsrjuna used to live in the suburbs of the
capital of Southern KoSala, then ruled by a S~tavfiana
king. The young heir apparent got tired of waiting for
his father's death, and was probably contemplating patricide, when his mother advised him to approach N~giirjuna
Bodhisattva on whose life depended that of the king.
NHgSrjuna then volunteered his death and cut his throat
with a dry blade of grass.I6 Some speculations have been
made about the identity of Niig~rjuna'sroyal patron, and
Winternitz suggested that Gnutamiputra Yajiiairi, who
reigned from 166-196 A.D., might be the prince in ques"For the story of Bodhisattva Vasumitra and Kaniska's council
Watters, Vol. I, pp. 270-271 ; for the author pp. 273-275, also Beal, V d
pp. 151-156.
'' Beal, Vol. If, pp. 21 2-2 14.

b
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tion, but it is futile to attempt any identification until
Nggajuna's date has been satisfactorily fixed."
According to other legends, Nggarjuna was a
B r h a n a of Vidarbha, and was learned not only in the
Vedas but in all the known sciences. Above all, he was
a master of the black art and he knew how to render
himself invisible. With three of his friends he trespassed
into the royal harem, where they were a11 apprehended.
The three friends were put to death but NHgsrjuna's life
was spared when he took a vow of becoming a monk. He
completed the study of the three Pitakas in ninety days
and obtained the Mahiiyana-siitras from an old monk in
the Himalayas. His name probably gave origin to the
legends relating to his association with the Ncigos.
According to one story, he got a commentary on the
Mahiiytina-siitra, from a Ntiga king ; according to another,
a Ntiga presented him with a string of pearls which served
as a potent antidote against snake venom. So many
works on such diverse subjects have at different dates been
ascribed to him that there is no doubt that popular
admiration put no limit to his encyclopaedic knowledge.'"
The most popular work of Niig~rjunais Suhlllekha,
a metrical epistle on the model of MHtyceta, which he
dedicated to his royal friend. It enjoyed wide popularity
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. 11, p. 348.
W i n ~ r n i t z , A ' HistOfy of Indian Literature, Vol. 11, pp. 342-344.
Wang-hiuen-tse ascribes $ Nsggrjuna several hundreds of stlipor. The
host remarkable was one that the Bodhisattva received from a nZga and
was enshrined in a bigger stiipa raised on the sea-coast about one hundred
li to the east of king Prasenajit's capital. According to the story heard by
the Chinese envoy, five hundred years after the P a r i n i r v i i ~ NlgZrjuna
entered the sea with a view to converting the nZga king residing there.
The grateful nZga presented to him a small stiipa encrusted with jewels.
U v i , ].it.. March-April of 1900, pp. 323-324.
"
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among the Buddhists in I-tsing's time. "In India students
learn this epistle in verse early in the course of instruction
but the most devout make it their special object of study
throughout their live^."'^ Impressed by its literary excellence I-tsing rendered Suh~llekhainto Chinese and sent
it home with his version of Matrceta's hymn from Srivijaya.
Though he cannot be regarded as the founder of the
M a h ~ y s n a school the honour of being the first great
exponent of M2dhayamika doctrine of Siinya goes to
Niig&rjuna. He is the author of Miidhyamika-GrikZ, a
work of four-hundred verses, to which he himself contributed a commentary called Akutobhaya. The commentary exists only in its Tibetan version, the Sanskrit
original being lost. NZig&juna denies that there is anything absolutely positive or absolutely negative and
emphasises the importance of relativity. Among his other
philosophical works we may mention here Yuktiiatikd,
S~nyatciSaptati, PratZtya-samutpdahrdaya, and a work on
logic Vigraha-vyavartani. He also wrote commentaries
of PrajriiiPiiramitii Siitra Stistra and Daia-bhiimi-vibh@iiSiistra. In the seventh century Nagajuna was regarded as
a potential Buddha.
The most famous of Nsgajuna's disciples was Kryadeva, also known as Kwadeva or one-eyed Deva and
Nilanetra, the man with blue eyes. He came from Ceylon.
As usual, Hiuen-tsang gives only a few stories that he
found current about him. When he first sought an interview with NZigajuna there was a contest of wit between
the two. N~g2rjunafilled his bowl with water and sent it
to his visitor. Deva on his turn quietly dropped a needle
Is

Takakusu, p. 162 and p. 166.
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in the bowl and returned it. The stranger was immediately
admitted to the presence of the great sage and subsequently
became the ablest exponent of his philosophy. The meaning of the bowlful of water and the needle in it is thus
explained: the bowl filled with water to the brim signified
Ngg~rjuna's omniscience and the needle typified Deva's
penetrative intelle~t.~"
We read of a stiipa raised at Pataliputra to commemorate Deva's triumph over the Tirthikas in a theological
controversy. Previously when Buddhist scholarship was
on its wane the Tirthikas had scored a victory over the
Buddhist monks, and as a result, the monks lost the right
of calling public meetings for religious debate by sounding
their gong. After twelve years Deva decided to challenge
the heretics to a fresh debate, but the heretics, forewarned
of his intention, had taken steps to bar the admission of
all strange monks to the town. Deva, however, managed
to enter the city in the guise of a hay-cutter and spent the
night in the gong tower. Early in the morning he sounded
the gong and thereby demanded a public debate. The
debate lasted for twelve days and the Tilthikas were utterly
confounded. The king and his ministers were greatly
pleased and raised this sacred structure as a rnem~rial.~'
Another story relates how he discomfited an Arhat,
Uttara, of the Cola country, who was at first reluctant to
extend to his adversary the ordinary courtesy of offering a
seat. Unable to answer his question Uttara ;ransported
himself to Maitreya's heaven, but Deva had no difficulty in
Hwui-li, p. 135.
Beal, Vol. II, pp. 210-212.
" Watters, Vol. II, pp. 100-101 ; Beal, Vol. TI, pp. 96-99.
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detecting his source of information? These stories are of
little historical value except as evidences of the hlgh reputation that Deva enjoyed as a scholar and controversialist.
But the story of Deva and the pilgrims of Gangg~dvgrais
probably not without a basis of fact. As the pilgrims were
offering oblations to their departed ancestor, Deva, like
C~rvHkain the popular story, began to throw water in the
direction of his native country, Ceylon. When ridiculed
for his strange conduct, he silenced the pilgrims by enquiring why his living relatives could not benefit from his
offerings, if they could reach deceased sinners in the other
world.23 In the Citta-viiuddhi-prakarana, attributed to
Deva, which has come to us in fragments only, he ridicules
ceremonial baths in the Ganges in the same manner. "If
salvation could be attained by means of Ganges water, then
fishermen would all attain salvation and more particularly
the fishes which are in the Ganges day and night.""
The most well-known of Deva's works in ChatuhSataka, a work of 400 Kiirikiis, in which he defends his
master's doctrines against other Buddhist schools. This
work is also known as Sata Siistra and it was written,
according to Hiuen-tsang. at Prayaga."
In real life Bh~vaviveka or Bhavya was an erudite
interpreter of N~giirjunaand Deva's philosophy, and his
works were important enough to be translated into Tibetan
and Chinese. According to the reports Hiuen-tsang heard,
Bhavaviveka is still alive and awaits in an Asura cave near
Beal, Vol. 11, pp. 227-228.
Watters, Vol. ll, pp. 224-225.
'' Watters, Vol. I, pp. 320-321.
" Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, p. 351.
' T a t t e r s , Vol. I, pp. 361-362.
Hwui li, p. 90.
aa
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Dhanakataka (modern Bezwada) the advent of the next
Buddha, Maitreya. Though . outwardly a student of
Kapila (Siinkhya philosophy), he was in reality an adherent
of Ngg~rjuna'sschool. He heard of the missionary activities of Dharmap~lain Magadha, and like a medieval
knight sallied forth at the head of his disciples to tilt his
intellectual lance at him. By the time he reached Pgtaliputra Dharmapnla had moved on to Mah~bodhi. In any
case he refused to have anything to do with theological
controversies and politely declined Bhavya's challenge.
The disappointed scholar returned home and resumed his
life of prayer and study. Convinced that none but
Maitreya could solve his difficulties he began to recite
Hrdaya dhiirani before the image of Bodhisattva Avalokites'vara without taking any food and drink. After three
years the Bodhisattva appeared before Bhavya and
enquired about the object of his austerities. He replied
that he wanted to live till Maitreya came. The Bodhisattva
advised him to go to Dhanakataka, where in a cavern to
the south of the city dwelt Vajrapiini and propitiate him.
For three years he assiduosly recited the Vajrapiini dhzrani
in that cave and the god told him that there was an Asura's
palace in the mountain where he might wait for the advent
of Maitreya. He was instructed as to the rites to be performed and the formula to be recited that would cleave the
mountain open. He followed Vajrap~ni's instructions to
the minutest detail and knocked at the rock when it
revealed a deep and wide recess. R-eluctant to enjoy the
benefits of his austerities alone, Bh~vavivekainvited the,
local people to join him in his adventures and share with
him the bliss of beholding inatheir present life the Buddha
of a future age. But only half a dozen men had the daring
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to follow hlm, and as he stepped in, the rocky walls closed
behind. The story is certainly more entertaining than
Bh~vaviveka'sc ~ m m e n t a r i e s . ~
No less entertaining is the Chinese account ~f Asanga
and Vasubandhu, the great masters of the Yogiiciira Vijiiiinaviida school. The two brothers hailed from Gadhiira
and lived and worked at different times in different parts
of North India. Hiuen-tsang saw at Purusapura the old
house, to the east of Piriva's chamber, where Vasubandhu
lived and wrote his famous work Abhidharma Kosa? He
seems to have lived for some time at Siikala where he wrote
according to Hiuen-tsang, his Paramiirthasatya Sastra," a
work that cannot be traced now. Both the brothers spent
a considerable part of their lives at Ayodhya, where they
were held in great esteem by the reigning king, and there
apparently they died.. They appear to have lived and
worked at Kauigmbi also.
These details may or may not be correct, but there is
nothing extraordinary in them. According to ParamHrtha,
the sixth-century biographer of Vasubandhu, the two
brothers were BrShmanas by birth, and belonged to the
Kauiika family. Both of them had originally been of
Hinayiina persuasion, but Asanga could not comprehend
the Hinaygna doctrine of vacuum. He was about to put
an end to his life when the Arhat Pindola
..
hurried from
far-off P~rva-Videhato instruct tim. Under Pindola's
guidance he mastered the Hinaygna doctrines but they
Beal, Vol. 11, pp. 223-227.
" Beal. Vol. I, p. 105 : Hiuen-tsang adds that a commemontive tablet
marked the place.
Watters points out that Julien's restoration of
" Beal. Vol. I, p. 172.
the Sanskrit title is based on conjecture. Vol. I, p. 291.
"
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gave him no satisfaction. By his supernatural power he
ascended to Maitreya's heaven and was initiated in the
M a h ~ y ~ ntenets
a
by him. The more colourful Tibetan
legends say that Asanga had earned the favour of Maitreya
by an act of self-sacrifice similar to that of the Bodhisattva
in the Vy'ycighri Jiitaka. According to this story, Asanga
came across a birch in extreme agony of pain near Ajantii.
Its festering sores were being knawed on by living vermins.
H e cut off a piece of flesh from his own body to feed the
vermins and to relieve the suffering beast. and lo! the
beast and the vermins vanished into thin air, and Asanga
found himself face to face with Maitreya. Maitreya asked
him to catch hold of his robe and, thus supported, Asanga
was carried to the heavenly abode of the Bodhisattva and
studied all thc Mah~yiina texts there. According to
Hiuen-tsang's information. Asaiign used to visit Maitreya
nightly from his chambers at Purusapura, but unable to
make the doctrine intelligible to his less gifted audience
he'invited Maitreya to address them. hlaitreya consented,
but none but Asaiiga could folio\+. his discourse. Asanga,
therefore, devoted his nights to listening to the Bodhisattva's teachings and his davs to their interpretation for
the hcnefit of his fellow-men."
Meanwhile. his vounger
brother Vasubandhu had attained the foremost rank
:4nlorlp the Hinayiina masters. Asanga sent for him and
p i n t e d out his errors. In his remorse Vasubandhu offered
t o cut off the tongue that had so long preached heresy. hlit
a t his brother's behest clesistccl from doing so, and devoted
the rest of his years to the propagation of M a h l y ~ n afaith.
Sylvain I,Cvi, Asnnga, ,llahiiyiina Sii~riil(rlikim.(Paris 191 l), Vol. 11,
Introduction, pp. 1-6. Levi assigns Asanga to rhr first half of the fifth
century A.D.
"a
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According to one version, the two brothers met at Ayodhya
and not at Purusapura.
Another story goes that Asanga, Vasubandhu and a
monk called Buddha-simha entered into a pact that the
first of them to die would visit the survivors. Buddhasimha died first but nothing was heard from him.
Vasubandhu passed away next, and no message came from
him either, until the heretics began to insinuate that both
of them had gone to an undesirable place. Then Vasubandhu descended to his brother's A y o d h y ~residence in
the form of a Deva Rsi and assured him that Buddhasimha and he were in Maitreya's paradise. Hiuen-tsang
saw the old foundation of the house when he visited
Ayodhy~.~
Winternitz thinks that there is some substratum of
fact behind the Maitreya and Asanga legends. He
suggests that the Maitreya of these stories "was a historical
person, MaitreyanHtha, the teacher of Asanga and the real
founder of the Yogiiciira school" and Abhisamayt?lankt?ra
Kiirikis are the work of Maitreyangtha." Asanga's works
have survived in their Chinese versions only. Mahzylnasamparigraha was translated bv Paramgrtha (563 A.D.),
Prakaratta Aryavaca and AZah~~cin~bhidharma-sahgati
Siistra were translated bv Hiuen-tsang and a commentary
on i/ajracchedikd was translated bv Dharmagupta (590-616

Vasubandhu's famous Ahhidharma K o ~ ais treated as
an authoritative work by the HinayHnists and Mahiiyiinists
alike. But unfortunatelv the Sanskrit original is lost,
Beal, Vol. I, pp. 226-227.
''8 Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, pp. 352-353.
Mrintel.nitz, A History of Indian Litmature, Vol. II, p. 355.
"
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is available in Chinese and Tibetan translations.
rendered it into Chinese between 563 and 567
second translation was made by Hiuen-tsang
Vasubandhu wrote a commentary not only on
Abhidharma K o ~ a but on several M a h ~ y ~ n a
well, viz., the Avataksaka, the Nirvana, the

Saddharma Pundarika, the Prajrid-Piirarnitii, the Vimalakirti and the Sri Mcilii sirnhanandii, besides compiling
a
Vijiiiina-miitrii siddhi and
among other M a h ~ y ~ njiistras,
Mahiiyiina Samparigraha Vyiikhyii.
Hiuen-tsang associates Manoratha and Sanghabhadra
with Vasubandhu. Manoratha was the teacher of Vasubandhu and a close neighbour of his at Purusapura. We
are told that Manoratha lived in a monastery about fifty
paces to the south of Vasubandhu's house and he wrote a
treatise on Vibhd@. The story oE Monoratha's rivalry
with king Vikramiiditya and his death, as related by
Hiuen-tsang, is fantastic in all conscience. Vikramgditya,
it is said, celebrated his subjugation of India by unprecedented largesses. A t first he gave away fire lnkhs of gold
coins in charity, and later doubled that amount at the
suggestion of his minister. Once when he lost the track
of a wild boar while on a hunting excursion, he gave a
rustic who put him on its trace a rich reward of a lakh of
gold coins. The king was later chagrined to hear that
Manoratha had given his barber the identical sum for
shaving his head. The king grew jealous of the monk's
fame and determined to humiliate him. He called an
assembly of one hundred scholars to discuss the true nature
and function of the senses of perception, about which, he
contended, there was no consistent theorv, and summoned
Manoratha to the debate. Manoratha. easilv disposed of
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ninety-nine of his rivals. While expounding his thesis to
the last of them Manoratha started with the expression
"fire and smoke". The king and the assembled scholars
at once raised a cry that Manoratha had reversed the
natural order of things, as smoke always precedes fire and
never follows it. Manoratha tried to explain his position
but was given no chance. Perceiving that he had stepped
into a trap deliberately laid for him Manoratha bit out
his tongue and died. Before his death, however, he
managed to send an account of what had happened to
Vasubandhu, his pupil. Vasubandhu set out for Sr2vasti,
Vikramiiditya's capital, to vindicate the reputation of his
master. The king died soon afterwards and was succeeded
by his son who was favourablv disposed towards the
Buddhists. At Vasubandhu's request he convened the old
assembly once again and the pupil upheld the thesis of
his master.32
I-tsing mentions Sanghabhadra with Asa~iga,Vasubandhu and Bhiivaviveka as one of the fainous scholars of
the middle ages.33 Hiuen-tsang translated his hryiiyiinusiira
Siistra into Chinese and his works were remembered
centuries later as Siintaraksita and Kamalalla refer to
them. He belonged to Kashmir and died in a monastery
at Matipur. Sanghabhadra spent twelve years in a critical
examination of Vasubhandhu's A bhidharrna Kosa and
then wrote a treatise to refute its conclusions under the
J. Takakusu, A Study of Pnra~ndrtha'sLife of Vasubandhu, Date of
F'asubandhu. Journal of the Ro\ial Asiatic Society, 1905, pp. 33-53.
According to Takakusu, ~ a s u b a n d h ulived from 420 to 500 A.D. as one
of his works was translated by Ratnamati illto Chinese in 508 A.D. Keith
and Candrngupta 11. A Hismakes him a contemporary of Sa~nudrag~!pta
lory of Sanskrit Literature, p. 75.
Bed, Vol. I, pp. 105-109.
Takakusu, p. 181.
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provocative title of Bud-hail, for his work was to serve as
hailstones for Vasubandhu's Kosa or buds. Vasubandhu
was then in SHkala country and Sanghabhadra proceeded
with his pupils to meet him, no doubt, with a view to
provoking a debate. Vasubandhu left Sgkala for Matipur
and Matipur for Central India, unwilling to meet the
Kashmir monk, for he was obviousl~ apprehending a
defeat. To his pupils, however, he said that his was a
strategic retreat, for he was trying to draw Sanghabhadra
to Central India where the Buddhist Pandits would make
short shrift of him. When Sanghabhadra reached Matipur he found that Vasubandhu had already left. He
could not prirsue his famous adversary further, for at
hlatipur he breathed his last. Before his death he apparently repented his efforts to humiliate the famous scholar
and wrote a humble letter of apology and asked his pupils
to take his manuscript with the letter to Vasubandhu.
Vasubandhu, now that the author was dead, approved of
the work, which he found merited study, as it expounded
the doctrines of those he revered. But he changed the
title of Sanghabhadra's treatise which was henceforth
known as Nyiiyiinus&-a Siistra. The story deserves little
credit but it goes to indicate that Sanghabhadra was a
junior contemporary of Vasubandhu, for he was still
striving after fame when Abhidharrna K o ~ ahad already
attained wide p~pularity.~'
Among scholars of more recent date, I-tsing gives the
first place to D i n n ~ g aalso known as Jina.35 We have
already seen that the great logician tried his hand at devo'' Watters,

Vol. I, pp. 325-327.
Hwui-li, pp. 79-81.
Takakusu, p. 181.
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tional verses also, for he had added one-hundred and fifty
verses to Mitrceta's hymn. According to Hiuen-tsang,
Dinniga lived on a lonely hill near Vengi, the capital of
the Andhra country, where he composed one of his treatises
on logic. The principles of logic were first enunciated and
systematically arranged by Buddha himself, but confusion
followed his Parinirviina. Students found it difficult to
master this science and Dinniga made it his task to restore
it to its proper position. Lost in meditation, he unconsciously produced a brilliant light which attracted the
notice of the king, and h e urged upon the monk to attain
Arhathood. The scholar was about to yield, when the
Bodhisattva Mafijuiri appeared before him and advised
him to resume his scholarly pursuits. It may be noted
that Dinniga was a potential Buddha in the eyes of
seventh century Buddhists of India and China, so he lost
nothing by giving up his efforts to achieve the much lower
status of an Arhat. Hiuen-tsang tells us that Dinniga
spent sometimes at Acira's monastery at Ajanti." I-tsing
says that it was incumbent on every monk who aspired to
distinguish himself in the study of logic to read eight of
Dinniga's works.37 According to Tibetan legends, Dinngga
was a D r ~ v i d aBrihmana from Kificipura, and well-versed
in orthodox learning. He joined the Hinayina brotherhood but was expelled bv his teacher. He spent a few
years at N i l a n d i where he rose to fame for his skill in
debate. He then decided to compile a treatise on logic
and was encouraged by Mafijuiri in his resolution.
Watters, Vol. 11, p. 240.
Beal, Vol. 11, pp. 218-220.
" Takakusu, p. 186.
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Didnaga was a contemporary of K~lidasa,whose verses he
did not admire.
Willternitz says that "the greatest and most independent thinker among the successors of Vasubandhu is
l)iimiiga, the founder of Buddhist logic and one of the
fore~nost figures in the history of Indian Philosophy".
He was a volul~linouswriter, but of his numerous works
only the Nyiiynpraveia has survived in San~krit.~'' Three
of his eight works on logic, mentioned by I-tsing, cannot
be traced in Chinese translation either, though many
survive in their Tibetan versions.
Hiuen-tsang mentions six famous scholars from
Giindhiira. Of these we have already met Asanga, Vasubandhu, Monoratha and Piirbva. Of Niiriiyandeva we
know nothing. Dharmatriita or D h a r m a t ~ r awas, according to Tiiraniitha, a contemporary of Kaniska and, therefore, of Agvaghosa and PHriva. Hiuen-tsang makes of
hinl a resident of Puskar~vati,where he wrote a treatise
on Abhidharma. Kamalaiila refers to him in the eighth
century A.D. Some fragments of a Sanskrit arithology
cotnpiled by D h a r m a t ~ r ahave been discovered in Central
Asia.38
Before passing to the scholars who were not f~ removed
from I-tsing in time we may take a casual notice of Isvara,
Skaqdhila, Piirna, Bodhila, KHtyHyana, Srilabdha, Devabarman, Gopa, Jinaputra, Bhadraruci and Gi~naprabha.
Gunaprabha, according to Hiuen-tsang, was an intellectual
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. 11, pp. 362-363.
Keith refers to a controversy about the authorship of the NyiiyaprmeSa,
which in his opinion has not been conclusively settled. A History of
Sanskrit Literature, p. XXII. While Winternitz places DinnHga in the fifth
century A.D., Keith opines that he lived probably before A.D. 400; p. 484.
Winternitz, A History of Indian Litbrature, Vol. 11, pp. 237 and 374.
''a
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prodig\. and a voluminous writer. Originally of Mah~yiina
persuasion, he changed his views and wrote several treatises
to refute IMahSy2na doctrine and to defend I I i n a v ~ n a
tenets. Anxious to resolve some of the doubts that still
perplexed him he approached an Arhat, Devasena by
name, and through his supernatural powers was transported to Maitreya's heaven. But as an ordained b h i k ~ u
he refused to make his obeisance to the Bodhisattva, for,
technically he was still a layman. Devasena thereupon
refused to take him to Maitreya any more, and Gunaprabha died without attaining Arhathood on account of
his conceit. Hiuen-tsang saw the monastery in which
Gunaprapha lived and wrote at four or five li, or about a
mile, to the south of the capital of Matipur?
Gunaprabha and Bhadraruci were ordained in Parvata and
were probably natives of that region."
Bhadraruci was a consummate logician and well-versed
in the sacred works of the Hindus. According to the
story preserved by Hiuen-tsang, he humiliated a Brshmana
of Malwa in a public controversy. It appears from other
stories of such debates that defeat in such cases involved
more than moral and intellectual humiliation. But Bhadraruci spared the Brghmqa from grosser penalties which
the king was prepared to inflict, but the Brghmana, in his
vanity, showered wild abuses on M a h g y u a doctrines and
their saintly professors, and went down to hell through
a pit, which was still to be seen in Hiuen-tsang's days, and
the torrents of summer and autumn could not fill its
bottomless depth."
Watters, Vol. 11, pp. 322-323.
Beal, Vol. 11, p. 275.
" h l , Vol. 11, pp. 262-265.
"
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Jinaputra was a professor of the Yogiiciira school. He
lived in a monastery of the Parvata country and there
wrote a commentary on a part of YogrTciira-blziimi Jiistra
of Asanga, or Maitreya-n~tha, if Winternitz is right.42
This commentary was translated into Chinese by Hiuentsang himself.
Gopa and Devabarman both belonged to Viboka.
Gopa, Hiuen-tsang says, wrote a treatise on the essential
realities of Buddhism but nothing is known about the
author and his work." Devabarman's A bhidharma Vijiicinakiiya-piida is available in Hiuen-tsang's translation." Srilabdha, who composed Sautriintika Vibhii~ii Siistra at
Ayodhyii, was probably a Kashmirian. KatyHyana of
Tamasavana is probably to be identified with KHtyHyaniputra, whose Abhidhnrma-jiiiina-prasthiina-Sastra has been
twice translated into Chinese." Nothing is known of
P ~ r n aand Bodhila, except that the former wrote on
Vibha$j and the latter was a M a h ~ s ~ n g h i kmonk
a
of
Kashmir. Not so obscure was Skandhila, a Kashmirian,
as the two preceding monks. H e wrote an introduction
to the study of Abhidharma. It enjoyed enough importance in the seventh century, to be translated by Hiuentsang? Of fivara again we know nothing. except that
Hiuen-tsang associates him with the Pugkaravati region
and ascribes to him a treatise on Abhiddlzor~~zn.
Before dealing with the scholars who bronqht fame
to the Universitv of N ~ l a n d where
~,
both Hiuen-tsang and
I-tsing resided, we inav take note of two roval authors
C

Wntters,
'"Vatters,
" \Vatters.
4 s Watters,
l e Watters,

Vol. 11, pp. 255-256.
Vol. I, p. 373.
Vol. I, pp. 373-374.
Vol. I, pp. 294-295.
1'01. I, pp. 280-281.
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they mention. Hiuen-tsang says that king AmSuvarrnan
of Nepal wrote a grammar," and I-tsing refers to only one
of Harsavardhana's dramas, Na'giinanda, which had the
Bodhisattva Jimiitavshana for its hero. "This version was
set to music. The king had it performed by a band
accompanied by dancing and acting and thus popularised
it in his time."48
Among the eminent scholars of N ~ l a n dHiuen-tsang
~
mentions Dharmapiila, Candrapsla, Gunamati, Sthiramati,
Prabhiimitra, Jiisnacandra and Silabhadra. Some of these
names also occur in I-tsing's list of great scholars "of late
years", in which we find also the names of Dharmakirti,
Simhacandra, Prajfi~gupta,Gunaprabha and Jinaprabha.
We have already come across another Prajiiagupta, a contemporary of Hiuen-tsang, whose thesis the Chinese Master
of the Law refuted with success, and another Gunaprabha,
that proud monk, who was discourteous to Maitreya.
I-tsing informs us, "Dharma Kirti made a further improvement in Logic, Gunaprabha popularised for a second time
the study of the Vinaya-pitaka, Gunamati devoted himself
to the school of Dhyana and Prajiisgupta fully expounded
the true doctrine by refuting all antagonistic views."
i
Sthiramad, but
There were more than one G ~ a m a t and
Hiuen-tsang associated two monks of these names with
Valabhi. Gunamati and Sthkamati of Nllandii may,
therefore, be identified with the monks mentioned in one
of the Valabhi inscriptions. Candrapala, Prabh~mitra,
Jiignacandra and Simhacandra were undoubtedly known
to their contemporaries as men of exceptional learning,
Beal, Vol. 11, p. 8 1.
Takakusu, pp. 163-164.
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but very likely they excelled as teachers rather than as
authors, and if they left any written works they cannot be
traced now. Jinaprabha is probably the same monk with
whom Hiuen-tsang afterwards corresponded. Dharmap~la
and Silabhadra, however, held the foremost ranks among
the scholars of their time. Silabhadra was the Abbot of
N ~ l a n dwhen
~
Hiuen-tsang joined the university, and
DharmapHla, his teacher, preceded him in that high
office.
Dharmap~lacame from K~iicipurain Dr~vida. His
father was a high official and the learning of the future
Abbot gained him such a fame that the king chose him
for his son-in-law. The youngman, however, had already
made up his mind to renounce the world and the night
before the wedding he miraculously disappeared. Moved
by his prayers, Buddha himself had transported him to a
mountain monastery far from the capital. The next
morning the resident monks found him asleep in the great
hall and admitted him to the brotherhood when they
heard his story. He later travelled north and confounded
the non-Buddhists and vindicated his faith in a public
discussion at K~Sapura. We next find him at Viloka
where he held a seven days' discussion with the Hinayrna
masters and utterly defeated them. While at N ~ l a n d a~ ,
Brahmana came from South India and challenged him,
but this time he was spared the troubles ofba prolonged
debate ; for the challenge was accepted on hib behalf by
his worthy disciple, Silabhadra. We have seen in the
story of Bhsvaviveka that in his later years DharmapHla
had realised the futility of useless debates and idle controversies, and devoted himself to self-improvement.
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DharmapHla wrote on etymology, logic and Buddhist
metaphysi~s.'~
His disciple Silabhadra came of the royal family of
Samatata. He travelled to Nslands and attached himself
to Dharmap~la. His scholarly fame soon spread over
India and extended to foreign countries. As we have
seen, he achieved a notable victory over the South Indian
Brghmana who had challenged his master. The king
offered him the rent of a town in appreciation of his high
scholarship and polemical gift, but Silabhadra declined
the estate, as a monk should not accept anything in excess
of his daily needs. But the king pressed and the rents
went to the endowment of a monastery. He was at the
height of his reputation when Hiuen-tsang came to
NHlandH. Hwui-li says, "there are 1,000 men who can
explain twenty collections of Siitras and SHstras ; 500 who
can explain thirty collections, and perhaps ten men,
including the Master of the Law, who can explain fifty
collections. Silabhadra alone has studied and understood
the whole number."" This venerbale scholar passed away
soon after Hiuen-tsang's return home. In a letter addressed
to Jii~naprabhain 654 A.D. Hiuen-tsang wrote "I learnt
from an ambassador who recently came back from India
that the great teacher Silabhadra is no more in this world.
On getting this news, I was overwhelmed with sorrow that
knew no bounds. Alas the boat of the sea of suffering has
foundered, the eye of men and gods has c10sed."~'

5'

Beal, Vol. 11, pp. 110-1 12, 229-230.
Watters, Vol. 11, pp. 226-228.
Hwui-li, p. 112.
Bagchi, India and China, p. 82.
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With this tribute from one great scholar to another,
from a pupil to a master, from a Chinese to an Indian, let
us close this account of the self-less monks who sacrificed
everything, we prize, in their quest for truth.

EDUCATION
Education was a subject of primary interest to the
Chinese pilgrims, for many of them joined the University
of Nalanda and everyone of them had to take lessons in
Sanskrit as a matter of necessity. We are told that a
Chinese monk, Wong-ho, had to return home, as he could
not master this difficult tongue. The pilgrims, therefore,
had to make themselves familiar not only with the
language of the learned, but also with the current script
and the standard dialect of the country. The current
script was undoubtedly a descendant of B r ~ h m i ,for we
learn from Hiuen-tsang that the Indian system of writing
was a device of the god Brahms's. The standard dialect
was that spoken by the people of middle India and their
expression and pronounciation served as a pattern for
There were five recognised departments of knowledge ;
(1) Sabda Vidyii or Vy'yakarana, as I-tsing explains, ( 2 ) Silpasth~naVidyc?, arts and mechanics in which Hiuen-tsang
also includes astrology, (3) Cikitsii Vidyii or medical
sciences. which not only embraced surgery and medicine
but charms and magic as well, (4) Hetu VidyI or logic
and (5) Adh yatmn-b'idyii or philosophy and metaphysics.
Of these grammar and logic, it appears, were considered
of primarv importance. as all students started with
yrammar and had to leam the rudiments of logic before
c.
they could proceed to other subjects.
Hiuen-tsang tells us that children took lessons in the

' Watterc,

Vol. I, pp. 152-153.
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treatises of these five departments when they were seven.2
I-tsing is on the other hand definite that they learnt their
first primer when they were six and finished it in six
months' time.3 The difference is perhaps more apparent
than real if t h t first primer introduced them to the
alphabet alone which consisted, according to I-tsing, fortynine, and according to Hiuen-tsang, forty -seven, letters.'
About the title and character of this primer there is
considerable confusion. Hiuen-tsang suggests that the
children start with the "twelve chapters" and are subsequently ii~troducedto one of the five sciences or branches
of learning. Watters is of opinion that this book of twelve
chapters is identical with I-tsing's Si-tan-Chang or SiddhamChang, which children of six read. Beal suggests that the
Sanskrit synonymn for Si-tan-Chang should be Siddha
Vastu. Takakusu contends that it stands for Siddhirastu,
an invocation for success with which Sanskrit works usually
begins5 But Siddhirastu cannot be the title of a book or
manual. Irrespective of the title the question that we have
to answer i s w a s it an ordinary spelling book with which
children begin their school education even today, or was
it an elementary grammar which deals with the letters of
the alphabet, their classification, combination etc? I-tsing
says, "there are forty-nine letters (of the alphabet) which
are combined with one another and arranged in eighteen
sections : the total number of syllables is more than 10,000
or more than 200 Qlokas." Immediately after completing
this primer the young learner is introduced to P~nini's
V a t t e r s , Vol. I, pp. 154-155.
Takakusu, p. 172.
' Takakusu, p. 171:
Watters, Vol. I, p. 152.
Takakusu, p. 170.
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Asrcidhyiiyi.
..
But it appears doubtful that a child should
be expected to study PHnini without some preliminary
preparation of a simpler grammar. If this is conceded, 1
should venture to suggest that Kiitantra was the grammar
in question. As Weber points out, this grammar was meant
for those who wished to approach Sanskrit through Priikrt.
It was meant to satisfy a real popular need as was the
intention of the compiler, for he aspired to serve the
demands of the less intelligent, less industrious, and
students whose main interest lay elsewhere:
"Chiindasii svalpamatayah idstriintare ratiiica ye
Tivarii h vycdhiniratii stat hiilasyay utcica ye
Vanika iasyiidisamsaktii Zokayiitriidi~ust hitch
T e ~ i i mksipra prabodiirtham a n e k ~ r t h a mKalifnzkarn.
The Katantra had only 855 siitras as against PHnini's four
thousandP6 and its first siitra starts with Siddha varna
which probably suggested the title Siddham Chang. Moreover it is probably a work of Buddhist origin.
Whatever might have been the nature and title of the
first book the beginner was expected to master, he was
helped in his task by the teacher with sympathy and
patience. Hiuen-tsang pays a high compliment to Indian
teachers which deserves quotation here : "These teachers
explain the general meaning [to their disciples] and teach
them the minutiae ; they rouse them to activity and skilfully win them to progress ; they instruct the inert and
"elvalkar, A n Accourtt of the Diflerent Existing Systems of Sanskrit
Grammar, p. 87. The Kiitantra otherwise known as Kaumiira or KnEpa
probably dates back to the third century A.D. (Winternit. quoted by Keith).
It was particularly popular in Kashmir and Bengal, and fragments have
been discovered in Central Asia. As it was translated into Tibetan this
grammar must have been used in that country also. Keith, A History of
Sanskrit Literature, p. 43 1 .
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sharpen the dull. When disciples, intelligent and acute,
are addicted to idle shirking, the teachers doggedly persevere repeating instruction, until their training is finished."'
From the story of the dull boy and the L3mhmana teacher
of S d ~ t u r a ,as told by Hiuen-tsang, we have reason to
believe that sometimes thc teacher lost his patience and
the rod played, as now, no mean part as an apparatus of
instruction.
It is common knowledge that students in India were
encouraged in all ages to cultivate their memory. Nor
could they do anything else in the absence of written
texts. If any corroboration of this well known fact is
needed, it comes from I-tsing. He says, "In India there
are two traditional ways by which one can attain to great
intellectual power. Firstly, by repeatedly commiting to
memory the intellect is developed ; secondly, the alphabet
fixes one's ideas. By this way, after a practice of ten days
or a month, a student feels his thoughts rise like a fountain, and can commit to memory whatever he has once
heard."8 Fa-Hian also unconsciously testifies to the phenomenal memory of Indian students when he says that
sacred texts were transmitted from scholar to scholar and
were seldom available in ~ r i t i n g . ~
Yet writing materials must have been in some
demand. They were needed by new authors and some
scholars who wanted to transcribe a few works, they had
not been able to memorise, for future study. The most
popular of the local materials was the common palm-leaf
' U7nttel.s, 1'01.

I,p. 160.
8Takal<r~sr~.
pp. 182-183. I-tsing says that
commit to memory as many as 100,000 verses.
Leggc, p. 98.
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and palm-leaf manuscripts found their way not only to
the learned centres of Central Asia but to China, thanks
to the zeal of the pilgrims. While describing a big tiila
forest covering an area of six nliles to the north of the
capital qf Kolikanapora, Hiuen-tsang writes, "the leaves (of
this tree) are long and broad, their colour shining and
glistening. In all the countries of India these leaves are
everywhere used for writing on."I0 Two centuries earlier
Fa-Hian had spent two busy years at T~mralipti,writing
out siitras and drawing pictures of images. For writing
he must have used palm leaves, and for drawing pictures
the same material may have been utilised, as beautifully
illuminated palm leaf manuscripts of the P ~ l aperiod have
come down to us. It appears that silk and paper were
also used for this purpose. I-tsing refers to the Indian
custom of worshipping the impress of Buddha's image
taken on silk or paper." It is, therefore, likely that paper
was also used for writing during the seventh century, for
the supply was not inconsiderable from the standard of
those days, as old paper was, according to I-tsing, used in
the latrine and also in the manufacture of unlbrella~.'~
When Hiuen-tsang took leave of Harsa, on his way back
to China, the emperor gave him letters of introduction to
the princes through whose territories he was to pass.
These letters were written, according to Hwui-li, "on fine
cotton stuff and sealed them with red wax." In Central
Asia official documents were written on wooden tablets
and pieces of leather were sometimes used for writing
purposes. So far no inscribed wooden tablet or leather
Beal, Vol. 11, p. 25.5.
Takakusu, p. 150.
" Takakusu, pp. 74, 92.
lo
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pieces with writings have been discovered in India. Hiuentsang says that Kaniska
. . inscribed the entire work compiled
by the Buddhist council on sheets of metal. We are
familiar with donatory grants inscribed on copper plates
but no literary work thus inscribed has come down to us
though extensive poems of a later age inscribed on stone
are known.
After six months' schooling the student began the
study of grammar proper and there even the Buddhist
could not dispense with P~nini'sgreat work. Hiuen-tsang
says that there were some abridgements of P ~ n i n:i "Lately
a Brahman of South India, at the request of a king of
South India reduced them (Panini's 8000 Blokas further) to
2500 Sloka~."'~This abridgement enjoyed great popularity
in the frontier states but failed to replace PHnini in India
proper. The pilgrim also refers to a concise grammar of
1000 Qlokasonly.I4 Neither the abridgement made by the
unnamed South Indian scholar nor the shorter grammar
of 1000 blokas can be identified today. Needless to say
that P ~ n i n still
i held the field when Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing
learnt Sanskrit. Both of them were so impressed by the
special features of Sanskrit grammar that Hiuen-tsang
took the trouble of declining the verb "to be" (Bhe) in
its present tense and both the pdgrims went so far as to
illustrate the rules relating to three numbers and seven
case-endings for the benefit of their countrymen.'"
It does not appear that I-tsing included in what, he
styles as the Siitras, Dhdtupiitha and Unddi. By the Setra
Hwui-li, p. 122.
'' Hwni-li, p. 122.
Hwui-li, pp. 123- 124.
Takakusu, pp. 173-171.

he probably meant Agiidhyayi proper, for he refers to the
book on Dhiitu as a separate work, which he says consists
of 1,000 #*as,
and treats particularly of grammatical
roots, and a i c h was as useful as the Siitra) previously
mentioned." Hiuen-tsang also mentions a treatise called
Asta-Dhiitu
..
in 800 Slokas. Arc we to infer that the
Dhiitupiitha, which the seventh century students studied,
..
and
was not the one that P ~ n i n iadded to his Astiidhyciyi,
the work of another grammarian? We next read of the
'Book on the Three Khilas'. "Khila", I-tsing explains,
6
means 'waste land', so called because this (part of
grammar) may be likened to the way in which the farmer
prepares his fields for corn. It may be called a book on
the three pieces of waste land (1) Ashtadhltu consists of
. . also consists
1000 Qlokas, (2) Wen-chi (Manda
. . or Munda)
of 1000 blokas and (3) Unadi too consists of 1000 blokas.""
PPnini also had his Dltiituprirha, Ganapatha and Uniidi
szitras, though, if Goldstiicker is right, it is doubtful
whether the whole of the Uniidi is PPnini's work. It may
not be unreasonable to hold that the whole of Piinini's
.work had to be read, but the student started with the
Astiidhyriyi)
..
then proceeded to Dhdtupiirha and lastly to
the three Khilas. "Boys begin to learn the book of the
~ h r e eKhilas when they are ten years old, and understand
them thoroughly after three years' diligent ~ t u d y . " ' ~
After completing the text of P ~ n i n ithe student was
introduced to the Kiiiikii Vrtti or the Vrtti-siitra, as I-tsing
calls it, of Jay~ditya. Jayaditya was a Buddhist and I-tsing
highly lauds his abilitv, understanding and literary power.
I

ls
l7

Takakusu, p. 172.
Takakusu, pp. 172-173.
Takakusu, p. 175.
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He had passed away about thirty years before the pilgrim
wrote his narrative.lg But the whole of the commentary
as it has come down to us was not Jayiidityg;. work. As
Dr. Belvalkar says, "The concurrent testimony of manuscripts from all parts of India assigns to Jayiiditya the
authorship of the first five chapters of it, while the last
three belong to Vlmana ".20 As I-tsing wrote shortly after
Jayiiditya's death, Vimana's chapters probably were yet
to be written. Obviously the merit of Jay~ditya's commentary was recognised shortly after it came into circulation particularly in Buddhist schools and seminaries.
"Boys of fifteen begin to study this commentary, and
understand it after five vears," I-tsing informs us? So
every student had to study grammar for nearly thirteen
years and this seems to have completed their preliminary
course.
After mastering Jayiiditya's commentary they could
either divert to other branches of study or further specialise
in the science of grammar. Those who preferred the
latter course then took up Pataiijali's Ciirni, which, according to I-tsing, "is a commentary on the Vritti siitra containing 24,000 Qlokas." It "cites the former Siitras (of
Plnini) explaining the obscure points (lit. 'piercing the
skin') and analvsing the principles contained in it, and it
illustrates the latter commen tarv (Vritti) clearing up many
difficulties (lit. renloving and breaking the hair and beard
of corn)."22 I-tsing's note explains ivhy Patafijali's MahaTakakusu, p. 176.
'O Belvalkar, A n Account of
the Different Existing Systems of Sanskrit
Grammar, p. 36. It is to be noted that though I-tsing highly extols Jaysditya's erudition and piety he does not mention Viimana at all.
'' Takakusu, p. 175.
''Takakusu, p. 178.
l'
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bhii~yais called Ciimi and why the great commentator is
,
it leads to one insoluble difficulty.
styled as C i i v i k ~ t but
Pataiijali is, by common consent, assigned to the second
century B.C. and was believed to be a contemporary of
Pusyamitra Sunga. Jaysditya, according to I-tsing himself, belonged to the seventh century A.D. How could
Pataiijali then comment on Jaysditya's work? It is
difficult to believe that by I-tsing's time some other
grammarian had already commented on f i i i k l vrtti on
the basis of Mahiibhiiva. If Jaysditya was a senior contemporary of I-tsing's, the interval was too short for such
an explanation.
Advanced scholars, we are told, learn MahiibhirSya in
three years, or in other words, the student was twenty-six
by the time he finished Pataiijali, but his education was
not yet completed, for he had next to read and master
Bhart~hari'scommentary on Pataiijali's MahiibhSya. So
the study of Psnini and his commentators alone took
many more years than a student of to-day is excepted to
spend at school and the university. I-tsing also mentions
Bhartrhari's Viikyapadiya apart from what he calls Bhartlhari S i i ~ t r a . ~
Those. who wanted to pursue a different course learnt
composition in prose and verse and devoted themselves to
Hetu Vidya and Abhidharma if they happened to be
Buddhists. The Brghmanas studied the Vedas. In the
case of the Buddhist students probably M~tyceta'sHymn,
'STakakusu, pp. 178-180. "Bhartfhari died about 651 A.D. His commentary is all but lost. His VZkya-padiya, in three books of verse, deals
with quwtions of the philosophy of speech." Keith, A History of Sanskrit
Literature, p. 429. I-tsing mentions another grammatical work of BharQhari's which he called Pei-nu to which DharmapZla contributed a commentary. Nothing however is known about it.
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h'HgHrj una's Suli~llrkt'za and ilbvaghosa's B u tldha Can'ta
and CandradHsa's metrical account of Bodhisattva Vi6vantara and his deeds were assiduously studied. The
sttidents of logic had to read N~girjuna's Ny~ya-dvciratarka-iiistra, which I-tsing later translated into Chinese.
Intaka-miilir, by Arya-Siira, was a favourite work of study."
Verses from this work have been found inscribed in the
A j a n t ~caves in the illustrations of Buddha's birth stories.
An erudite Buddhist priest was expected to be conversant
with the works of Asanga, Vasubandhu and Dinnsga,
besides different treatises on A bhidharma and A g a r n a ~ ? ~
The Buddhists gave a finishing touch to their education by going through a two or three years' course at
NHland~or Valabhi, the Oxford and Cambridge of seventh
century India. Though we do not know much about the
university of Valabhi, nil and^ catered for non-Buddhists
as well. Though a stronghold of the MahHyBnists, NHlandH
provided instruction in the texts of all the eighteen Buddhist schools, besides the Vedas, Hetu Vidyii, Sabda
Vidyii, Cikitsii Vidyii, magic and the S r ~ n k h y a . ~
I-tsing's detailed account, however, leaves some puzzling gaps. Students were expected to begin the study of
Kiijikii vrtti at fifteen, they had already mastered the
three Khilas by the time they were thirteen. How were
they employed during the interval? They could not
I-tsing does not mention Arya-SGra
2 4 Takakusu, pp. 162- 165, 1 56- 177.
by name, but his work had attained wide popularity among the Buddhists
anti his is doubtless the work referred to by the pilgrim. Keith suggests
that Arya-Sura wrote either in the third or more probably in the fourth
century A.D. as one of his works was translated into Chinese in 434 A.D.
Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 68. irya-diira's ~ ~ t a k a - m z l z
contains thirty-five of Buddha's birth stories.
''a Takakusu, pp. 186-187.
2 5 Hwui-li, p. 1 12.
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possibly have a long vacation of two years. Were they
expected to go over their old lessons once again and revise
P ~ n i n i or
, did they study some literary works or memorise
the texicon, a practice not unknown today." In any case
we are not told how long the lessons in the Vedas lasted,
though we learn that a student did not usually enter into
the next stage of his life till he was thirty. Hiuen-tsang
does not appear to have been accurately informed about
the Vedas, for he omits from his list the first and the most
important of the Vedas, the R k , and includes instead the
Ayumeda which is really an adjunct of the AthamaVedaan This confusion is.difficult to explain, particularly
on the part of a scholar of Hiuen-tsang's erudition, as the
Vedas were taught at N~landii.
I-tsing has left an interesting account of the I-Iindu
system of medicine. He himself studied thesubject while
in India and was familiar with the eight branches or limbs
(anga) in which the science \\-as divided. According to
Suiruta, these were (1) Surgerv (Snlva), (2) treatment of
diseases of head (Salakya), (3) treatment of ordinary diseases
(Kiiya-cikitsii),(4) the process of counteracting the influences
of evil spirits (Bhiita-vidyii), (5) treatment of child diseases
(Kumiira-bhytya), (6) antidotes to poison (Agadu-tantra),
(7) the science of rejuvinating the body (Rasiiyana) and (8)
the science of acquiring sex strength ( V d @ k ~ r a n a ) .Salya
~
and S i i l a k ~ ahave been also differentiated as major and
minor operations in which the knife and the needle
When the study of a particular SZstra is forbidden on any account
the students in Bengal Catu~pa'~hi.s
are permitted to utilise their enforced
leisure in memorising Amarako~a.
" Watters, Vol. I, p. 159.
" Takakusu, pp. 222-223 ; Das Gupta, A History of Indian Philosophy,
VOI. n, p. 276.
28
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respectively were used. According to I-tsing, "the first
treats of all kinds of sores ; the second, of acupuncture for
any disease above the neck ; the third, of the diseases of
the body ; the fourth, of demoniac disease ; the fifth, of
the Agada medicine (i.e., antidote); the sixth, of the diseases
of children ; the seventh, of the means of lengthening
one's life ; the eighth, of the methods of invigorating the
legs and body."n I-tsing's classification of the eight limbs

( A .s.t ~ n g aof
) the medical science agrees substantially with
the traditional sub-divisions of Subruta, for I-tsing notes
that sores may be outward or inward and an inward sore
would naturally demand a major operation with a knife.
His sense of decorum would not permit I-tsing to explain
unambiguously what Viifikarana stood for.
It should not surprise us that magic and exorcism
(Bhiitavidyii) should form a vital branch of medical
studies, for according to Hindu belief, disease might
originate from physical and moral reasons and might be
caused by evil spirits as, well. The normal longevity of a
man could conceivably be reduced by some sinful actions.
Against illness caused by moral lapses ordinary medicines
would be of no use, and that is why penance in some cases
was believed to serve as medicine. The intervention of
evil spirits as a source of physical distemper is still accepted
as a recognised. fact in our countryside, and the patient
cannot be cured unless the malignant spirit is successful!^
exorcised. This belief was by no means confined to India
but prevailed in other countries as well. But the Hindu
physician seriously believed that a medicinal herb or even
a pill could be endowed with special potency by help of

'' Takakusu,

pp. 127-128.
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magic. Caraka directs that the herbs shbuld be plucked
according to the proper rites ( y a t h ~vidhz) and Cakrap@iDatta explains that the appropriate method would be to
worship gods and perform auspicious rites before medicinal
herbs are collected (mangala-devatiircaniidi-piirvakam). A
common iimalaka could be imbued with immortalising
properties if it was plucked at a specified time by a person
who had observed the necessary rules? This belief in the
potency of magic against evil spirits and natural maladies
explains its inclusion in the medical curricula.
I-tsing was not quite right when he said that originally
separate volumes or works were devoted to each cf these
eight branches of medical science. But it is true that in
the early days no single treatise dealt with the octopartite
science as a whole. The pilgrim adds-"lately
a man
epitomized them and made them into one bundle. All
physicians in the five parts of India practise according to
this
I-tsing's omission of the name of the. author
and the title of the treatise has, however, led to a controversy. The pilgrim's description of the compendium
naturally reminds us of the elder Vggbhata's Astiinga
Sangraha, which still retains its popularity among Ayurvedic practitioners. Viigbhata is regarded as one of the
principal authorities along with Caraka and SuSruta, and
Hoernle is inclined to assign him to the earlier decades of
the seventh century and identify him with the nameless
author of I-tsing's account. "Seeing that Vagbhata 1's
compendium bears that precise name of Epitome (or
summary, sangraha) of the octopartite science the concluDas Gupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 294.
" Takakusu, p. 128.
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sion seems warranted that I-tsing was referring to that
summary.32
Prof. Jean Filliozat, however, suggests that Yogajataka
was the conlpendium to which I-tsing really referred.
Yogajataka also u-eats with the eight traditional branches
and has a supplementary chapter called Uttara-tantra,
besides chapters on Kciyn-cikitsii, Siilakya-tantra, Salya-

tantra, Vip-tantra, Bhiita-vidyci, Kunztlra-tantra, Rasiiynnatantra and Viijikara?za-tantra. Both Astcinga
..
Sangraha and
Astiinga
..
Hrdaya Samhitii quote some verses from YogaSataka and were, therefore, of a later date. He seems to
argue that the earlier work must have been referred to by
the Chinese pilgrim and assigns Yogaiataka to the first
half of the seventh century on that
But I-tsing alludes to the popularity that the nameless
compendium enjoyed among the practising physicians all
..
Sangraha is a
over India. While VHgbhata's Astiinga
work of recognised popularity, YogaSataka has practically
been forgotten today, and there is no evidence that it was
better known in the seventh century. Moreover, it is
popularly attributed to NHgHrjuna. N ~ g ~ r j u nisa said to
have revised the text of Suiruta and added to it the supplement known as Uttara-tantra. H e is also credited with the
authorship of some works on black magic and alchemy.
Filliozat naturally postulates more than one NagHrjuna,
Hoernle, Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, p. 10. Keith also
subscribes to this view. A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 510.
"Filliozat, La Doctrine Classique de la Medicine Indienne, p. 10.
Also see L'ltlde Classique, Alnnuel des Etudes Indiennes by Louis Renou
and Jean Filliozat, p. 157. Three pages of a manuscript of Yoga .Cataka
with a Kuchian version of the text have been discovered in Central Asia
by Pclliot. Manuscripts of this work have been found also in Nepal and
diffrrent parts of India. The authorship is sometimes attributed to Vararuci
the grammarian.
"

but is it likely that a devout Buddhist like I-tsing should
omit t6 mention NagPrjuna, whom he venerated as a
Bodhisattva, by name, if he was really referring to a work
believed to be his? We have seen that he specifically
's
tarhadiistra among the
mentions N ~ g ~ r j u n aiVyiiyahiira
text books of logic, though he is silent about other works
prescribed for that subject. Even if we concede that
V~gbhata was posterior in date to the author of the
Yogaiataka there is no reason to believe that it was in
popular use in I-tsing's time.
I-tsing has some general observation on common
maladies and their origin. He says that "Generally speaking, a disease which has befallen the body arises from too
much eating, but it is sometimes brought about by much
labour, or by eating again before the former food has been
digested."j4 The common remedy was fasting to give the
over-loaded stomach a rest. Hiuen-tsang says that medicine is taken only if the patient does not recover after
seven days of fastingJS Cholera moribus was as dreaded
then, as it is today, and I-tsing says that poor people could
not afford to pay for its costly remedies, one of which used
to be imported from Syria. The patient was cauterised
sometimes and we learn from European travellers that this
treatment was not unknown in Western India during the
seventeenth century. It is still practised in the countryside
by physicians who follow the old method. I-tsing was
familiar with the Hindu theory that all sicknesses can be
classified into three categories--disease caused by the air
(viiyu or viita), distemper due to biles ( ~ t t a and
)
illness
arising from excess of phlegm (kapha) and he firmly
"

Takakusu, p. 129.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 174.
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believed that abstention from food would usually bring
relief in most cases. He prescribes a pill made of haritaka,
ginger and guda as a coinmon specific for general com~laints," and advises people to observe the general rules
of hygiene.
The medical profession was held in high esteem, for
the physicians did not injure life, and they gave relief to
others as well as benefit themselves. I-tsing informs us
that a good physician "never failed to live" "by the.officia1
pay".37 What he means by "the official pay", an annuity
from the king or a prescribed rate of fees, remains
obscure.
Before we finally take leave of the physicians and
their noble profession we may take a passing notice of
some filthy medicine used, mostly, by monks which I-tsing
classified and condemns as Piiti miitra' or Piiti-miitra
Bhaigajya. The cow's dung and urine were prescribed by
Ayurveda and permitted as a remedy for certain distempers by the Vinaya rules, but I-tsing condemns as disgusting
such putrid preparations as went by the name of "Dragon
Decoction" in China. Cow's urine is still used for local
application and fomentation in cases of enlarged liver.
Alhed Von le Coq found in Central Asia a strange method
of curing sore backs of local horses.37' I-tsing particularly
objects to disagreeable treatment when agreeable remedies
were available. The Indian system of medicine sometimes
-

'' Takakusu, p.
'' Takakusu, p.

134.
128.
s' "They apply to the sore the innocuous urine of some little boy about
seven years old, and lo and behold1 the wound is healed. But it .is absolutely
essential to procure the remedy from a boy only, and from one of tender
age, too", le Coq, Buried Treasures of Chinese Turkcstan, p. 1 1 1 .
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approved of things abhorent or obnoxious to modem
Let us return to the student again. At thirty he was
considered mature enough to face the struggles of existence.
Leaving the cloistered shelter of the university he proceeded to the royal court and there gave demonstrations
of his learning and debating skill. Here he encountered
scholars of recognised merit and had to match his wit
against theirs. If he rendered a good account of himself
his future was made. He either got a lucrative appointment that suited his attainments or was rewarded with
rent-free estates. But all students did not care for wealth
and honour, they preferred to continue their scholarly
pursuits and engaged themselves in teaching. Their merit
also came to be recognised in course of time and their
piety and learning secured a higher reward in public
approbation than those of their worldly confreres." It is
to be noted that every student made a present to his
teacher (dak*6) as a token of his respect and gratitude
after leaving the university.
The university was a monastic establishment. In
Buddha's time the University of Taxila had earned a welldeserved fame as a great centre of medical studies, one of
its most eminent alumni being Jivaka, Buddha's friend
and physician. (When Fa-Hian visited Taxila the university was a thing of the forgotten past. To him it was a
holy place where Buddha had in a previous birth cut off
his head.) In Hiuen-tsang's time Taxila had completely
"bA patient was, for instance, sometimes given fresh cow's urine to

drink. Pigeon's droppings were applied over heat boils.
Watters, Vol. I, pp. 160-16 1.
Takakusu, p. 177.
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lost its past eminence. The monasteries then in ruins and
mostly deserted, sheltered a few monks of the M a h ~ y ~ n a
persuasion. The greatest centre of learning in the seventh
century was N ~ l a n d ~Fa-Hian
.
passed through the village
of N d a , then noted as the birth place of Ssriputra, but
the many-storied monasteries that were to attract students
from all the Buddhist countries of Asia were yet-m-be
built." In the seventh century A.D. the university was
visited not only by Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing but also by
Hiuen-chiu, Taou-hi, Aryavarman, a Korean, Buddhadharma of the Tokhara country and Ta-cheng-teng, a
pupil of Hiuen-tsang."
The university was not built in a day. Successive
kings extended their patronage to it and generations of
scholarly monks built up a tradition of learning and
discipline, until the little village, which passed almost
unnoticed in the fifth century, became the greatest university in Buddhadom in the seventh. Hiuen-tsang would
endow it with a high antiquity and trace its history back
to the days of the Tath2gata himself. The university
itself, according to him, could claim seven centuries of
academic life, having been founded by a king of hlagadha,
called Sakr~ditya, shortly after Buddha's nirvtina."
Pleasantly situated in a mango park, interspersed with
lovely tanks growing beautiful blue lotus, with banks lined
by gold-hued hanaka flowers, it was an ideal lace for
quiet study and deep meditation. So king Sakr~dityabuilt
hcre, and, no doubt, enclo\ved it with rent-free
a co~lvc~lt
villages. The good work was con-tinued by his son,
Legge, p. 8 1.
"'See F.N. 38, Lecture I.
Hwui-li, p. 110.
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Buddhagupta, who built another monastery to the south
of his father's. T o the east of Buddhagupta's college, his
son and successor, Tath~gatagupta,constructed another.
The family tradition was maintained when a fourth
monastery was added by BHlHditya, fourth in succession to
Sakmditya. We have already seen that Hiuen-tsang had
been assigned a room in Bglgditya's college on his first
arrival at NHland~. In emulation of his fathers and forea , another monastery ;
fathers, Vajra, son of B ~ l ~ d i t y built
and then either this line of pious kings died out or their
zeal for Buddha's faith sadly waned and the next patron
was a nameless king from mid-India who also added a
six ruling princes munificently
large r n o n a ~ t e r y . ~Thus
~
gave to N a l a n d ~all that wealth could provide and piety
dictate. But the flow of royal benefaction did not cease
with them. In Hiuen-tsang's time Harsa built here a
temple with walls ensheathed in plates of brass, the
shining gold of which must have flashed against the deep
red of the kanaka flowers.43
The old monasteries were enclosed by a high brick
wall. The Chinese traveller, impressed with the grandeur
of these magnificent assemblage, wrote, "One gate opens
into the great college, from which are separated eight other
halls, standing in the middle (of the Sarighnriima). The
richly adorned towers, and the fairy-like turrets, like
pointed hill-tops, are congregated together. The observatories seem to be lost in the vapours (of the morning), and
the upper rooms tower above the clouds. From the
windows one may see how the winds and clouds (produce
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new forms), and above the soaring eaves the conjunctions

of the sun and moon (may be observed)."
In the outside courts were built four-storied quarters
for the resident monks. "The stages", we are told, "have
dragon-projections and coloured eaves, the pearl-red pillars,
carved and ornamented, the richly adorned balustrades,
and the roofs covered with tiles that reflect the light in a
thousand shades, these things add to the beauty of the
scene."45
Here lived in I-tsing's time more than three thousand
priests." Theirs was not a life of ease and comfort though
they had not to worry about their daily bread. The
university was well-endowed and enjoyed the revenue of
100 villages, according to Niuen-tsang, two hundred,
The tenants of these villages
according to I-tsing?
supplied the daily needs of the monks, and loads of rice,
butter and rhilk poured in every morning. It was a job
for the Karmadiinas or bursars to run these huge establishments. Everyone had his assigned duties and every one
had to go through the routines of a Buddhist monk's life.
There was ceremonial bath of the sacred images, there was
ceremonial chanting of hymns, the personal 3eeds of the
teachers had to be attended to, even dinner was a ritual.
It was only advanced students who went to N~landH
for what, in modern parlance, may be called ~ost-graduate
studies. But while many sought the privilege of admission
only a few were selected. "Only those who were deeply
1

Hwui-li, p. 1 1 1.
Hwui-li, pp. 1 1 1-1 12.
"8The resident priest8 and students numbered ten thousand according
to Hiuen-tsang. Hwui-li, p. 1 12.
Hwi-li, p. 1 12.
Takakusu, pp. 65, 154.
"
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versed in old and modern learning are admitted", Hiuentsang tells us, "two or three out of ten ~ucceeding."'~
Admission was by no means restricted to monks or Buddhists alone. As we have seen, instruction was provided
in non-religious and non-Buddhist subject. But no drone
had any place in this busy hive. The brethren were ever
engaged in scholarly pursuits, discussing difficult problems
and obscure points, and those who were not interested in
these abstruse technicalities found themselves severely left
alone. NHland~ enjoyed such a high reputation for
scholarship that many unworthy aspirants to honour would
falsely claim association with the university and try to
pass for one of its past alumni."
Women. however, had no place in the university.
They could, literally speaking, cross its portals but could
not take their residence there. Ananda had, with difficulty, persuaded Buddha to admit women to the order,
but his law did not permit a mixed establishment of monks
and nuns. A monk could see a woman and speak to her
outside his room, in the court and the corridor of a
monastery, but further freedom was not allowed. We
learn from I-tsing that a monk was expelled from the
V a r ~ h amonastery of T~mraliptifor the simple indiscretion of sending some rice to a tenant's wife." He extols
the example of Raulamitra, a young monk of the same
monastery, who, since his ordination, had spoken face to
face to no woman but his mother and sister. Discipline,
we are told, was more strict at N s l a n d ~ . But despite this
impediment, some women were known to have excelled in
Watters, Vol. II, p. 165.
Watters, W.11, p. 165.
'' Takakusu, p. 63.
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learning. Hiuen-tsang refers to the exceptional intellectual
attainments of R~jyadri,the widowed sister of the emperor
Harsavardhana? She was deeply learned in the sacred
writings of the Samtnitiya school.
We wish the Chinese pilgrims had something more
to say about education in general and women's education
in particular, but they recorded only what, in their opinion,
would be of interest and profit to their countrymen. They
did not write for Indians.

KINGS AKD CHRONOLOGY
The credulity of our pilgrims knew no bounds where
sacred legends were concerned. They sadly lacked that
saving scepticism which leads to sifting and assessment
of evidence. Their facts were, therefore, shaky and their
chronology uncertain. ASoka, according to them, was a
great grandson of Bimbis~raand built some of his stiipas
a century after the nirv~na. The imperial Guptas, if
Sakr~dityaand his immediate successors belonged to that
dynasty and were historical personages, flourished not long
after the Enlightened One's passing away.
It should not be forgotten that Fa-Hian, Hiuen-tsang
and I-tsing did not essay a chronicle of the countries they
visited but they sometimes referred to past rulers in connection with places associated with the Buddha and his
disciples. Four of his contemporaries naturallv figured in
their accounts. Bimbis~rahad his capital at the old city
of Kus'iig~rapura and built a causeway "to get to the
Buddha". "It was about four li long by ten paces wide,
formed by cutting through banks of rock and filling up
valleys, piling up stones boring through precipices, and
making a succession of steps."' The king was probably
an enthusiastic road maker for he had constructed another
that led to the top of a ridge near Yasti-vana where the
Buddha preached to men and gods for two or three month^.^
The old capital of Magadha, however, had many
thatched cottages which easilv caught fire and the city
suffered so much from conflagrations that the king decided

' Watters, Vol.
' Watters, Vol.
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that the victim of such accidents should thenceforth be
expelled from the city and banished to the cemetery area.
As luck would have it, the next building to suffer was his
own palace and, according to the decree, Bimbis~rahimself
had to withdraw to the cremation grounds outside the city
walls. When the king of VaiBHli came to hear of it he
decided to make a surprise attack on the lonely place but
the king and his ministers forestalled their enemy by fortifying the new palace and in course of time a new city rose
in its neighbourhood which came to be known as RHjagrha.
Bimbis~ra's son Aj~taiatruwas originally a disciple
of Devadatta and had once tried to kill Buddha by setting
on him an intoxicated elephant. The attempt failed and
the prince ultimarely transferred his allegiance to the
Tathsgata. After the Parinirviina he got a share of the
holy relics over which he reared a splendid stiipa. He
also figures in the story of Ananda's death near VaiGli.
Prasenajit of Koiala was born the same day as the
Buddha. He sought the hand of a S ~ k y aprincess but the
proud kinsmen of Gautama considered it as a misalliance.
Afraid, however, of alienating so powerful a king they had
recourse to a mean trick. A natural daughter of one of
their head men by a slave girl was sent to Prasenajit and
he made her his chief queen. Of her was, in due course,
born prince Viriidhaka. The youth paid a visit to his
mother's native town but was treated with extreme contumely by the arrogant S~kyasas a person of mean origin.
When Vir~dhakacame to the throne of Koiala he led an
expedition against Kapilnvastu to avenge the wrongs his
family had suffered at the hands of the Siikyas, but the
Buddha persuaded him to turn back. Buddha's intervention, however, offered the doomed tribe a very brief respite
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and Viriidhaka set out for the S;ikya country once again.
The Sgkyas were for a second time saved by the prowess
of four of their youths who met and repulsed the mighty
host of Kobala. But they were banished horn their
country for their pains, as they had offended the sense of
propriety of their fellow citizens by commiting violence
against human lives and sheding human blood. They
migrated west and north and founded the ruling dynasties
of U d y h a , Bsmiyan, Himatala and Shang-mi. With
none to offer any effective resistance Viriidhaka made
short work of the Sayas, their city was razed to the
ground, their maidens were carried away as slaves and the
rest of the people, 99,900,000 in number, were cruelly
massacred. Thus were Buddha's people destroyed root and
branch by "the low son of a slave girl". But Viriidhaka
did not survive his triumph long. The ladies of his harem
perished by fire while in a barge but the "king went alive.
through blazes into the hell of unremitting torture."
Thus was Buddha's prophesy literally fulfilled.
Another contemporary of the Buddha was king
Udayana o f Kaubambi, the favourite hero of B h ~ s aand
Sri Har!a, with whom lovely princesses were wont to fall
in passionate love on first sight. When Buddha ascended
to the Trayastrimda heaven, Udayana unable to bear the
absence of the Enlightened One persuaded Maudgalaputra
to transport an artist there by his supernatural powers.
The artist made a sandal-wood image of the Buddha sixty
feet in height. When Buddha descended to earth near
Sanksgya the image went out to welcome him. Buddhist
piety liked to think that this contemporary image served
as a model for all later likenesses. It is also believed that
no earthly power could remove this miraculous image
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from it.; place.

Hioen-tsang asserts that it later made an
aerial lovage to a town in Khotan which was subsequently
buried in !.ands because the local people paid scant respect
to this divine image.
A junior contemporary and kinsman of Buddha was
Uttarasena, king of U d y ~ n a ,who doubtless belonged to
the world of myths and legends, notwithstanding Hiuentsang's testimony to the contrary. One of the Sdcya
voungmcn who had been banished from their ancestral
borne for the unpardonable offence of fighting Viriidhaka
travelled north-west and fell in love with a NHga maiden
vho reciprocated his aflection. T h e youngman did not
apparently repent his bloody deeds and killed the reigning
king of UdyHna and usurpttd his throne. Uttarasena was
the offspring of this romantic union between a human
being and a damsel of the lakes and streams. Uttarasena,
as a near kinsman, obtained a share of the sacred relics
after the Rud(lha's Parinimrina. He placed it on a white
elephant which died of exhaustion after reaching its destination and was petrified on the spot. T h e inquisitive
industry of Sir Aurel Stein has discovered a rock formation that resembles the foreparts of an elephant near
Ral-ikot on the left bank of the Swat river? Doubtless the
rock suggested the legend.
Next in point of time came the Nandas but they were
Hiucn-tsang made a casual reference to
11 c ; t Buddhists.
a Nanda king for he had h a r d of his fabulolis wealth.
Five of the relic stiipar were mistaken bv "people of little
f.tith9'"for the five trea~o1.e~
of king Nanda's seven precious

' Serindia,
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The. first two emperors of the Maurya dynasty went
unnoticed by the Chinese pilgrims, but ASoka, the great
protagonist of their faith, could not be so casually dismissed. For the history &f his time they depended mainly
on the avadiina literature, and such stories as they have
handed down to us can hardly claim a place in sober
history. I-tsing beard that the advent of this pious
monarch had been prophesied by the Buddha. "King
Bimbissra once saw in a dream that a piece of cloth was
torn, and a gold stick broken, both into eighteen kagrnents.
Being f r i g h t e ~ dhe asked the Buddha the reason. In
reply, the Buddha said: 'More than a hundred years after
my attainment of Nirvma, there will arise a king, named
ASoka, who will rule over the whole of Jambudwipa. At
the time, my tqaching handed down by several Bhikshus
will be split into eighteen schools, all agreeing, however,
in the end, that'is to say, all attaining the goal of Final
Liberation (Moksha). The dream foretells this, 0 King,
you need not be afraid !' " V u d d h i s t traditions attributed
ABoka's greatness to a pious act of his done long before
the advent of Gautama Buddha. Fa-Hian tells us, "When
king ABoka, in a former birth, was a little boy and playing
on the road, he met KaSyapa Buddha walking. (The
stranger) begged food, and the boy pleasantly took a
handful of earth and gave it to him. The Buddha took
the earth, and returned it to the ground on which he was
walking ; but because of this (the boy) received the recompense of becoming a king of the iron wheel, to rule over
Jarnbudwipa."' Conversant as they were with the events
of his previous lives, the pilgrims did not realise that
' Takakusu,

'k g g e ,

pp. 13-14

p. 90.
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Adoka did not rule over the whole of Jambudvipa, nor
did they know that he was not a scion of the house of
Bimbisara and AjHtaSatru. "0ne hundred years after the
NirvHna", says Hwui-li, no doubt on the strength of what
he had heard from his master Hiuen-tsang, "there was a
king called ASoka, the great grandson of Bimbisla raja ;
he transferred his court from Rajagriha to this place."
(P~{aliputra).' The emperor seems to have enjoyed the
reputation of being charitably disposed even in his unregenerate days for he is credited to have made a gift of
the city of Rgjag~hato the Brahmanas and when Hiuentsang visited the place it was tenanted by Brahmanas
a10ne.~
Before his conversion A b k a used to give free indulgence to his inhuman instincts and both Fa-Hian and
Hiuen-tsang believed that his morbid imagination led him
to have a hell (naraka) of his own creation at Pataliputra.
"Once when he was making a judicial tour of inspection
of Jambudwipa," Fa-Hian tells us, "he saw between the
iron circuit of two hills, a naraka, for the punishment of
wicked men. Having thereupon asked his minister what
sort of a thing it was, they replied 'It belongs to Yama,
the king of demons, for punishing wicked people'. The
king thought within himself: '(Even) the king of demons
is able to make a naraka in which to deal with wicked
men, why should not I, who am the lord of men, make a
naraka in which to deal with wicked men?' He forthwith
asked his ministers who could mak-: for h i m % naraka and
preside over the punishment of wicked people in it." The
emperor made his hell as attractive as he could with

' Hwui-li,
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beautiful gardens and lovely tanks and found a monster
of cruelty to preside over the tortures to which every
visitor was to be subjected In Yama's hell only wicked
people met with their mete but in ASoka's hell no distinction was made of virtue and vice and all comers were
punished irrespective of their merits. This inequity would
have continued for the rest of the reign but for the intervention of a Bhiksu. Not only was the hell demolished
but the emperor, its author, became a devout Buddhist
and devoted the rest of his life to the service of men and
other living beings. Both the pilgrims assure us that a
pillar marked the site of Aboka's naraka at Pgtaliputra
when they visited the city. Hiuen-tsang claims to have
seen a second s i i of probably another naraka in another
part of the country. Obviously such archaeological evidence did not fail to convince them.
But his conversion did not bring him unmixed bliss.
Struck with remorse for his past deeds he betook himself
everyday to a lonely spot and spent hours under a patra
(palm) tree .meditating over his errors and the eighdold
ways of salvation. The queen had the tree cut down as
she did not like this change in the king. But the tree
was copiously watered and in due course it not only
revived but grew to a height of 100 cubits. It was still
alive when Fa-Hian visited India six hundred years later.'
After his conversion ASoka is reported to have made
a gift of his empire on three several occasions and the
Chinese pilgrims found epigraphical evidence in favour of
this statement also. Fa-Hian saw "a stone pillar, fourteen
or fifteen cubits in circumference, and more than thirty

' Legge,
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cubits high, on which there is an inscription, saying
ABoka gave the Jambudvipa to the general body of all the
monks, and then redeemed it from them with money.
This he did three times."1° Hwui-li also says that to the
north of the Vzhiira with Buddha's footprints at P~taliputra
there "is a stone column about thirty feet high ; on this
pillar is written a record that Aioka-raja three times gave
the whole of Jambudvipa in char?ry to Buddha. Dharn~a
and Sangha, and three times bought back his inheritance
(i.e. his empire) with jewels and treasure."" We do not
know whether in the days of the imperial Guptas and in
Harsavardhana's times scholars were still familiar with
the Maurya script but in any case the pillar seems to have
shared the fate of the column marking the site of ASoka's
naraka and still remains to be discovered.
The unbounded philanthropy of Aioka proved a
heavy drain on the public purse and a stiipa which
Hiuen-tsang saw near Kukku!BrBma, a monastic establishment that profited largely from the emperor's charity,
demonstrated to what extremes Aioka could be transported
by his liberality and religious zeal. The emperor had
grown old and infirm and during a long illness all powers
had gradually passed into the hands of %is ministers.
Convinced that his end was near AHoka wanted to give
away all his jewels and valuables, but the ministers would
not permit such waste of public funds. The,emperor sent
half of everything he got daily to the mopks of the
K u k k u t ~ r ~ m aAt
. last his ration was redLced to an
iimalaka and he put away half of it. "Holding the fruit
in his hand he said with a sigh to his minister, 'Who now
Legge, p. 80.
l1 Hwui-Li, p. 102.
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is lord of Jambudvipa? The minister replied, 'Only vour
majesty'. The king anwered 'hrot so! I am no longer
lord ; for I have oilly this half fruit to call my own!'
He, then commanded h:4lT thc ii,~zallrkato be sent to the
monks with the following message "He who was formerlv
lord of Jambudvipa, but now is master of only this half
Amla fruit, bows down before the priests. I pray you
receive this very last offering. All that I havc is gone and
lost, only this half fruit remains as my last possession.
Pity the poverty of the offering, and grant that it may
increase the seeds of his religious merit." The merit
acquired by this gift prolonged the life of the emperor
and he recovered. Over the seeds of the fruit was a stiipa
erected in due course to commemorate the event." The
story has been told, as Watters observes, in several
Buddhist treatises but Fa-Hian did not notice the stiipa
when he visited Pstaliputra.
ABoka was a great builder. Not only did he construct
huge palaces and monasteries in the capital city but he
raised no less than 84000 stiipas in different parts of his
empire. Anxious to propagate Buddha's faith all over the
country he opened seven of the eight stiipas, in which
Buddha's iarira or relics were enshrined and had them
deposited in the newly raised stiipas so that their supernatural influence might effect what the labours of his
missionaries could not accomplish. It is, of course,
impossible to build so many stiipas in the life time of a
single monarch even with the resources of a mighty empire,
but ABoka had at his command the willing services of
spirits and supernatural beings like the Yaksas and with
-

l8Beal, Vol. II, pp. 95-96; Wattere, Vol. 11, pp. 99-100.
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their help he achieved what was admittedly beyond human
competence. If Fa-Hian is to be credited,'he once employed
these genii for preparing a cave dwelling for the use of his
brother in the metropolitan city. This brother had become
an Arhat and had selected Grdhrakiita hill for his residece. "The King who sincerely reverenced him, wished
and begged him (to come and live) in his family, where
he could supply all his wants6 The other, however,
through his delight in the stillnos of the mountain, was
unwilling to accept
invitation, on which the king said
to him, 'Only accept my invitation. I will make a hill for
you inside the city'. Accordingly; he provided the materials of a feast, called to him the spirits, and anounced to
them, 'TO-morrow" you will all receive my invitation ; but
as there are no mats for you to sit on, let each one bring
(his own seat)'. Next day the spirits came, each one
bringing with him a great rock (like) a wall, four or five
spaces square, (for a seat). When their sitting was over,
the king made them form a hill with the large stones
piled one on another, and also at the foot of the hill, with
five large square stones, to make an appartment, which
might be more than thirty cubits long, twenty cubits wide,
and more than ten cubits high."13 Whether the spiritmade artificial cave survived to the days of Fa-Hian we
do not know.
For his excavations, however, Adoka employed human
labour. When Buddha descended from the Trayastrimia
heaven attended by B r a h m ~and Sakra three series of
steps made of precious metals and crystal miraculously
appeared for their use. All but seven steps disappeared
IS

Legge, pp. 77-78.
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after the descent was completed. "Afterwards king ASoka,
wishing to know where their ends rested, sent men to dig
and see. They went down to the yellow springs without
reaching the bottoms of the steps, and from this the kingreceived an increase to his reverence and faith, and built
a vihara over the steps, with a standing image, sixteen
cubits in height, right over the middle flight. Behind the
v i h ~ r ahe erected a stone pillar, about fifty cubits high.
with a lion on top of it."" Hiuen-tsang also testifies that
"By the side of these (image and vihSra) was an A b k a
stone-pillar of a lustrous violet colour and very hard with
a crouching lion on the top facing the stairs ; quaintly
carved figures were on each side of the pillar, and
according to ohe's bad or good deserts figures appeared to
him in the pillar."ls
We wish the pilgrims had taken greater notice of
Asoka's pillars and inscriptions. Fa-Hian visited Lumbini
but he does not mention the pillar that the pious emperor
set up there to commemorate the pilgrimage he had made
to Buddha's birthplace. Hiuen-tsang, however, mentions
some pillars which have not survived to our times. He
saw two Abokan pillars near Jetavana at Sravasti. "At the
.east gate of the Jetavana monastery were two stone pillars,
one on each side of the entrance ; these, which were 70
feet high, had been erected by king ASoka ; the pillar .on
the left side was surmounted by a sculptured wheel and
that on the right side by an ox."16 A b k a erected a pillar
about ten miles (50 19 to the south of Kapil~vastuto mark
the birthplace of Krakucchanda, an earlier Buddha. This
Legge, pp. 49-50.
" Watters, Vol. I, p. 334.
Watters, Vol. I, p. 383.
l4
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pillar was thirty feet in height and had a stone lion on
the capital. At Kuiinagara the Master of the Law noticed
two pillars, one on the site of Buddha's Parinirviina in the
&la forest and the other at the place where eight dlfEerent
claimants demanded a share of the relics. Hiuen-tsang
observed that on the first pillar "were recorded the circumstances of the Buddha's decease, but the day and the
month were not given." The second pillar recorded how
eight kings came with their armies after Buddha's cremation and how the relics were divided by an honest
Brahmans. Another pillar, fifty feet high and surmounted
by a lion, stood near the marknta (monkey) tank at Vai65li.
We have already mentioned 'two inscribed pillar5 one of
which record that "Aioka, strong in faith, had thrice
given Jambudvipa as a religious offering to the Buddhist
order, and thrice redeemed it with his own precious substances.'' The inscription was much injured when Hiuentsang saw it. The second pillar was seen by Fa-Hian also.
It marked the site of Aioka's hell, and if the dimensions
given by Fa-Hian are correct, it chffered greatly in shape
from the others we know. Another stone column fifty
feet high with the figure of an elephant on its top was
erected near the Karanda tank at Rzjagrha. The inscrip
tion on this pillar referred to the circumstances under
which the neighbouring stiipa was built." Yet another
inscribed pillar was seen at Mah~siira which has been
identified with Massar in the Arah district. It was surmounted by a lion and recorded the story of the conversion
of man-eating Yaksas by Buddha. Hiuen-tsang adds that
the site of Kaiyapa Buddha's meditation was also marked
l7
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by a stone pillar but he does not tell us whether this pillar
also was ascribed to Aioka.
Unlike Fa-Hian, Hiuen-tsang did notice the Rummindei pillar which marked thc Buddha's birth place in the
Lumbiili garden. According to him, the pillar had a
stone horse on the top and it was damaged in the middle
by lightning before the visit of the pilgrim. Dr. Fuhrer
re-discovcrcd it in 1896. 'I'he Chinese pilgrim says nothing
about the inscription which says that ABoka visited the
place in the twentieth year of his c~ronation.'~
In 1895 Fuhrer found two pieces of an ABokan pillar
near Nigali-Sagar tank. This was doubtless the stone
pillar with a lion capital which Hiuen-tsang saw near the
stiipa of Kanakamuni Buddha. The inscription, however,
dws not record the circumstances of Kanakamuni's
nirviiy as the Chinese pilgrim suggested.lg Hiuen-tsang
mentions "a pillar of polished green stone, clear and
lustrous as a mirror in which the reflection of the Buddha
was constantly visible", on the west side of the Po-lo-na
(Varunii) river. This must be the Siiran~thapillar we
know." The pilgrims do not refer to any of Aioka's rock
or minor rock edicts, probably they had no occasion to
visit the sites ; but Hiuen-tsang saw many stiipas attributed
to the great emperor.
The pilgrims were naturally interested in the history
of their church and Hiuen-tsang refers to a schism led by
Mahzdeva during the reign of Aboka. The emperor at
first was inclined to put to death all the schismatics and
invited the Arhats and laymen to the banks of the Ganges
Watters, Vol. II, p. 14 ; Sen, A j o h (Bengali), p. 21.
"Wattus, Vol. 11, pp. 5-6; Sen, op. cit., p. 22.
Wattus, Vol. 11, p. 48 ; Beal, Vol. II, p. 45.
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with a view to drowning them. The Arhats, however, by
their superior knowledge became aware of his fell design
and five hundred of them made an aerial voyage to
Kashrnir where they settled. ASoka later saw his error
and ,tried to persuade them to come back but they could
not be induced to put their trust in the emperor. The
story does no credit to Adoka either as a ruler or as a man
of religion.
Fa-Hian and Hiuen-tsang had both something to say
about ASoka's family. We have already seen how ASoka
provided his brother, whose name Fa-Hian omits to mention, with a cave-dwelling inside the city of Patna. Hiuentsang informs us that the saintly brother was no other
than Mahendra who later carried the message. of the
Buddha to Ceylon. Like many other saints Mahendra
had a shady past and in the wildness of his youth he had
practically transgressed all the laws of the land. Love as
he did his brother, Aboka could not ignore public opinion
which demanded the life of the prince. The emperor had
at last to convey his deckion to his brother but he granted
him a week's respite. The repentance of the erring prince
was so genuine and his remorse so great that in that brief
interval there occurred a complete spiritual regeneration
and he attained the status of an Arhat.
Of Aioka's sons one founded the ruling dyaasty
of Khotan, and another, Dharmavivardhana, governed
G s n d h ~ r a . ~ 'Dharmavivardhana is often identified with
KunHla whose tragic story is too well known to be repeated
here. Mention is made also of a grandson who ruled the
empire on behalf of AQoka during his prolonged illness.
-
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Of Tivara, Aboka's son, and his mother, KBruvPki, the
Chinese pilgrims apparently knew nothing.
Hiuen-tsang and I-tsing refer to a king of South India,
So-to-pho-han-na by name. We know nothing about him
except that he was the friend and patron of N ~ g ~ r j u n a
and it was to him that the Suhrllekha was addressed.
He was obviously a prince of the powerful S~tavahana
dynasty."
We next come to another royal patron of Buddhism,
. . whose person has been deeply enshrouded in
Kaniska,
legends by the veneration of an admiring posterity. He
befriended many Buddhist philosophers and poets and
convened the great council which examined the current
doctrines and tried to settle all controversial points. In
many respects the Kaniska legends resemble those of
ASoka, for his advent was also predicted by the Enlightened
One. While seated under a spreading Pippal tree at
Peshawar with his face to the south, Buddha told Ananda
-"Four hundred years after my decease a sovereign will
reign, by name Kaniska, who to the south of this will
raise a tope in which he will collect many of my flesh
and bone relics." Exactly four centuries after Buddha
had passed away, as the Sung pilgrim tells us, a king of
that name brought the whole of Jambudvipa under his
sway but he had no reverence for Buddha or his faith.
One day when he was out hunting, a white hare crossed
his way and the chase led the king to the very spot which
Buddha had pointed out to his disciple as the future site
of Kaniska's stiipa. "Here among the trees the king discovered a cowherd boy with a small tope three feet high
-

,
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he had made. 'What is thls you have made?' asked the
king. The boy replied telling the Buddha's prophecy, and
informing Kaniska that he was the king of the prophecy,
adding that he had come to set in motion the fulfilment
of the prophecy." The king was immediately converted
and he built a magnificent stiipa over sacred relics on the
spot indicated. But the miracle did not end here. "Trusting to his own great merits, he set about building a great
tope round the site of the boy's small tope, which was to
be concealed and suppressed by the great tope." But
behold! as the king's stiipa rose higher and higher the
boy's stiipa also grew in height and it could not be concealed or suppressed. The king went on building tier
above tier until the lofty head of that stupendous~structure
rose full four hundred feet high and the boy's stiipa was
no longer to be seen. The king felt satisfied and embellished his stiipa with gilt disks and other ornaments
but his triumph was to prove short lived. "When he
proceeded to offer solemn worship", "the small tope
appeared with one half of it out side-ways under the south
east corner of the great base. The king now lost patience
and threw the thing up. So (the small tope) remained as
it was (;.em, did not all come through the wall) with one
half of it visible in the stone base below the second stage,
and another small tope took its place at the original site."
T h e king at last felt convinced that he was witnessing a
supernatural manifestation and confessed his errors. Hiuentsang informs us that "The Buddha predicted that when
this tope had been seven times burned and seven times
rebuilt, his religion would come to an end." Prior to his
visit it had been thrice burnt and thrice rebuilt, when
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Hiuen-tsang arrived at Peshwar he found that the holy
stiipa had been burnt for a fourth timeP
Kaniska's stiipa is no fiction. It now lies buried under
the mounds of Bhfi-kii-dherii and a relic casket, with a
small portrait statue of the K u s ~ n aruler on the lid, has
been unearthed there. But the whole of Jambudvipa never
acknowledged his suzeraintv though Kaniska's empire
stretched as far east as Benaras. The story of Buddha's
prediction naturally found ready credence with the devout
and they found nothing incredible in the legend of the
tiny stiipa always rearing its impudent head over that of
its gigantic rival, for its architect was a divine agent.
Fa-Hian tells us that the little cow-herd was no less a
Despite
personage than Sakra, king of the immortals.Hiuen-tsang's assertion that Kaniska flourished four centuries after Buddha, K u.s ~. n achronology still continues to be
a subject of controversy for, the pilgrim with equal assurance
states elsewhere that he lived five hundred years after the
nir~iina.~'
If ASoka had encountered a niiga in his quest for
. . had also come across one of evil
Buddha's relics, Kaniska
disposition in a lake on the snowy mountains. This niiga
was a Sramnera in his previous life and had conceived a
bitter hatred for the niiga king of the neighbouring lake.
He prayed hard that he should be a n.iiga in his subsequent
birth. As soon as his desire was fulfilled he killed the
ndga king and made himself the leader of the ?ziigu
community. He used to do immense damage to the local
people by causing heavy rains and raising severe storms
Watters, VoI. I, pp. 203-205.
pp. 33-34.
'' Watters, Vol. I, pp. 222-224.
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When Kaniska
. . heard of his misdeeds he resoled m canvert the wicked niiga by returning good for the evil. On
the shores of the lake the king started building a vihira
and a stiipa so that the nciga's heart might improve. But
no sooner were these sacred edifices raised than the wicked
being demolished them. Foiled in his pious intention the
king proceeded to the lake, where the nzga dwelt, at the
head of his army. The niiga approached the king in the
guise of an old B r ~ h m a n aand solicited him to desist from
his vain efforts. When the king declined, he returned to
his watery abode and caused, as was his wont, rains and
storms. Kaniska
..
was not in the least dismayed. He
fervently appealed to Buddha, Dharma and Sangha for
support and lo! blazing fire burst from his shoulders. The
naga, now thoroughly frightened, offered to come to terms
with the king, and it was decided that in future whenever
rain clouds were perceived in the sky the monks of the
vihiira should ring their bells and the niiga, mindful of his
undertaking, would instantly desist from any mischief.
Hiuen-tsang fully believed in the story which he has handed
down in testimony to the great spiritual merits of the
KusHna monarch.25
But it will be unfair to suggest that the pilgrims
retailed myths and legends alone. It was to them that we
are indebted for an account of a Chinese prince who came
to Kaniska's court as a hostage. "When Kanishka reigned
in Gandhara his power reached the neighbouring States
and his influence extended to distant regions. As he kept
order by military rule over a wide territory reaching to the
east of the Tsung-Ling, a tributary state of China to the
25
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west of the Yellow River through fear of the king's power
sent him (princes as) hostages. On the arrival of the
hostages Kanishka treated them with great courtesy and
provided them with different residences according to the
seasons.''26 But the account is not quite free from confusion.
Hwui-li suggests that only one prince, and not princes, was
at Kaniska's court. While according to the Si-yu-Ki,the
princes in question belonged to a Chinese feudatory state,
Hwui-li says that Hiuen-tsang was told by his hosts, the
priests of the Sha-lo-Kia temple, that it was built "by the
son of the Han emperor when held as an h ~ s t a g e . " ~
We have referred earlier to Hiuen-tsang's account of
the great Buddhist council convened by Kaniska and
presided by Vasumitra and the pilgrims had nothing more
of any importance to say about the mighty king who, in
the Buddhist estimation, was second to Aioka onlv in his
devotion to their faith.
From Kaqiska to the imperial Guptas is a far cry but
proximity in time does not necessarily minimise confusion.
It is indeed more difficult, if not altogether impossible, to
disentangle facts from fiction when we examine the pilgrims'
references to Gupta kings and their deeds. Fa-Hian visited
India when the imperial Guptas were at the height of their
power but he does not mention the contemporary king
even by name. I-tsing refers to Srigupta who flourished
five hundred vears before him. Referring to the ruins of
a temple (named China temple) he observes "Tradition
says that formerly a Mahgraja called Srigupta built this
temple for the use of Chinese priests. He was prompted
to do so by the arrival of about twenty priests of the countrv
Watters, Vol. I, p. 124.
" Hwui-li, p. 54.
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who had travelled from Sz'chuen to the Mahabodhi Temple
to pay their worship. Being impressed by their pious
demeanour, he gave them the land and the revenues of
about twenty villages as an endowment. This occurred
some 500 years
I-tsing wrote towards the close of
the seventh century of the Christian era and Srigupta,
therefore, should be ascribed to the second century A.D.,
a date obviously too early for a Gupta ruler. This chronological puzzle is further complicated when we come to the
story of king Vikramnditya of Sr~vastiand the contemporary Buddhist savant Manoratha. Manoratha, says
Hiuen-tsang, lived one thousand years after Buddha, or
according to his own previous calculations, six hundred
years after Kani~ka. On the other hand Sakrgditya is
credited to have built the earliest monastery at Nnlandz
shortly after Buddha's decease, that is, several centuries
before Christ ; but Bal~ditya,his great grandson, defeated
Mihiragula, the Hiina king, whom Sung-yun met early in
the sixth century and Yas'odharman defeated sometimes
before 533-534 A.D. On the other hand I-tsing is certainly
right in referring to Adityasena, a Later Gupta king, as
a contemporary when he says that "Recently, a king called
Sun-Army (Aditya sena) built by the side of the old temple
another, which is now newly finished."29 One may be
permitted to conclude that the pilgrims correctly recorded
conteniporary events, but whenever they wrote about old
temples and monasteries, they confidently reproduced the
current stories about their origin without taking any trouble
to ascertain dates and fact>.
In the writings of the pilgrims we come across

='
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several kings who have been commonly allotted to the
Gupta list, Srigupta, Sakr~ditya,Buddhagupta, Tath~gatagupta, B~liiditya, Vajra, Vikram~ditya and Adityasena.
The last one was undoubtedly a genuine historical person.
There were also more than one Gupta emperor with the
title of VikramHditya and BHlHditya, but the other names
are not to be found either in the Pauranic or inscriptional
lists. Nor has any coin bearing the name of Sakr~ditya,
Buddhagupta, TathHgatagupta and Vajra been so far discovered. It should also be noted that these are purely
Buddhist personal names which hardly fit in the extant
Gupta genealogy, for the Gupta royal names are invariably
Hindu in character. It is, therefore, difficult to hazard any
guess about the time and identity of these kings, for they
might have been fictitious persons for all we know. Narasirhhagupta who had the sobriquet (viruda) of Bglrditya was
a contemporary of Mihiragula but the B~lldityawho built
a college at NHlandH embraced Buddhism, and the rules
of seniority were revised to gratify his amour propre, but
there is no evidence that Narasimhagupta ever renounced
the faith of his fathers. The Vikramiditya of the Manoratha story had his capital at Srivasti and was obviously
hostile to Buddha's faith. The Gupta emperors were great
patrons of learning and some of them might have extended
their benefaction to the University of NHlandH. It is,
however, clear that the university had not been in existence
in the days of Candragupta I1 Vikram~ditya,for Fa-Hian
found no learned institution there though he had
visited the village. We may for good reason, therefore,
abstain from speculation about these kings of doubtful
historicity.
LMihiraplla was, however, a historical person and the
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contemporary account of Sung-yun of that ill-mannered, illfavoured barbarian warrior is not without interest. Early
in 520 A.D. Sung-yun entered the country then under
Mihiragula's rule. The king was extremely cruel and
a worshipper of demons. He had no faith in Buddha
and persecuted the Buddhists. "The king has 700 warelephants, each of which carries ten men armed with
sword and spear, while the elephants are armed with swords
attached to their trunks with which to fight when at close
quarters. The king continually abode with his troops on
the frontier, and never returned to his kingdom, in consequence of which old men had to labour and the common
people were oppressed. Sung-yiln repaired to the royal camp
to deliver his credentials. The king was very rough with
him, and failed to salute him. He sat still while receiving
the letters. Sung-yun perceived that these remote barbarians were unfit for exercising public duties, and that
their arrogancy refused to be. checked. The king now
sent for interpreters, and addressed Sung-yun as follows:
'Has your worship not suffered much inconvenience in
traversing all these countries and encountering so many
dangers on the road?' Sung-yun replied, 'We have been
sent by our royal mistress to search for works of the great
translation through distant regions. It is true the difficulties
of the road are great, yet we cannot (dare not) say we are
fatigued ; but your majesty and your forces (three armies),
as you sojourn here on the frontier of your kingdom,
enduring all the changes of heat and cold, are not you also
nearly worn out?' " Sung-yun then taxed the king with
his bad manners as he read diplomatic papers sitting. The
king far from being non-plussed calmly replied that if he
had met the Wei king in person he would certainly offer
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him the usual courtesies, but there was nothing wrong in
reading his letter sitting as people did not rise to receive
letters from their parents.30
Hiuen-tsang also refers to the cruelty of Mihiragula
but he says that the king was not unfavourably inclined
towards Buddhism at first and he persecuted the Buddhist
church subsequently because some monks had offended him
by sending a quondam menial to explain the tenets of their
religion to him. "Some centuries previously a king named
Mo-hi-lo-ku-lo (Mahirakula) who had his seat of government at this city, (Siikala) ruled over the Indians. He was a
bold intrepid man of great ability and all the neighbouring
states were his vassals. Wishing to apply his leisure to the
study of Buddhism, he ordered the clergy of the country
to recommend a Brother of eminent merit to be his teacher.
But the dergy found difficulty in obeying the command,
the apathetic among them not seeking notoriety, and those
of great learning and high intelligence, fearing stern
majesty. Now at this time there was an old servant of the
king's household who had been a monk for a long time.
Being clear and elegant in discourse and glib in talking,
this man was selected by the congregation of Brethren to
comply with the royal summons. This insulting procedure
enraged the king who forthwith ordered the utter extermination of the Buddhist church throughout all his
-

dominion^."^^
Next follows the account of his war with Bgl~ditya,
king of ~ a ~ a c l h aB.~ l ~ d i t yita ,appears from Hiuen-tsang's
report, was one of the feudatories of the Hana king but
rebelled against him when the persecution of the Buddhists
Beal, Vol. I, pp. C-CI.
" Watters, Vol. I, p. 288.
'O
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began. Mihiragula, therefore, marched against him at the
head of his army but the king of Magadha prudently
retired to the islands of the sea beyond the reach of the
Hfinas. Mihiragula left his troops under the command of
his brother and followed his enemy to his island retreat.
Bal~dityahad the advantage of the terrain and not only
defeated Mihiragula but took him prisoner. While produced before the victor Mihiragula refused to uncover his
face though repeatedly ordered to do so and was sentenced
to death. B ~ l ~ d i t y amother,
's
a wise lady of kind disposition, intervened and interviewed the prisoner in person. She
told him that his days were not yet over and he should
reform his ways.
Free once again, Mihiragula proceeded to Kashmir
and made himself ruler of that kingdom. But his ways
he did not mend. "He renewed his projeA of exterminating Buddhism, and with this view he caused the demolition of 1600 topes and monasteries, and put to death nine
kotis of lay adherents of Buddhism. His career was cut
short by his sudden death, and the air was darkened, and
the earth quaked, and fierce wind rushed forth as he went
down to the Hell of unceasing torment." The stories
heard by the Chinese pilgrims might have a substratum
of facts but they certainly flavour of fairy tales.32
We must not run away with the idea that we may
ignore the Chinese sources even for the Gupta ~eriod.
For, it is from Hiuen-tsang that we learn that a vihara
at Mahabodhi (Gays) was built by a former king of
Ceylon for the benefit of his countrymen, and Wang-hiuentse informs us that the king in question was Meghavarea
0
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and his Indian contemporary was the great Gupta emperor
Samudragupta.
We are on surer grounds when we come to the contemporaries and near contemporaries of Hiuen-tsang and
I-tsing, though the supernatural element is not lacking in
the story of SabSnka king of Karnasuvarna and Har+vardhana the overlord of Northern India. It was Avalokiteivara who had predicted that Harsa was destined to "raise
Buddhism hom the ruin in which it had been brought by
the king of Karnasuvarna."" He had moreover a personal
wrong to avenge, for SaQnka had something to do with
the death of Harsa's elder brother. If the pilgrims are to
be credited SaiSnka had committed grieveous sacrileges
against the holiest objects of the Buddhist veneration.
Aioka had removed to his capital a stone bearing the footprints of the Tathlgata ; Sab~nkatried in vain to efface
the foot marks, but failing in his evil design he caused
the sacred stone to be thrown into the river. A miracle,
however, happened and the stone returned to its original
place with the footprint intact. Sai~nkafurther tried to
remove an image of Buddha, made by Maitreya Bodhisattva himself, from its temple and replace it by one of
Siva. Nor did he spare the Bodhi tree under which the
Tathagsta had attained enlightenment. "In recent times",
says Hiuen-tsang, SagSnka, the enemy and oppressor of
Buddhism, cut down the Bodhi-tree, destroyed the roots
down to the water, and burned what remained. A few
months afterwards Piirnavarm~, the last descendant of
Aioka on the throne of Magadha, by pious efforts brought
the tree back to life and in one night it becam about ten
Wattere, Vol. I, p. 343.
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feet high."% Piirnavarms also built a protecting wall,
24 feet high, around the tree. It is, however, interesting
to note that Adoka also in his days of unbelief had tried
to destroy the tree. He had cut the roots, the trunk, the
branches and piled the leaves with them, and set fire to
the heap, but no sooner had the smoke cleared than a
double tree sprung through the flame. The miracle converted Aioka and he was redeemed,35 but a dire end was
in store for Sab~nka. His body was covered with a pestering sore and the enemy of the Buddha and the Buddhists
died a horrible death.
Harsa was fortunate in his literary friends, Bgna and
Hiuen-tsang. But for them the great qualities of head and
heart with which he was richly endowed might still
remain un-noticed. We do not know much about his
more powerful rival Pulakeiin I1 of Mahagspa and the
Pallava prince Narasimhavarman who subsequently vanquished the CHlukya warrior, and our knowledge of the
Pusyabhiiti potentate might remain as incomplete but for
the literary efforts of his talented admirers. Harsa came
to the throne under circumstances of extraordinary difficulty. is brother-in-law Grahavarman of Kanauj was
dead, his sister Rajyagri was a refugee in the forests of the
Vindhyas, his elder brother R~jyavardhana had been
murdered by Sai~nka, a persecutor of Buddhism."
"Hereupon the statesmen of Kanauj, on the advice of their
i Vgni), invited Harshavardhana, the
leading man B ~ n (or
younger brother of the murdered king to become their
sovereign. The prince modestly made excuses, and seemed
unwilling to comply with their request. When the
6(
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ministers of state pressed Harshavardhana to succeed hs
brother and avenge hls murder, . . the prince determined
to take the advice of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteivara. . . .
An image of the Bodhisattva, which had made many
spiritual manifestations, stood in a grove of dps district
near the Ganges. To this he repaired ; and after due
fasting and prayer, he stated his case to the Bodhisattva.
A n answer was graciously given which told the prince that
it was his good karma to become king, and that he should,
accordingly, accept the offered sovereignty . . . . and afterwards make himself a great kingdom." He was, however,
warned not to occupy the throne, nor to assume royal
titles, so Harsa took charge of the government with the
title of Rsjaputra."
Henceforth he was known as
Siliiditya.
B w a says that his first task was to rescue his widowed
sister but Hiuen-tsang says nothing about his meeting
with Riijyairi and proceeds to give an account of his conquests. "He got together a great army, and set out to
avenge his brother's murder and to reduce the neighbouring countries to subjection. Proceeding eastwards he
invaded the states which had refused allegiance, and waged
incessant warfare until in six years he had fought the
Five Indias . . . . . Then having enlarged his territory he
increased his army, bringing the elephant corps upto
60,000 and the cavalry to 10,000 and reigned in peace for
ahirty years without raising a weapon. He was just in
his administration, and punctillious in the discharge of his
duties. He forgot sleep and food in his devotion to good
w o r k s " Before we recount these good works we may
w
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take note of two of his warlike expeditions of which
Hiuen-tsang wrote. Late in his reign, probably long after
the first six years of incessant warfare, Harsa invaded
Kanyodha (modern Ganjam) on the shores of the Bay of
Bengal, and his victorious progress across the Vindhyas
was successfully checked by the CHlukya king Pulakeiin
11. "Relying on the strength of his heroes and elephants
the king treated neighbouring countries with contempt.
H e was a Kshatriya by birth, and his name was Pu-lo-kishe' . . . . . T h e benevolent sway of this king reached far
and wide, and his vassals served him with perfect loyalty.
T h e great king Sil~dityaat this time was invading east
and west, and cbuntries far and near were giving in
allegiance to him, but Mo-ha-la-ch's refused to become
subject to him."" Thus did the Chinese friend of Harsa
pay his tribute of encomium to the prolvess of his Calukya
rival without specifically saying that Harsa's arms had
nlet in the south a serious reverse.
Harsa's lneritorious acts were manv. H e divided his
dav into three periods, onlv one of which was spent in
attending to mundane matters \vhile the remaining two
were devoted to spiritual improvement. H e prohibited
animal food and animal killing throughout his kingdom.
But it will be wrong to suppose that he neglected his
kingly duties. He worked so hard that he found the day
too brief and he widely toured his wide territories, being
ever on the move except during the four months of the
monsoon. While on march "he was always acco~n~nnied
by several hundred persons with goldell drums, who beat
one stroke for every step taken, they called these 'music38
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pace-drums'. Siladitya alone used this m e t h o d 4 t h e r
kings were not permitted to adopt it."" Thatched cottages
were made for the king's use at the halting places where
he spent the night. These temporary huts were destroyed
when he left. But for the ordinary travellers Harsa had
made many rest houses. Like ABoka he delighted in
building stiipns and emhellishing monasteries. As we have
seen earlier he had built a splendid vihara at the univer.
year he assembled Buddhist
sity town of N ~ l a n d ~Every
monks for examination and discussion and rewarded or
punished them according to their merits or demerits. He
found no offence in mere lack of learning, though there
was no greater patron of letters than Harsa, but moral
delinquencies he could not tolerate. "Those who neglected
the ceremonial observances of the Order, and whose
immoral conduct was notorious, were banished from his
presence and from the c ~ u n t r y . " ~Hiuen-tsang, however.
makes one glaring omission ; nowhere does he refer to
Harsa's notable achievements in belles-lettrcs. I-tsing was
familiar with one of his dramas, ATiigiinonda. "King
Siliiditya versified the story of the Bodhisattva Jimiitav h a n a (Ch. 'Cloud-borne'), who surrendered himself in
place of a Niiga. This version was set to music.""
Harsa convened for six times M a h ~M o k ~ aPari:ad,
a quinquennial convocation, at which the accumulated
wealth of the preceding quinquennium was spent in
charity. The last pariZad was attended by Hiuen-tsang.
The king also held a grand assembly of princes, priests
and scholars at the capital city of Kanauj to honour the

'' Hwui-li, p.
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Chinese Master of the Law and to vindicate the MahHyHna
doctrine. No less than eighteen ruling princes from five
regions of India, three thousand Buddhist monks well
versed in the doctrines of the two vehicles, three thousand
B r ~ h m a n aand Jaina scholars and one thousand learned
men from the University of Nalandii with myriads of their
retainers came to Kanauj to attend the Assembly. Indeed
the concourse was so great that it. resembled the winter
clouds and the drops of rain that fall from them.'2
Two thatched halls, spacious enough to accommodate
one thousand visitors each, had, in anticipation of the
Assembly, been constructed. There a golden image of the
Buddha was conducted on the back of an elephant in a
solemn procession. SilBditya and his friend Kumara RajH
of KBmariipa marched on either side of the image with a
white chauri in their hands in the guise of Sakra and
B r a h m ~respectively. Two elephants laden with flowers
and jewells accompanied them and at every step flowers
were scattered. After the image was ceremoniously
installed in the Hall the eighteen princes, one thousand
Buddhist monks, five hundred learned Br~hmanasand
Jainas and two hundred high dignitaries of the state were
admitted there and food was served to all present. The
king then "presented as an offering to Buddha a golden
dish, a golden cup, seven golden ewers, one golden staff,
three thousand gold pieces, and three thousand vestments
of superior cotton stuff." Harsa then seated the Master
of the Law on a jewelled coach as the Lord of discussion
and he propounded his thesis to the assembled scholars,
Buddhists and non-Buddhists. But none col~ldfind any
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flaw in it and so the Assembly came to a happy ending.
Harsa offered Hiuen-tsang in recognition of his great
erudition 10,000 pieces of gold, 30,000 pieces of silver,
1,000 garments of superior cotton, but rich as the gift was,
the Chinese monk declined to accept it. Despite his strong
objection the victorious scholar was paraded in triumph
on the back of an elephant according to the custom of
the country.
From Kanauj the party travelled to "the Grand Arena
of Largesse" at PrayHga. Here the king gave away all he
had except arms and military stores. "Yuan-chuang here
tells us, the king went on to bestow gifts on the resident
Buddhist Brethren, next on the assembled congregation,
next on those who were conspicuous for great abilities and
extensive learning, next on retired scholars and recluses
of other religions and lastly on the kinless p ~ o r . " ' ~Just
as Harsa's largesse was not limited to Buddhists alone so
the Hindu gods also claimed his devotion, though Buddha
had precedence over them. On the first day Buddha was
worshipped by the king at the holy confluence of the
Ganges and Jumna. On the second day offering was made
to qitya Deva and on the third Siva (fivara Deva) had
his share of the king's offering."
Of the eighteen princes present at the Kanauj
Assembly two are mzntioned by name. Bh~skaravarmHor
K u m ~ r aRHjH, the friend and subordinate allv of H a r p ,
ruled over Kamarfipa. He fought against their common
enemy Sas'Hnka of Bengal and had a mighty armv of
20,000 elephants
and a fleet of 30,000 battle ships or. to
be more accurate, armed boats. He made his journev 5v
Watters, Vol. I, p. 364.
Hwui-li, p. 186.
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the river route with his guest Hiuen-tsang and was very
inquisitive about things Chinese though he was not a
Buddhist. Bh~skarvarman's ancestors came to power
about the middle of the 5th century A.D., and not a
thousand years before the pilgrim's visit. It is also doubtful whether he was a Bmhmana by caste. He was twelfth
in descent from Pusyavarman, the founder of the dynasty,
and "sent abundant supplies of cattle, horses and accoutrements" for the joint Tibetan and Nepalese force that
Wang-hiuen-tse led against Arjuna or AruniiSva.
Dhruvabhata, king of Valabhi, may be identified with
Dhruvasena 11. He married Harsa's daughter and evidently
acknowledged his overlordship. "He is of lively and hasty
disposition", says Hiuen-tsang who knew him personally,
"his wisdom and statecraft are shallow. Quite recently,
he has attached himself sincerely to faith in the three
'precious ones'. Yearly he summons a great assembly, and
for seven days gives away most valuable gems, exquisite
meats, and on the priests he bestows in charity the three
garments and medicaments, or their equivalent in value,
and precious articles made of rare and costly gems of the
seven sorts. Having given these in charity, he reueelns
them at twice their price, he reverences those who are
noted for their wisdom. The great priests who come from
distant regions he particularly honcurs and respects."45
The pilgrim is more elo.iuent in his praises of
Dhruvasena's uncle Siliiditya, king of Malava, "who ruled
sixty years earlier" and was therefore a near-contemporary.
Hiuen-tsang heard that he was a man of eminent wisdom
and great learning ; his skill in literature was profaundo
64
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He cherished and protected the four kinds of creatures
and deeply respected the three treasures. From the time
of his birth to his last hour his face never crimsoned with
anger, nor did his hands ever injured a living thing. Ilis
elephants and horses drank water that had been strailled,
after which he gave it them, lest any creature living in the
water should be injured. Such were his love and humanity.
During the fifty years and more of his reign, the mild
beasts became familiar with men, and the people did not
injure or slay them."" These are high encomiums indeed,
and Sil~dityamust have been an exceptionally good king
even if the necessary allowance is made for exaggeration,
for he is described as a Dharmariiia in Maiiju-Sri-MiilaKalp~z.'~He built a beautiful vihara near his palace and
convoked every year the Mahii M o k ~ apari!ad where unstinted charity was practised. It should be noted that
Siladitya did not pass awav sixty years before Hiuentsang's visit, for one of his copper plate inscriptions is
dated 61 1 A.D.48 Of his eleven known grants no less than
five went to Briihmanas and their temples. But of the
seven extant grants of Dhruvasena 11, only two were in
favour of the vihams. Obviously these Maitraka rulers
were catholic in their religious endowments.
I-tsing says that "Seng-chi, a priest and companion of
the former (Ling-wan), went to India by the sauthern searoute and arrived at Samotata. The king of that country,
named R~jabhata(or patu) a Upgsaka, greatly reverenced
the three objects of worship and devoted himself to his
Beal, Vol. II, p. 261.
Virji, Ancient History of Saurashtra, p. 62.
" Virji, op. cit., p. 46.
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religious duties."" In connection with the villages granted
to the China temple by Srigupta, I-tsing observes, "The
land has now reverted to the king of Eastern India, whose
name is Devavarma, but he is said to be willing to give
back the temple-land and the endowment in case any
priests come from China."50 These two kings of Buddhist
persuasion have been identified with Devakhadga and his
heir-apparent Riijriija or Riijariija-Bhata. They are, therefore, historical persons of whom we know next to nothing5'
Two contemporary kings who remain unnamed in
Hiuen-tsang's account were those of Kashmir and Kiu-chelo. The king of Kashmir deputed his mother and brother
to welcome the learned monk and to escort him to his
capital from the frontier of his state. Hiuen-tsang spent
several fruitful months in his kingdom and the king took,
the trouble of making a long journey52to bid him farewell
when he was on his way home. It is, therefore, really
strange that neither Hiuen-tsang nor Hwui-li cared to
mention his name, though the feudatory ruler of Jalandhara, Udhita, who accompanied the monk from Kanauj
to his own capital is accorded that honour. The ruler of
Kashmir was probably so anxious to please the pilgrim
because the political relations between China and his state
were more intimate than any other Indian kingdom
except Nepal. The king in question was Durlahhavardhana, founder of the Karkota dynasty.
The king of Kiu-che-lo, says Hiuen-tsang, "is of
Kshatriya caste. He is just twenty years old, he is distin-

.

'@
Hwui-li, pp.

xl-xli.
Hwui-li, p. xxvii.
5 1 Majumdar, History of Bengal, Vol. I, pp. 86-87.
" Hwui-li, p. 192.
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guished for wisdom and he is courageous. He is a deep
believer in the law of Buddha, and highly honours men
of distinguished ability." If the country is correctly
identified with Gurjjara the king was Dodda 11.
For the student of Indian history the pilgrims'
accounts are sources of unequal value. They revelled in
legends and miracles but were not without useful information. If their accounts of ancient kings are wrong, their
description of the country and its people, their manners
and mode of living, their habits and customs, is not
inaccurate. Occasionally they furnish interesting information not otherwise available. Can we ignore the importance
of the synchronism of Meghavarna and Samudragupta
which forms the sheet-anchor of Gupta chronology? Wanghiuen-tse's brief campaign after Harsa's death was completely forgotten in India. An account has been preserved
in the Chinese annals. The pilgrims sometimes unconsciously throw unexpected light on the general condition
of the country. Under the imperial Guptas the country
was more efficiently policed and Fa-Hian encountered no
thieves or highwaymen during his long travels in India.
Hiuen-tsang, however, was twice robbed, and I-tsing met
brigands both on his way to and back from Mah~bodhi.
Tang was attacked by robbers at the mouth of the river
near Tiimralipti and barely escaped with his life.
Obviously the peace of the king's road was not so well
maintained during the days of Harsavardhana as in those
of Candragupta Vikram~ditva.
All fictitious tales retold by the pilgrims are not quite
useless. Thev may be of some interest to the anthropologist though thev are not of the remotest use to the
historian. Here is a story to the point.
/
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A princess of South India was once returning home
after a formal visit to her fiancee. On the way her attendants met a huge lion and ran away in fright leaving the
princess alone. The lion instead of killing her carried the
girl to his lair where they lived together for many years.
In course of time she bore the lion a boy and a girl who
had inherited their mother's form and father's temper.
When the boy came to a man's estate he asked his mother
how she, a human bring, came to consort with a wild
beast. When the mother told her story the youth contrived their escape and the party reached the p~incess'sold
country. Her father was dead, his line also had died out
and a new king was ruling there. So the princess did not
reveal her identity to anybody. The lion meanwhile
keenly felt the loss and came to that very locality in
search of his mate and children. In his rage he used to
kill and maul every one he met and thus became a terror
to the people of that part. The king announced a reward
for killing the beast and the youth set out on the mission.
The lion recognised his son and in his tenderness had no
thought of defence when the youth stabbed him to his
heart. The king later came to learn this strange story,
and while he gave the promised reward he decided that
so unnatural a son should have no place in his kingdom.
He munificently provided for the mother but placed the
son and the daughter each on a floating raft. The man
ultimately reached Ceylon and gave the name of Simhala,
as he was born of a lion or Simha, to the island. The girl
floated as far as the Persian coasts and had a number of
women children by the demons of that country. This is
the origin of the Country of the Western Women." The
Beal, Vol. Il, pp. 236-240.
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belief was widespread all over the world, and it survived
to comparatively recent times, that human beings sometimes, interbred with other animals. The Greek counterpart of the lion legend will be found in that of Pasiphae
and the bull. In the country of the women we find a
replica of the land of the Amazons. This is not the
place to pursue this subject further.
Another story told by Hiuen-stang may be of greater
interest to anthropologists. It happened in the country
af Campa which corresponds to the modern Bhagalpur
area. "At the beginning of this kalpa, he relates, when
men were homeless savages, a goddess came down from
Heaven, and after bathing in the Ganges became pregnant."" Malinowski found that the primitive people of
South Sea islands, among whom he worked, had no conception of physical paternity. They also believed that
their women conceived when they bathed in the sea. It
will be too much to suggest that the idea travelled from
the Pacific to India or vice-versa, primitive mind worked
sometimes in the same way in widely separate areas.
We may now bid adieu to the pious pilgrims. They
were esteemable people, entertaining but devout, credulous
but observant, indulgent but uncompromising. Their
writings point to a significant moral-"Even
a saint is not
more reliable than his sources".
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Ma-twan-lin was not a pilgrim and had no occasion
to visit India. Nor did he know any of the Indian
languages. A historian, he industriously brought together
such information about the country as he came across in
the writings of Chinese scholars. Ma-twan-lin's authorities, however, could not claim a first-hand knowledge of
India and its people and the value of his compilation
naturally varies according to that of his sources. The
famous French savant Stanislas Julien translated extracts
from Ma-twan-lin into French and published them in
Journal Asiatique in 1847. An English version of the
French article appeared in the Indian Antiquary in 1880.
Ma-twan-lin-says that China first came into contact
with India in the time of the late Hans and he refers to
Chang-Kien's mission to Central Asia. Like our pilgrims
he discusses the different names by which the country was
known and the five regions into which it was divided.
According to him, the Vulture mountain (Grdhrakiita)
derived its name from its peak which "resembles the Tsieu
bird (vulture)". The emperor Wu-ti made several unsuccessful attempts to send missions to India but Ho-ti
(89-105 A.D.) received tribute from that country several
times. Emperor Ming-ti (58 to 76 A.D.) dreamt of a tall
gold complexioned Inan "from whose head a flame of fire
issued" and was told by his officers that it was Fo
(Buddha). After this Buddhism slowly spread in China.
During the third century of the Christian era Fan-Chen.
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king of Siam, sent an embassy to India. In 428 A.D,
Candrapriya, an Indian king, sent an ambassador with a
letter to emperor Wen-ti. The ambassador presented the
emperor "a ring set with diamonds, a bracelet of pure gold,
along with other valuable articles, and two parrots, one
red and the other white." In 466 A.D. the same king sent
an embassy to emperor Ming-ti. In 502 A.D. king Gputa
of India, sent a letter and some presents consisting of
perfumes and cotton stuffs to emperor Wu-ti. An 1ndian
ambassador presented a well trained horse to emperor
Siuen-wu of the later Wei dynasty (500-504 A.D.).
We next read of the famous Silnditya. During the
Tang period serious disturbances b r o k h o u t in India.
"King Shi-lo-y-to (Sil~ditya) raised a great army, and
fought with irresistible valour. The men neither took off
their own armour nor the elephants their housings. He
punished the kings of four parts of India, so that they with
their faces turned towards the north acknowledged his
superiority." Ma-twan-lin refers to Hiuen-tsang's visit to
Sil~ditya,and adds that he assumed the title of the King
of Magadha in 641 A.D. and sent an embassy to China.
The Chinese emperor in his turn sent a mission to
Silgditya's court and we are told, "The king then went out,
and bending on his knees thus received the imperial decree
and placed it on his head." Next came the embassy of
Li-i which was received with still greater honour. "Great
officers went before him, outside the town, and the inhabitants of the capital and the neighbouring towns flocked
out to see him and buin perfumes on his path. Silgditya
came himself at the head of his ministers, and received
the imperial decree with his face turned to the east." Nor
is Ma-twan-lin silent about Wang-hiuen-tse and his cam-
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paign against ArunBSva. Kumarargj~of &marcpa sent
the Chinese envoy "thirty thousand oxen and horses, and
provisions for all his army ; to which he added Lows,
scimitars, and collars of great value."
About this time Indian necromancers seem to have
enjoyed great reputation in China for their magical
powers. Ma-twan-Iin mentions two by name. Na-lo-mipo-so-mei ( N ~ r a d a devasvlmin) and Lu-kia-y-to ( L o k t
ditya). The former claimed the power of conferring
immortality and persuaded the emperor Tai-tsung to send
emissaries to India to collect medicinal herbs. Lokaditya
obtained an interview with emperor Kao-tsung "by aid of
his knowledge of magic". In 668 A.D. all the kings of the
five regions of India are alleged to have gone to China to
pay their homage to the emperor. In 713-714 A.D. an
envoy came from South India to seek military aid against
the Arabs. Mention is made in this connection of "a bird
which could speak and whose plumage was of five
colours.". Towards the close of the seventh century A.D.,
"Kings of India ceased to come to court". But Buddhist
monks continued to visit China as before. The last notice
of such visits runs as follows: "In the first month of the
third year of the King-yeii period (1034 A.D.), nine monks,
namely Shen-ching (i.e., he who has a good reputation
Suyasas?) etc., came to give the emperor some Buddhist
books and relics of Buddha, and also a little statue of
Tongya-pu-sa (i.e., Bodhisattva with copper teeth ( T ~ m r a dantabodhisattva?). The emperor gave them pieces of
silk."
Ma-twan-lin does not fail to supply topographical
information about India. Of the rivers he mentions the
Ganges, the Indus and its tributaries of the Punjab. Of

13
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rhe kingdoms of the north-west Udyiina, G~ndhlra,
Lamghan and Gajna are noted. Among other Indian
states we come across Kanyakubja, . Malwa, LPra, Surrspa
and Konkanapura. We are further told that "the. journey
from Northern to Central India occupies a hundred and
twenty days." "From Sursstra to the Western Sea is a
journey of eleven days." "It generally takes three months
to taravel from Central to Southern India." Konkanapura
was a day's journey from the sea.
The Indians, we are told, used to trade with the
Roman empire in the west, and Siam and Tonquin in the
east. They did not keep any ledger and payment was
made with Cowrie shells. The king and his ministers
were richly dressed i n brocades but the common people
went barefooted in white. They had a written language
and used "the characters invented by the god Fan"
(Brahms). The Indians particularly excelled in astronomy
and magical sciences. "The Indians all study an elementary
book called Si-ta-chang (the Siddha, a kind of primer) and
write memoranda upon leaves called pei-to-ye" (palm
leaves). Female musicians and jugglers were engaged in
the houses of the wealthy for their entertainment and
women used to wear necklaces of gold, silver and pearls.
Of the mineral products of India Ma-twan-lin makes
special mention of a rare kind of mica, violet in colour,
which could be "split into leaves as thin as grasshopper's
wing, and which laid on the top of one another resemble
gauze several times folded." He refers to a kind of
diamond "which fire cannot dissolve and which can cut
jade.
One may obtain also articles made of tortoiseshell, gold, copper, iron and tin, texrures of thread of gold,
and carpets of cotton, perfumes extracted from Chen-tan
9,
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(Candana) tree, and the Yo-kin plant ; sugarcane and
other products ; crystallised sugar, pepper, ginger and
black salt."
Of the animals of India Ma-twan-lin mentions lions,
sables, leopards, rats, camels, rhinoceros and elephants.
The list cannot be exhaustive and it is not clear what
Indian animal was called sable by Chinese writers. The
common black buck is very probably meant. Of food
grains mention is made of rice of which there were four
crops in the year and a cereal called mo-to-tho (matah?).
Julien warns us that many of the Indian words in
Ma-twan-lin's text were disfigured beyond recognition first
by the original writers and subsequently by various editors.
The Chinese writers, quoted by Ma-man-lin, have
made a special reference to Yuchi domination over India
and observed that the indigenous people were not so
strong as the Yu-chi.
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Louis Renou and Jean Filliozat give a descriptive list
of Chinese pilgrims in their L'Inde Classique. Among the
fourth century monks they mention T'an-mong who
visited Rgjagha about 395 A.D. after a long journey that
took him to the confines of the Byzantine empire. He
returned to China through Dardistan. We have already
mentioned Che-mong, Fa-yong and Fa-Hian's companion,
Pao-yun. Each of them left an account of his travels, some
small fragments of which have come down to us. Thirty
years after the return of I-tsing a Korean monk, Howui-chao
by name, came to India by the sea-route. He returned to
China about 729 A.D. through Central Asia and wrote an
Account of a Journey to the Five Indies. A fragment of
this work was discovered at Tun Hwang in 1908. It contains an itinerary from Kudinagara to Agni or Karashahr
through Magadha and North West India. Howui-chao's
account is full of ethnographic, political, religious and
linguistic interest though his information is not always
accurate.

APPENDIX C

Hiuen-tsang mentions a murderous attack on Harsa
by a heretic, probably a Brghmana, assasin. When the
charitable assembly at Prayaga was about to conclude the
pavilion suddenly caught fire. But after an earnest prayer
the king rushed headlong towards the burning gate and
the fire, as if by a miracle, was extinguished. The king
afterwards mounted the great stiipa. As he was descending the steps, "suddenly a heretic (or, a strange man),
knife in hand, rushed on the king. The king startled at
the sudden attack, stepped back a few steps up the stairs,
and then bending himself down he seized the Inan, in
order to deliver him to the magistrates." The assembled
princes demanded his immediate execution but Siliiditya
commanded them not to kill the man. The Br~hmanas
confessed that "jealous of the Sramans, whom the king
had reverenced and exceedingly honoured, they had caused
the precious tower to catch fire by means of burning
arrows, and they hoped that in escaping from the fire the
crowd would disperse in confusion, and at such a moment
they purposed to assassinate the king." The chief of the
conspirators was punished and five hundred Brahmanas
were banished to the frontiers of India. (Beal, Vol. I,
pp. 2 19-22 1).
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forests-69.
meals-81.
food habits--82.
monasteries-85.
philosophy- 1 14.
system of writing-121.
teachers-123.
students-] 24.
custom of worshipping the im resr
of Buddha'$ Image on sile or
paper- 125.
system of medicine- -1 3 1 - 136.
necromancers-183.
topography--1 83.
Indo-China-20.
Indra-12, 92, 93.
Indus-10, 183.
Inscriptions-57,
177, 126, 150, 154,
155.
Jron Gates-26.
(Ruzghala Khana)
Jssik-Kul-26.
fdrara-114,
1 16.
idrara Deva-173.
I-tsing-1, 2, 4, 20, 48, 51-56, 59, 60,
63, 64, 74, 76-86, 88, 92, 94-96,
I
97N., 98, 103, 1 1 1-114, 116, 117,
121, 122, 124-136, 138, 140, 141,
143, 147, 157, 161. 162, 167. 175India-I, 2, 3, 4. 5, 8, 10, 1 1 . 18, 19,
20, 21, 23, 25, 30, 40, 43, 45, 49,
177, 186.
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, I-vung-1-57.
61, 62, 63, 54, 65, 68, 69, 73, 74,
76, 78, 79, 81, 84, 86, 88, 92, 103,
107, 112, '112, 113, 118, 119, 124,
J
125, 126, 128, 130, 132, 133, 134,
135, 139, 149. 157, 161, 157, 169. Jaina anchorite-44.
172, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, Jaina scholars-172.
lajhosi-77.
183, 184, 187.
Tndianlalalabad-I 1, 60.
merchants-I.
53.
Jalandhar-32, 33, 35, 46, 176.
lambud\ipa--9, 60, 147, 148, 1 SO, 151,
scholars-2,
37, 43.
civilisation-6.
154, 157, 159
names in official documents of Jambup5na-85.
Khotan-6.
Jiitnka-miiln- 130.
Jfitakn stories- 19.
ceremony-8.
Tatilas-75.
monk-9, 48, 56.
dran~ana-18.
Ta~a-4, 17.
scholarship yoked with Chinese J;1y5dityn--I27, 128, 129.
piety-1 8.
layagupta-34.
lavnscna-42, 43.
travels of Che-mong- 18.
15. 153.
career of the great Chinese pilgrim Ietarana-12,
TTmiita\75hana--117, 171.
-46.
lina-99, 1 12.
history, students of-49, 177.
king-49,
182.
Tinabandhu-32.
Tinaprabha-117, l 18.
travels of \Vane;-hiuen-tpe-.i I .
linaputra-114,
1 16.
brigands in-54. 55.
TinatrZta-32.
kingdoms, 61, 176.
Tivaka-137.
ambassador-182.
Jfiinacandra-117.
flowering tree--6.5.
I
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Jiiinaprabha-- 1 19.
Jona-3.
Jugglers-86.
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I

Kduntra-123.
Kltyiyana-114,
1 16.
KltyZyaniputra-116.
Kausimbi-35,
36, 67, 107, 145.
Kauseya-74.
Kaudika family-107.
Kctirs-3 I .
Khila-127.
Khio-wen-t'ai--25.
Khotan--6, 19, 146, 156.
Kie-pu-10-66.
Kiu-rhe-10-176.
Kings---7-9, 26, 34, 38-40, 44, 45, 9092, 99, 1 1 1, 117, 139, 143-44, 147179.
King-yeii period-18J.
King-Chow--18.
Kohat pass--1 I .
Koliyas-13,
14., 70.
Konkanapura-40, 64, 125, 184.
Korean-20,
138, 184.
Kosa-38.
Kosa shastra-32.
Kosala-12,
61, 101, 144, 145.
K'o-vun-.57.
Krakucchanda-13,
153.
Kysna-33.
KsPnti psi--31.
KsZntisimha-39.
K~attiyas-42, 77.
Ksauma-74.
Kuchih (Ku-che)--26.
Kukkutapida glri-55.
Kukkut2rZma-36,
150.
Kuluta-68.
KumZra jiva-2,
9, 10.
Kumiralabdha-99.
KumZralilta-99,
100.
Kiimira RBjZ-90,
172, 173, 183.
KunPla- 156.
KucC'.uz-26, 27.
Kuirkuma-64.
Kuruksetra-33.
Kuru-PZndava war-33.
KuSa grass-27.
KoSZgiirapura-143.
KusZna-159,
160.
Kuanagara-14,
36, 61, 65, 68. 69,
154, 186.
K'u Bui-24.
Kusu~napura-36.
Kwa-chow-22.
Kwan-Yin-23,

Babandha country-49.
Kafiristan-19.
I
Kajailgala-39,
45.
I
Kalanda Venuvana-38,
I
Kiilitlisa-114.
I
Kalilign-39.
I
Kalpc1?zZlankytikii-99.
Krrlpntiiimanditika-99.
Kamalaiila-l l I, 114.
I
Kimariipa-39,
44-46, 63, 73, 77, 89, (
172, 173, 183.
/
Kanlbala-74.
)
KZnadeva- 103.
j
Kanalia-64.
i
Kanakam~~ni-13.
1
Kanauj-9,
12, 34, 46, 49, 60, 74, 168,
171, 172, 176, 184.
Kan-Chang-25.
Kiiicipllra-39,
113, 11S.
Katlheri-40N.,
79.
Kaniskn-29,
31, 96N., 97, 100, 114,
126, 157-162.
j
Ka~liska's council-1 01N.
1
i
Ka~!iska's pagoda-19,
20, 31.
Kanpka-9N.
'
Konyodha-43,
170.
Kao-tsung--183.
KZp5lika--43, 75.
Kapila-106.
KapilSvastu-13, 36, 6 1, 65, 144, 153. 1
Kapiia-29, 30, 47, 51, 56, 60.
I
Kapitha-34.
i
Karashahr--26, 1 86.
Karghalik-6.
Karkota dynasty-176.
Karma-33, 94.
Karmadiinas-140.
Karnasuvarna-39,
73, 167.
Knrpiira tree-66.
Klruvski-157.
KiSapura-- 1 18.
K l s i y a garments-29,
(k5sIya) 50, 55 !
robe.
Kashgarh--6-9, 47.
I
Kashrnir-31,
32, 38, 47, 56, 60, 62, i
'64. 67, 68, 70, 73, 11 1, 116, 156, '
176.
Kashmirian-116.
i
KZii-6 1.
KZfikii Vytti-127,
129, 130.
!
Kisyapa-1,
13.
I Lamghan-4,
KISyapa Buddha-1 47, 154.
: Lang-kie-10-6
KaSyi~piya-48.
Llra-18.
j
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Lekliu-llaraka (Lrrter c.~rriers)-6.
Liang-chi-chao-2.
Licchavis-14.
Li-I-piao-49, 50.
Li-i- I 82.
Ling-shan mountains-26.
Ling-wan-- 17.5.
"Little-Rajag~ha"-27.
Lob-nor-6,
24.
Logic-113,
114, 117, 121.
Lu-Kiu-y-twl83.
(Lokiiditya).
LumbinP garden-1 3, 153, 155.
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Magadha-36,
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( Megh;1varnr-49, 166, 177.
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MahZriistra-40, 168.
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Vinuya-15,
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monk 1 16.
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MahSsZra--154.
hliracles-13, 71, 100, 158.
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121, 140.
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Mahendra-156.
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i Multan-41.
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NiigZnanda- 1 17, 171.
NagarahHra-11, 30, 60.
Nlgirjuna-33,
34, 80, 101- 106, 130,
134, 135, 157.
NHla- 138.
NBlandH-20, 36, 38, 46, 51, 54, 56, 79,
83, 89, 113, 116-119, 121, 130, 138141, 162, 163, 171, 172.
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Nandas-146.
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Narendradeva-50.
Narmadi-40, 4 1.
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Navy-90.
Nepal-41, 50, 51, 61, 68, 117, 176.
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Nepalese forces-1 74.
Nicobar-53.
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Nilanetra-103.
Nirgranthas-44, 75.
Nirvina-40, 110, 147, 148.
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Piindyas-40, 65.
PZinini-38, 92-94, 122, 123, 126, 129.
Pao-yun-5, 11, 186.
Paramartha-2,
107, 109, 1 10.
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Paraspur-64N.
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Parinirviiy Vaipulya Siitra-16.
Parinirvana Vihara-55.
Piriyitra-33, 67, 77.
PirSva-96,Y'i, 98, 107, 1 14.
I'irivika-3 1.
Parvata-41, 115, 116.
Pasiphae-179.
PHBupatas--75.
Pitali-65.
Piyaliputra-14-16,
36, 61, 65, 94, 95,
104, 106, 148-151.
Patanjali-93,
128, 129.
Patna-156.
Pei-na-l29N.
Persia-60, 61, 178.
Peshwar-19,
157.
Petech-1 0.
Pillars- 153-155.
Pindqla-107.
Ni ya--6.
Pirates-3, 35.
Northern route-1-3, 5, 19, 22-23.
Nyiiya-anusZrZ Shiistra-32,
38, 39, Pitakas-27, 4 1, 102.
Platlt life-62-67.
11. 112.
Plantain-85.
Poets-97-99, 102, 103, 113, 114.
Po-lo-na-155.
Poo-nH-12.
Prabhlmitra-116,
1 17.
Prajfilbhadra-4 1.
Prajiiigupta-43, 44, 1 17.
Prajiiiikara-27, 28, 30.
Official titles-6.
Pra jiiZmiilaSiistra~ikii-3€b 43.
0-lo-na-choen-50.
Pm jG-PZmmitZ Siitra Slistra-103,
0-ki-ni-26.
110.
Onion mountains-1 9.
Praj fiiraSmi-43.
Ordeals-88-89. .
Prakarana-Arynvaca-109.
Orissa--43, 44.
Pra karana-piida-vi6 hiisii-Siistra-33.
Ornaments-75.
Priikrt-6.
0-tien-po-chilo-68.
Prasenaiit-12.
102N., 124.

PZla period- 125.
PalZSa forest-32, 35, 64.
Pallava prince-1 68.
Pamirs-18.
Panapur-64N.
Pafica hhojaniyas-83.
Par1cnkh5dn?1lyas-83.
Poiicaskandha-Siistra-33.
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Pugyamitra Sunga-129.
Pusyavarman- 174.

Samarkhand-20.
Samatap-39,
175.
Sanlmitiya-41, 48, 142.
Samudragupta-49, 167, 1 7 7.
Samyukia Suiicaya Pr@h(l- 16.
I Samyukiiibhidharmah~duyu SZrlraI
16.
R
Sahyuktigama ( S u t r a r t 16.
Ridhl-svlmi-14.
SInaka vHsa-29.
Riihula-12.
Sandal-65-66.
RPhulamitra-14 1.
Sangha- 1SO.
Rljabhap-175.
Sanghabhadra-1 10-1 12.
G j a ~ h a - 1 4 , 38, 49, 54, 64, 101, 144, Sangllir%mas-31, 40.
148, 154, 186.
Sanghati robe-1 0.
Rajauri-32, 60.
Sang-King-5, I 1.
Rljarlja-176.
Sang-shao-5.
Rljariija-Bhap-176.
1 Sankiisya-12,
34, 145.
RljasthSn-33,
77.
SZnkhya-44, 96N., 103, 106.
fijyairi-142,
168, 169.
Sanskrit--6, 16, 18, 38, 48, 53-55, 66,
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92, 93, 95.97.99, 103, 109, 114,
Rlma-34.
121-123.
I
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RPmagrba-13,
36, 61, 70, 72.
Rlmlyana-96N.
Saraniitha pillar-153.
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( Siiriputra-12, 138.
i SZripuira akaray-96.
Religious ceremony-7, 89.
Renou- 186.
I SarvlstivH
-15, 32.
Rohilkhand-34.
SarvlstivBdin-4 1, 48, 100.
Roman empire-1 84.
Saiihka-167,
168, 173.
Routes-1 -3.
. Satapuiiciiiatikii stotra-98.
Assam-Burma-3 ;
SataSiistra-43, 105.
Siitavlhana King-101,
157.
Northern, 1, 3 ;
Central Asian-4, 5 ;
Satpad5bhidharma-38.
Sautrintika School-34.
Nepal-Tibet-20 ;
SaundarZnanda Kiiv a 96.
Sea-route-3,
17, 1 75.
Rowland-28.
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Scholars-41, 42, 99-1 12, 1 13-119, 129Rrrmmindei Pillar- 155.
130, 133, 134.
Sciences-] 2 I, 131-137.
Sha-lo-kia-161.
3
I Sha-lo-tu-1-92.
Shan-hsi-4.
Sabduuidjlii-38, 41, 42, 48, 121, 130.
Shan-Ling-53.
Shang-mi-145.
Saddharmapundarika-52.
Shang-tang-2 1.
Saddharmasnriaparigraha Szstra-4 1.
Safed Koh- 1 1.
Shan-yu-52.
Shao-lin-57.
Slgaramati--43.
Sahji-ka-dherii-159.
Sh'eh-hu-khan-26.
Sgkala (Sia1kot)-32, 62, 67, 107, 1 12, Sllen-ching- 182.
165.
Sl~Sen-rhm-5, 19.
Sakalottariipatheivara-60.
1 Shen-tu-59.
Slketa-12, 95, 96.
Shi-lo-v-to-182.
~iamL.54,182, 184.
Sakra-13, 34, 152, 159, 172.
Sibi-10,
19.
SakrBditya-138, 139, 143, 162, 163.
' Siddha-184.
Slktas-75.
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-Clintzg- 1 22, 1 23.
Sikyadeva-99.
Sakya Kingdom-13.
' Siddhaaart.za- 123.
SZkya Princew-149.
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Slkyas-9, 28, 35, 144, 145, 146.
! Siddhirastu-122.
SllZtura--38, 93.
Sigan-fu-48.
I Silabhadra-37, 38, 40, 42, 43, 1 17-119.
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I
of ,aalwa--174, 175, 182, 187.
.QililtrsthGttaz;idyii- 121.
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I
Si1ilh;1l;t-l78.
Sirilhapura-3 1, 47, 60.
I
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I
Sintlh--41, 62, 67, 73, 77.
I
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Siucn-wu--182.
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1
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9, 187.
SrZmanera- 13, 159.
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Sriivasti--12, 13, 36, 61, 11 1 , 153, 163.
Sritlcva-20.
Sriguptn-161- 163, 176.
Sri Har,s;~-145.
Srili11)tlhn-l 14, 116.
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S~:ijapw--5I153, 55, 103.
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Srut;~vimSatikoti (Arhat)-39,
40.
I
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/
Sthavirn--37, 40, 48.
I
Sthiram;lti--43.
j
Stutlents--103, 124, 126, 127, 137.
I
Stiipns-9, 12-14, 28, 33, 36, 56, 57, 50, 1
71N., 72. 93, 99. 100, 102N., 104, I
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187.
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S1rh~lleleh(i-102, 103, 130, 1.57.
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Slln-Armv--162.
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I
j
Sung-yiin-19, 20, 87N., 162, 164.
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I
8zirryatii Snplnti-10.7.
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S r ~ r i ~ ! r-4; ~ -1 , 62, 184.
I
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TSrnradanra J3odhisa tt\.;l--183.
TSmralipti-3,
16, 30, 5.3-53, 12.5, 141,
177.
Tcctzdztliva- 85.
~ a n ~ - - 2 0 ,177, 182.
Tangi-tar-47.
Tn'n-~nong- 186.
Tao-chen-49.
Tao-ching-4, 1 1, 12.
Tao-ngan--5N.
Tao-pu- 18.
Taou-hi-20N., 51, 138.
Taou-sing-2ON.
Taranatha-97N.,
98N.
Tnthiigata-10,
14, 40, 55, 71, 95, 138,
167.
T;~thBgatagupta--39, 139, 163.
7-a-tsin-55.
Taxila-31,
47, 60, 62, 99, 137.
Tche-hong-5 1.
Tcheng-huo-57.
Tm-84.
Teachers-.] 18, 123, 124.
Tibet-~3, 6, 20, 50, 93, 97, 100, 105,
IO~,II3,Ilt,Ii4.
Tien-rhu-59.
Tilodaka-36, 41.
Tinior-65.
Tirthikas-104.
Tivara-157.
Tokhar;~---20.
Tokhwian--98, 138.
'Tongya-p11-s;1-l8.7.
T o n c l ~ ~ i n 184.
Tr;~clc-.--I 84.
Tr;~rlers-3, 90.
'rranslntion- 16, 18.
TI-;I,N~SI27.
TrayastrirhSa heaven-12, 145, 15;.
~ r r h s l ~ of
r r the good law-37.
'i'rip'!olznr--33, 40.
7'sir1g-c.how-I 7, 18.
Tsrong-san-gampo-50.
I'srlng-ling-19,
160.
I 11-ho-111--26.
'~'II-111-h'o-po-tu-9.
'l'11n-hwnn~-5, 19, 186.
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l 'clavnna--36, 56, 145.
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i Utlhitn-46,
176.
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l;dyin:~---lo, 19, 20, 31, 6 2 , 64, OH, 73,
Sih'., 145, 116, 184.
L:jjain-4l,
77.
l !niidis- 126, 127.
Uni\ ersity- 137-140.
L.'pr~dcSu.$iistras-- I !Ill.
llrasa-60.
Utr;~ra-104.
Ut t;lrir 1'radeS:t-- l {I.
.
Uttarascna--146.
I 'tt11ro t(i11rra-134.

\'iridliah;~-- 1.3, 144-140.
Viryasena- -34.
Vidoka- I 16, I 18.
ViSutldh;~sirnha-32.
Vi4v;lntara--130.
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